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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Domestic violence is a serious and prevalent problem around the world. Violence directed against women by their intimate partners, including current or former spouses or boyfriends, is a global epidemic with devastating physical, emotional, financial, and social effects on women, children, families and communities around the world. It violates the fundamental human rights of women and often results in serious injury or death. According to the United Nations, as many as 70% of women are victims of violence at some point in their lives.\(^1\) While statistics vary slightly, studies show that men commit up to 95% of domestic assaults on women, in stark contrast to women who are offenders in only 5% of such assaults.\(^2\)

In Croatia, domestic violence reflects this worldwide pattern and is a widespread problem throughout the country. In 2010, the Ministry of the Interior showed 15,189 reported domestic violence offenses.\(^3\) Data on police interventions similarly reflect this prevalence. In 2008, the police received 16,885 requests for intervention in domestic violence cases in Croatia,\(^4\) followed by 9,833 requests for protective measures by the police.\(^5\) According to police in one town, it is physically impossible for them to detain every perpetrator, because they register six to seven cases of domestic violence per day.\(^6\) In addition, the high rates of femicide show that the killings of women and girls in gender-related violence are an alarming problem throughout Croatia.\(^7\)

The Autonomous Women’s House Zagreb, The Advocates for Human Rights, and the Bulgarian Gender Research Foundation carried out fact-finding in Croatia to monitor the government’s implementation of domestic violence legislation. The authors conducted two monitoring missions in October 2010 and February 2011 and traveled to eleven cities. They conducted 67 interviews with ministry officials, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), shelter and state home workers, victims, Centers for Social Welfare employees, police, judges, prosecutors, lawyers, health care workers, and prison personnel.\(^8\) The findings and recommendations presented in this report reflect the results of these interviews, the authors’ observations, and secondary research.

In 2003, the Croatian government adopted the Law on Protection against Domestic Violence (LPDV). By passing one of the first domestic violence laws in the region, the Croatian government has not only demonstrated its commitment to combating domestic violence but also presented itself as a leader in this effort. The Croatian

---

2. “Report to the Nation on Crime and Justice - The Data,” Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (1983), https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/Digitization/87068NCJRS.pdf. More recent studies reflect this pattern, as well. For example, the Bureau of Justice found that 86% of domestic violence victims were females while 86% of defendants were generally male (86%). In the majority of these domestic violence cases (84%), the defendant was male and the victim was female. “Profile of Intimate Partner Violence Cases in Large Urban Counties,” Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, October 2009, page 1, http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/pub/pdf/pipvcluc.pdf. Another finding showed that “more than 90 percent of "systematic, persistent, and injurious" violence is perpetrated by men.” (citing Kimmel, Michael S. “Gender Symmetry in Domestic Violence: A Substantive and Methodological Research Review,” Violence Against Women 8(11) November 2002: 1332–1363).
5. Id.
6. Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011.
7. From January to June of 2009, there were a total of 25 reported murders and 70 attempted murders in Croatia. Seventeen of these murders and seven of the attempted murders were committed between family members. Of these victims, seven women were killed by their husbands, and in four cases, the husbands tried to murder their wives. Autonomous Women’s House Zagreb, “PROTECT Daphne III: Croatia Overview,” Presentation, March, 2010. Slide 9.
8. The number of interviews conducted (67) reflects the number of actual sittings for an interview and not the actual number of interviewees. The number of interviewees is substantially higher than the number of interviews.
government should be commended and further encouraged to serve as a model for the region by ensuring effective implementation of the LPDV. The adoption of the LPDV represented a significant step toward protecting domestic violence victims and holding offenders accountable. Notably, it provides both urgent (emergency) and long-term protective measures focused on victim safety, including eviction, stalking and harassment measures, restraining orders, and confiscation of weapons. It also provides two measures directed at offenders’ behavior, including psychosocial treatment and addiction treatment. While a victim may, on her own, apply for protective measures under the law, most often, police file for these measures on behalf of victims. The law’s jurisdiction lies in the misdemeanor system, whose judges decide whether to issue the protective measures and for what term, as well as impose a jail sentence or fine on the offender. A violation of the protective measure is punishable by a fine or imprisonment of at least ten days.

The Croatian government has made evident strides in its efforts to prevent, respond to and punish domestic violence since its initial adoption of the LPDV. The government has amended the LDPV (2009) and promulgated regulations to further implementation of this law, including the Rules of Procedure in Cases of Family Violence and the National Strategy of Protection against Family Violence. The government has also issued protocols for specific sectors, such as the Ministry of Internal Affairs’ Regulations on Implementation of Protective Measures for the LPDV. At the urging of women’s NGOs, the Croatian government amended the Misdemeanor Law to provide temporary precautionary measures for the duration of LPDV proceedings, the violation of which is punishable by fine. While the adoption of these laws and policy documents are a positive step, there are serious problems with their implementation that negatively impact victim safety and offender accountability in Croatia.

Dual arrests, where the victim is arrested alongside the offender, are widespread throughout Croatia. These dual arrests stem partly from the language of the LPDV. The LPDV classifies psychological and economic violence as domestic violence in very broad terms, and this provision is implemented against the victim regardless of the danger or threat the perpetrator poses to the victim’s safety. This means that a victim who has verbally insulted her offender can be prosecuted and held accountable alongside her abuser who has physically beaten her. A second contributing factor to the high rates of dual arrests is that police are not systematically identifying the primary aggressor in domestic violence cases. Instead of making determinations of the primary aggressor and defensive injuries, police generally defer that identification to judges and doctors, respectively. As a result, many victims not only face the very real potential for arrest when they call for help, but also ensuing charges and punishments for defending themselves against the assault. The impact of arresting and charging a victim of domestic violence for attempting to defend herself can be devastating—after she has been punished once for seeking help, a victim will not likely access the justice system again.

Victims of domestic violence are further re-traumatized in the courtroom—whether as offenders or as victims—where misdemeanor judicial practices reflect a misunderstanding of both the law in Croatia and the unique issues posed in domestic violence cases. Several misdemeanor judges were either unaware of the LPDV’s urgent protective measures or failed to issue them within the 24-hour timeframe. In addition, many misdemeanor judges engage in a dangerous practice called “facing” whereby each party tells their side of the story while facing the other in close proximity ostensibly to determine credibility. This practice can intimidate a victim whose abuser has used violence to control her behavior and is not likely to result in candid or truthful testimony.

In many cases, police, judicial, Center for Social Welfare, and other actors’ practices also reflect a fundamental misunderstanding of the dynamics of domestic violence and how best to address it. Interviews indicate that many
of the state responses focus on children’s well-being to the marginalization—and sometimes the exclusion—of victim safety. For example, domestic violence cases in Croatia are handled by a law enforcement unit that is primarily responsible for juvenile delinquency and crimes against children. While this expertise is important, it is also critical that those who respond to domestic violence cases have knowledge and training on the dynamics of violence against women. In addition, some misdemeanor judges see domestic violence as limited to violence against the children.

This focus on children, at the expense of the victim, is also reflected in the state’s laws and practices. Courts commonly hold a victim responsible for her children witnessing domestic violence against her. The Family Law provides that parents are accountable for abusing their parental responsibilities if they expose a child to violence among the adult family members. In practice, CSW employees and family and criminal law judges also reported that their primary focus in domestic violence cases is on ensuring the well-being of the children. One criminal judge explained that he decides to issue a warning instead of punishment “[w]hen I find it’s sufficient. The goal is not to punish, but to restore, improve….But always, it is the goal of the benefit of the child.”9 Fears of losing their children if they report the violence can deter a victim from coming forward to seek help. One Center for Social Welfare worked explained, “There is such a great danger that we should remove the child from such a parent, then [the victims] find another solution. The woman goes away with her child…they are afraid that someone will take the child away, and sometimes women won’t report that violence. It is a very big fear…”10

The Family Law requires couples undergoing divorce proceedings to complete mediation as part of the divorce process. Monitoring revealed that Center for Social Welfare employees conducting mediation do not screen for domestic violence in these cases, nor do they proactively offer separate mediation to mitigate the potential harm to a victim of domestic violence being forced to meet with her abuser. Mediation in domestic violence cases can be counterproductive and even dangerous. It assumes that both parties are equal, yet an offender often holds tremendous power over a victim, who may be afraid to voice her concerns. Even in stages when mediation is not mandated, Center for Social Welfare workers have reportedly still encouraged victims to reconcile with their offender.

Another challenge has arisen from the 2009 European Court of Human Rights decision in Maresti v. Croatia, which has dramatically limited the courts in Croatia from effectively protecting victims and holding offenders accountable for their crimes. The Maresti case renders misdemeanor and criminal prosecutions mutually exclusive, requiring a victim to choose between long-term protective measures and the appropriate criminal charges against her abuser. Even if an offender perpetrates serious injuries, compelling the victim to seek protection through an eviction or restraining order, the maximum sentence that offender could face is 90 days’ imprisonment or a fine. Conversely, if the state attorney chooses to prosecute the case and seek criminal-level punishment, the victim is then precluded from obtaining long-term protective measures for herself under the LPDV. In other words, the victim must wait for another act of violence to occur before she can seek protective measures under the LPDV. The new Criminal Code, which enters into force in January 2013, provides long-term security measures of eviction and a restraining order that can protect the victim after the trial’s conclusion. The Criminal Procedure Code, however, lacks corollary security measures to guarantee her the full and comprehensive protection she needs during the trial, and existing measures focus instead on ensuring the defendant’s presence in court proceedings.

9 Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011.
10 Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011.
In addition, police and prosecutors demonstrate confusion in the classification of offenses because they are forced to choose between charging the offense as a misdemeanor or a crime after the Maresti case. In the absence of new guidelines, police default to charging most cases under the misdemeanor system because of its speed relative to the criminal courts, the victim’s ability to obtain protective measures, and an unofficial rule that only thrice-repeated or very severe physical violence merits a criminal charge.

Police and judges also limit offender accountability for violence under the LPDV by favoring treatment over other sanctions. Specifically, police and judges tend to propose and issue psychosocial and addiction treatment, weapons confiscation, and to a lesser extent, restraining orders, under the LPDV. This inclination toward batterers’ programs is problematic both because of questions regarding their efficacy and the lack of a monitoring mechanism to ensure the offender’s compliance. Moreover, the tendency to favor and even order batterers’ treatment in lieu of other protective measures or jail can compromise victim safety. Many interviewees questioned the effectiveness of psychosocial treatment programs, in part because there is no evaluation to gauge its success aside from personal observations about recidivism, and there is no systematic monitoring and reporting system if the offender fails to attend. There were also concerns about the quality of such programs, particularly where women victims are required to undergo family therapy with the offender or are blamed for provoking the violence. Furthermore, a serious lack of funding and treatment administrators means that psychosocial programs are simply unavailable in many parts of the country. Moreover, batterers’ treatment programs run the risk of diverting much needed and scarce resources away from services for the victim, such as shelters.

In contrast, requests and orders for evictions and stalking and harassment protective measures are comparatively low despite their proven capacity to protect victims. Of the 9,833 protective measures requested in 2008, only 72 stalking and harassment prohibitions were issued (out of 233 requested), and only 109 evictions (out of 377 requested) were granted. Even if the offender is sentenced to jail, he may receive a suspended sentence conditioned on good behavior, community service in lieu of part of the prison sentence, or early release on probation. Although these sentences make eviction and stalking/harassment measures even more crucial for victim safety, police and judges still do not propose or issue them. For example, concern for offenders’ welfare if they are expelled from the home biases some decision makers against eviction measures. In addition, a victim’s residence in a shelter is another reason for denying an eviction order when legal actors infer she is safe. That reasoning fails, however, to take into account those offenders who find their victims at shelters that lack a secret address, shelters’ time limits on residency, and their susceptibility to closures from funding cuts. The low numbers of stalking and harassment orders may stem from a failure to adequately recognize and appreciate the dangers of these acts. Police explained they can only request this measure when the offense itself is stalking or harassment, but yet they fail to recognize these acts and respond when offenders skirt the perimeters of a restraining order by stalking the victim.

A domestic violence victim is also put at risk of further harm during the pendency of an appeal of a protective measure by her abuser. When an offender files an appeal against a decision, the protective measures are stayed until the appeal decision is rendered. The victim is left without the legal mechanism to protect herself against an

---

11 Stakeholders also expressed concern that, even with the new Criminal Code that will enter into force in 2013, confusion over and reluctance to charge domestic violence acts as criminal offenses will continue unless further guidance and training is implemented.
13 Misdemeanor Law, Article 211(1).
offender who may be angry and vengeful. In addition, victims whose protective measures are denied often find
themselves without standing to file an appeal themselves. Because police often act as prosecutors in these
cases, they have the legal authority to appeal the decision. Police resources and capacity to make appeals,
however, is very limited.

Several challenges exist in the prosecutions of criminal domestic violence offenders. Prosecutors demonstrate
great reluctance in initiating criminal prosecutions for domestic violence, a practice further aggravated by their
tendency to drop cases when the victim recants or invokes her right not to testify against her spouse. As in
divorce cases, mediation also occurs in the criminal justice arena in Croatia. The State Attorney’s Law authorizes
the prosecutor to call for conciliation in cases of domestic violence before issuing an indictment.\(^{14}\) As mentioned
above, mediation is highly problematic in domestic violence cases. At the time of the monitoring mission, this
provision was still relatively new, but it poses the very real and dangerous risk of repeated assault of the victim
and impunity for the perpetrator.

Even when offenders serve time in jail, victims are still at risk of violence through the prison “benefit leave”
program. Prisoners who fulfill a certain length of their sentence may be released for a short-term “benefit leave,”
ranging from a few hours to a few days. During this time, offenders are under minimal to no oversight, and usually
are only required to check in at the police station or attend a local alcohol treatment program (if applicable).
Authorities can warn a prisoner not to approach the victim where there are indicators that would compel such
safeguards, but the prison administration may have less notice of the risk to victims for those offenders serving
time for non-domestic violence offenses. There were several reports of prisoners battering their victims while on
benefit leave. The entry into force of the new Criminal Code with long-term protective measures in January 2013
may help address this problem, but its effective implementation remains to be seen.

Finally, the challenges shelters face in receiving the sufficient and regular funding they need compound the risk of
further harm to domestic violence victims. The current two funding schemes under the Ministry for Social Policy
and Youth (formerly the Ministry of Health and Social Care and the Ministry of Family, Veterans’ Affairs, and
Intergenerational Solidarity) are complicated and pose massive challenges for organizations providing these
accommodations.\(^{15}\) The government’s funding conditions generally fail to reflect the actual needs and operations
of a shelter. Such conditions, in turn, reduce shelters’ autonomy, forcing them to follow strict and at times,
irrelevant criteria in order to garner financing. For example, the Ministry of Health and Social Care finances homes
for adult and child victims of family violence on a per-bed basis, but this funding is contingent upon the homes
receiving client referrals from police and Centers for Social Welfare. Moreover, the per-bed basis does not reflect
the reality that shelters’ baseline operating costs are the same no matter how many residents are residing there.

Autonomous women’s shelter funding from the Ministry of Social Policy and Youth (which formerly came from the
Ministry of Family, Veterans’ Affairs, and Intergenerational Solidarity) is allocated on a tri-partitioned basis from
the Ministry-county-city governments, so payment delays by one government source often leads to disbursement
delays by the other two levels. Even when the financing comes through, the amount is often insufficient. As a
result, shelters in Croatia are often forced to suspend payment to their employees for months at a time, or, in the
worst case, close. One shelter serving a major population has been forced to close multiple times, due to the
unreliable and inadequate funding from the government. With approximately 18 accommodation institutions,

\(^{14}\) Article 62.

\(^{15}\) As of 2012, both the MoF and the MoHSC have been reorganized to form three new ministries, the Ministry for Social Policy and Youth, the
Ministry for Veterans, and the Ministry for Health.
including both autonomous shelters and homes for adult victims of family violence, to serve a population of 4.5 million, the need to ensure these organizations and institutions can remain open and function effectively is critical.

In conclusion, while the government of Croatia has taken important steps to combat domestic violence, monitoring revealed that the state must undertake additional measures to more fully realize victim safety and offender accountability. These measures are addressed in the Recommendations section on page 111, and the government should give urgent attention to those recommendations in the priority section. The authors commend the state, the many legal actors, and NGOs working together to protect victims and hold offenders accountable, and they urge the government of Croatia to execute the recommendations presented by this report in order to continue this vital work.
INTRODUCTION

They would say that I should be patient, that they would try to speak with him so they could bring some
sense to him, and that I should be a better mother… I told them I don’t have anywhere to go. After that,
they wouldn’t say anything, but let me go home. That was my life.

- Quote from a victim of long-term domestic violence recalling her treatment by the Center for Social Welfare

As a member of the United Nations, Croatia is obligated to protect the human rights of the people living within its
borders. The provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and numerous other human rights
instruments, including the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, define Croatia’s human
rights obligations as a member of the international community. Importantly, Croatia has ratified the Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
and is bound by the terms of these conventions. Croatia is also a member of the Council of Europe, which has
just adopted the Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence
(Istanbul Convention). The international standards set forth in these instruments condemn domestic violence
and place an affirmative obligation on member states to prevent and protect women from violence, punish
perpetrators, and compensate victims of violence. To this end, states must develop penal, civil, labor, and
administrative sanctions in domestic legislation to punish and redress the wrongs caused to women who are
subjected to violence. The effective implementation of these standards is critical to ensuring that states are
meeting their due diligence obligations to protect women from violence.

In 2003, the Croatian government took an important step to address violence against women by adopting the Law
on Protection against Domestic Violence (LPDV). The law states that its purpose is to prevent, punish and
suppress all forms of domestic violence, provide appropriate measures against offenders, as well as provide
protection and assistance to victims. Its focus on protecting victims and holding offenders accountable are
consistent with international human rights standards.

Welcome amendments were made to the law in 2009, including longer durations for protective measures. In its
most recent form, the LPDV broadly defines domestic violence as any form of physical, mental, sexual, or
economic violence. The law provides for six protective measures a victim can seek against the offender: 1)
psychosocial batterers’ treatment, 2) addiction treatment; 3) eviction from the home; 4) confiscation of firearms;
5) a restraining order; and 6) prohibitions against stalking and harassing the victim of domestic violence.

---

16 Croatia has not yet ratified the Council of Europe’s Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic
Violence.
17 Croatian Parliament, Law on Protection from Domestic Violence Articles 1(2), Zagreb (November 6, 2009) [hereinafter, “LDPV”].
18 Article 1(2) of the LDPV states: “The purpose of this Act is prevention, punishment and suppression of all types of family violence, the use of
appropriate measures against the perpetrators, as well as mitigation for the perpetration of violence by providing protection and assistance to
victims of violence.”
19 LPDV, Article 4. For purposes of the law, a family includes spouses; former and common-law spouses; persons with children in common;
ancestors and descendants; blood relatives to the third degree; relatives by marriage to the second degree; guardians and wards; and foster
parents, foster children, and their families.
20 The Croatian perpetrator psychosocial treatment is a counseling program that aims to modify perpetrators’ violent behavior by teaching self-
control and conflict resolution skills. The treatment is administered through a six-month program consisting of weekly, two-hour group
meetings. The treatment also calls for victim involvement, on a voluntary basis, designed to inform the victim about the program, gather
background information the perpetrator, and monitor changes in the perpetrator’s behavior. Interview with State Home, City K, February 11,
2011; Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011.
21 LPDV, Article 11(2).
Importantly, three of these measures—the restraining order, stalking/harassment measure, and eviction—can be requested on an *ex parte* or “urgent” basis, in which case the misdemeanor court must render a decision within 24 hours. Within eight days of the decision granting urgent measures, the applicant must file a proposal for a hearing on issuance of long-term protective measures. At the hearing, the court may impose fines or incarceration along with any of the six protective measures.

In 2005, and again in 2008, under the auspices of the Ministry of the Family, Veterans’ Affairs and Intergenerational Solidarity, the Croatian government published the Rules of Procedure in Cases of Family Violence (Rules of Procedure). The Rules of Procedure outline specific procedures to be followed by government institutions and officials when handling cases of domestic violence, with the goal of “improving the protection of victims in the family and helping the perpetrators to change their behavior and system of values.”

While the Rules of Procedure provide important guidance for implementing an effective response to domestic violence, interviewees noted certain shortcomings. Notably, there is no specific directive for training for the sectors charged in the Rules. Also, one NGO noted there is no monitoring body specifically focused on the implementation of the Rules of Procedure.

The government has also promulgated national plans related to violence against women. The government adopted a National Strategy of Protection against Family Violence (National Strategy) in 2005 and subsequently adopted updated national strategies in 2008 and 2011. The 2008 National Strategy sought to provide an overarching framework for the government’s response to domestic violence for the years 2008 through 2010. The National Strategy prioritized the education of professionals working on domestic violence, the establishment of a psychosocial treatment program for perpetrators, and the improvement of domestic violence legislation. The National Strategy also emphasized the importance of ensuring adequate services and support for victims, increasing victims’ housing and employment opportunities, and raising public awareness.
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Finally, in 2011, Croatia adopted a new Criminal Code. The new Criminal Code classifies a domestic violence murder as aggravated murder, and it punishes an offender who kills a family member who he has previously abused by a minimum sentence of ten years. The new law eliminates Article 215A on Violent Conduct in the Family, which caused confusion among police, judges, and prosecutors given its vague and overly broad language. Domestic violence is now subsumed into other provisions that address bodily assault. Victims’ advocates note that this new classification does not alleviate existing concerns about criminal prosecution of domestic violence. Upon implementation, it is likely that many domestic violence acts will continue to lack the requisite aggravating factors to qualify for criminal prosecution. The new Criminal Code does include safety measures that allow restraining orders or eviction as part of the final judgment, which will last beyond the duration of trial. But to effectively protect victims’ safety throughout the proceedings, the Criminal Procedure Code should parallel the amendments to provide for new precautionary measures, including a restraining order, stalking and harassment order, and eviction to protect the victim during the criminal proceedings.

Beyond the adoption of laws and policies, the government is involved in the response to domestic violence in many important ways. Under the LPDV, particular government ministries are charged with creating and implementing regulations to address domestic violence, gathering statistical information, and administering various protective measures.

While state ministries and local governments have adopted a variety of additional measures intended to prevent and protect against domestic violence, overall there is insufficient government funding and support to successfully implement the LPDV and provide victims with the services and assistance they need. Of particular concern is the government’s failure to adequately fund shelters for domestic violence victims and the perpetrator treatment programs provided for in the LPDV. Further, interviews revealed that domestic violence victims are often in desperate need of financial assistance and appropriate housing, as they struggle to find employment and are generally unable to secure state-subsidized housing. In addition to shortfalls in government funding, attitudes held by first responders, such as Centers for Social Welfare staff, reflect misperceptions about domestic violence and a failure to prioritize victim protection.

Monitoring of the implementation of the LPDV also revealed problems with the law itself, indicating an urgent need for amendments. The LPDV’s definition of domestic violence that includes a very broad definition of psychological violence has proven harmful for victims and even led to their arrests and convictions. Article 8 of the

32 The National Strategy proposes a number of measures to combat violence against women, including media and public awareness campaigns, improving judicial proceedings for victims of sexual violence, harmonization of Croatia’s domestic legislation with international laws, monitoring and data tracking of violence against women cases, as well as protocols on handling cases of sexual violence. Id. at 37-38.
34 Id. at 18.
36 Article 111, 2011 amendments to the Criminal Code.
37 LPDV, Articles 23, 24, 25, 26. Individual state officials, especially the Ombudsperson for Gender Equality, also play key roles in the government’s response to domestic violence. Interview with Ombudsperson for Gender Equality, Zagreb, October 11, 2010.
38 Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011; Interview with Shelter, City J, February 8, 2011.
39 Interview with Shelter, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011.
LPDV also imposes mandatory reporting of domestic violence, a potentially harmful requirement that can place women in danger of retaliation and cause them to forego seeking assistance if they are not ready to report the violence. Other provisions in family and criminal legislation that hold a victim responsible when her child witnesses domestic violence improperly punish the victim for the criminal actions of the perpetrator.

In addition, whether and how intimate partners gain protection from the legal system varies. Non-marital partnerships are common, and a police officer estimated that 20-25% of women and men live in these arrangements. Yet, the LPDV does not expressly include intimate partners within its scope of protection, except for partners in common-law marriage, and responses to cases involving intimate partners without children reveal inconsistencies in how the state responds to these cases.

To monitor the implementation of these laws and policies, and document challenges such as those described above, the Autonomous Women’s House Zagreb, The Advocates for Human Rights, and the Bulgarian Gender Research Foundation carried out fact-finding in Croatia in 2010 and 2011. The authors conducted 67 interviews with various government actors and NGOs in various cities throughout Croatia. This report presents these findings made on the implementation of the LPDV and relevant legislation. The report also makes recommendations, based on international legal human rights standards, with a view to increasing victim safety and promoting offender accountability.

---

40 Article 8 of the LPDV requires health care workers, social welfare and family professionals, educational professionals, religious institutions, humanitarian organizations, and civil society groups working on children and families to register cases of domestic violence they have learned about through their duties with the police or prosecutor’s office; failure to comply with this reporting requirement can subject the reporter to a fine of 3,000 kunas. LPDV, Articles 8, 21.

41 Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.

42 LPDV, Article 3(1). Some actors turn to the Family Law, which defines the scope of cohabitation as applying to an unmarried man and woman in a relationship of at least three years, or less than three years if they have children. Family Law, Article 3.

43 Where officials do not view intimate partners as within the scope of the LPDV or criminal law, victims are left without protection or justice unless they can initiate or afford a private attorney to pursue a lawsuit. Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011; see also Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011 (explaining that the victim can initiate a private prosecution ex officio for criminal offenses). Criminal Code, Articles 98-101, 129. Provisional translation for “EU-project: Support to the Judicial Academy: Developing a training system for future judges and prosecutors.” Republic of Croatia Ministry of Justice, December 29, 2008 [hereinafter, “Criminal Code”].

44 The names of cities in interview citations have been omitted to protect confidentiality except for public figure interviewees. Where interviews refer to individuals, those names have been changed to protect confidentiality.
While many interviewees gave positive reports about police response to domestic violence, there were also serious problems reported. For example, there is a growing number of dual arrests, where the victim is arrested alongside the offender. There were also reports of police jeopardizing victim safety by not responding with urgency to domestic violence calls or diligently investigating cases.

Police are often the first responders to domestic violence. Therefore, the manner in which they respond, their attitude toward the victim, and the protection they provide are vital in promoting victim safety and offender accountability. A dismissive police response can not only result in a failure to protect the victim, but also deter her from seeking help again. As one lawyer noted, a victim who reports the violence only to receive a dismissive police response, "returns to the home and does not have the strength to report again."  

In addition, police serve as an important link from victims to the legal system and other services. Police play a role in referring or transporting victims to service providers, such as shelters, NGOs, and hospitals. Police are also a connection between the victim and the courts, because they act as the prosecutor in the misdemeanor cases. The police prosecutorial role in the misdemeanor system also helps the victim overcome evidentiary challenges she might face. While a victim could initiate her own misdemeanor proceedings and obtain protective measures, she would still face the onerous challenge of collecting evidence on her own.

When police receive a call about domestic violence in Croatia, the senior shift officer collects information about the scene and checks the Ministry of Interior’s database for the perpetrator’s history and use of firearms. According to the Rules of Procedure, the police officer must "immediately and with no delay" dispatch two police officers "preferably of both sexes" to the domestic violence scene. While the authors met several uniformed female police officers, interviews revealed a need for more female police officers.

In addition, the LPDV states that any proceedings or authority to take action are to be conducted on an "urgent" basis. Generally, interviewees described the initial police response as expeditious. Lack of training and a
failure to prioritize domestic violence, however, can stall further action. In one case, a woman called the police on behalf of her son, whose father attacked him with an axe. When the police arrived, she told them she wanted to report domestic violence by her husband against her and her children. For years, the husband had threatened her, including threats that he would cut her in half. He forced his children to watch him holding a knife to their mother’s throat. Her first contact with police was on a Friday; the officer responded, “Now is not the right time. Can you call on Monday when the other colleagues who work on domestic violence are there?”

In spite of the problems, many interviewees reported that, of all the sectors, the police have made the greatest progress in their response to domestic violence. Interviewees from various sectors reported that victim complaints have decreased, police cooperation has increased, and more female police investigative officers are undergoing training. Also, misdemeanor judges commended the police response, stating that they work conscientiously and do the best they can given their resources. One NGO recounted a particularly difficult case that ended in murder, but of all the state actors, “only the police did the great job. All the others had enormous gaps and flaws and that is why she is dead today.”

One woman suffered long-term physical abuse and rape from her husband. He beat, slapped, kicked and sexually abused her. No one in the community would come to her aid, and when she fled to her neighbor for help, the neighbor told her to go home. Finally, she sought help from the police, who responded promptly to protect her and arrest the offender:

It’s been going on for the last 20 years...Now for the last several years, it would happen on a daily basis, he would humiliate me, insult me, psychologically hurt me, physically and sexually in plain sight of the children….One Christmas, when he threw me, I fell on the side of the bed with my face and then when he kicked me on the top of my head, I broke my nose. He would throw me around the entire room, and it would always be like that, and if anything was not the way he likes, even if I did everything right, he was still not happy. This last day, I could not take it anymore. I called the police, and the police put me here [shelter].

The police in her city of refuge took her statement and sent it to her hometown police immediately so she would not be registered as missing. That same day, the hometown police arrested her husband, who was criminally charged. The police also helped the woman file for urgent protective measures.

---

56 Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011; Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with Judge, City B, February 16, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011. But see Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011 (estimating that the response could take 20-30 minutes).
57 Interview with State Home, City A, February 14, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011; Interview with Doctor, City K, February 15, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011 (stating that the police have made the biggest improvement in the last five years); Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010 (stating that police response is better than previously and they have an increased understanding of domestic violence); Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011; Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010; Interview with Doctor, City K, February 15, 2011. Interview with NGO, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011 (attributing the improved police response to educational efforts); Interview with CSW, City E, February 14, 2011 (stating that there are no complaints about the police from the victims).
59 Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
60 Interview with NGO, City K, October 12, 2010.
61 Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011.
62 Id.
63 Id.; Interview with NGO-2, City K, February 11, 2011.
Another victim living in a small town recounted how helpful and polite the police were during the many times they were called. Each time, the police detained her husband for the 12-24 hours period, sent documentation to the Center for Social Welfare (CSW), and requested a restraining order and alcohol treatment for the perpetrator. Their conduct left a lasting impression on her, which was especially important because she received no help from the CSW.⁶⁴

Despite these commendations, interviewees reported gaps and weaknesses in the police response. A prime example is the growing number of dual arrests as discussed on page 22—where the victim is arrested alongside the offender—which has undermined views of police implementation in recent years.⁶⁵

There is also a need for a specialized focus on domestic violence with the law enforcement sector. Domestic violence cases are handled by the same unit in the police department that handles juvenile delinquency and crimes against children.⁶⁶ There are no police officers dedicated solely to policing domestic violence, and officers on juvenile delinquency and crimes against children and minors are assigned to handle domestic violence cases.⁶⁷ An MoI officer described the designation of shared responsibilities: “With three responsibilities [juvenile delinquency, crimes against children and domestic violence], we are not specialized here.”⁶⁸

**ATTITUDES OF POLICE**

Misconceptions that domestic violence is a private matter or a result of alcohol abuse are frequently the cause of an ineffective police response, such as failing to take domestic violence seriously, inform victims of their rights, refer them to services, or charge the perpetrator.⁶⁹ Shelter workers described how women from smaller towns repeatedly call the police, who tell them it is their own private matter to deal with,⁷⁰ or they should be patient and wait until the situation improves.⁷¹ In these cases, police try to reconcile the parties, a response they viewed as preventive.⁷²

---

⁶⁴ Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.
⁶⁵ Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010.
⁶⁷ Rules of Procedure, Section 1.A.6; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Police, City F, February 6, 2011; Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011. Most often, police interviewees specified juvenile delinquency as their focus, although some police officers described their work as family violence. See e.g., Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011. Juvenile delinquency is one of 21 police departments in Croatia. Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011. There are approximately 210 police officers certified as juvenile delinquency officers, approximately 60 percent of whom are women. Once certified, these officers are authorized to approve criminal and misdemeanor charges in domestic violence cases. Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011. See also Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011.
⁶⁸ Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010. As one officer explained, most of her work is on crimes against children and delinquency of minors, with domestic violence being just one part of her job. Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011.
⁶⁹ See e.g., Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011.
⁷⁰ Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011.
⁷¹ Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
⁷² See e.g., Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011.
Interviews with police officers also revealed a general misperception that domestic violence is caused by alcoholism or drug addiction. For example, one police officer asserted that three-quarters of domestic violence is caused by alcohol abuse. This misperception also impacts how police assess the risk of danger in a domestic violence case, as they place heavy emphasis on the influence of substance abuse and may not pay attention to other important risk factors.

Interviews also revealed that police are at times insensitive toward the victim and even dismissive of their claims. A victim, whose offender had thrown an iron pipe at her and threatened her with an ax, described her experience when she reported the violence:

The police asked for the ax and put me in the vehicle with locked doors and closed windows. I asked for the window to be open and he laughed at me, and I started to panic and call for help and then he opened the window. The police said, “Why would you come here to upset him?” I said, “This is my house,” and he said “Yeah, like it is my father’s.” I took the alcohol test, and I showed them the paper that said it was my house, and they verified and [my sons] verified that he threatened me with an ax, but the police did not make a written report, only a note that they went out into the field.

One social worker described how a woman fled her abuser in the middle of the night. When she called the police and asked them for help, the police refused to assist her. They told the woman the police car could only be used for official work. Because she could not remain safely in the city, she was forced to walk for more than three hours in the woods.

Interviews revealed concerns over police distrust of victims. A high-ranking police official stated that their policy is to consider the victim’s statement as the truth when they arrive. Yet, interviews suggest that this policy is not always implemented in practice. Interviewees explained that when a victim is finally ready to report domestic violence after years, the police sometimes question why she waited so long and consequently do not believe her allegations. Divorce proceedings can also magnify distrust of a victim. A police officer stated that women often falsely accuse the husband of violence, neglect, and child abuse in a divorce.

Whether police believe victims can impact perpetrator accountability. In one case, a victim in a small city was raped from behind and therefore could not see her rapist. The police did not believe her, and they sent three different police teams to interview her daily, took her back to the site of the rape, and made her take a lie detector
test. Ultimately, victim did not want anything more to do with the police officers after this experience, so the NGO intervened to stop the police investigation.84

Interviews suggest that multiple calls concerning the same household sometimes result in police trivializing the case.85 When police receive repeat calls from the same woman or neighbor, NGO workers reported that police do not take it seriously and assume the women are overreacting or exaggerating.86 According to some police, if the person making the report is known to police, the supervisor can assess the claim’s validity “on-the-spot.”87

TRAINING FOR POLICE

The Ministry of Interior (MoI) is responsible for educating law enforcement officials about domestic violence.88 Some police officers reported having received extensive training from the MoI and the police academy, as well as supplementary trainings from other experts and legal actors.89 Some police officers reported they have completed specific courses on domestic violence or undergone further trainings on domestic violence.90 Those trainings appear to focus on changes in laws and procedures,91 as well as good and bad practices in domestic violence cases.92

Interviews revealed that police are not receiving effective training on identifying the primary aggressor or evaluating defensive injuries in domestic violence cases.93 Only one police officer expressed that training on assessing the primary aggressor is obligatory to identify the victim and the perpetrator.94 In fact, one NGO worker opined that the police trainings relay messages about domestic violence that result in more arrests of victims who are in fact acting in self-defense.95 The section on Dual Arrests and Charges discusses this in more detail on page 22.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND CHARGING ISSUES

The European Court of Human Rights 2009 decision, Maresti v. Croatia (Maresti), drastically altered the legal landscape—and protections—for domestic violence victims. Maresti is a decision concerning, among other things, a violation of the applicant’s right not to be tried or punished twice for the same offense under Article 4 of the European Convention on Human Rights.96 The effect of Maresti is that the misdemeanor and criminal laws are

84 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
85 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with Shelter, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011.
86 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011.
87 See, e.g. Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011 (explaining that they undergo training each year in groups of 20-30 officers on the legal framework of how to respond to domestic violence cases); Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011.
88 Interview with Gender Equality Ombudsperson, Zagreb, October 11, 2010; Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
89 Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
90 Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011 (explaining that they undergo training each year in groups of 20-30 officers on the legal framework of how to respond to domestic violence cases); Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011.
91 Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 6, 2011.
92 Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011.
93 Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010. See also Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011.
94 Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
95 Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010.
96 The applicant had been prosecuted and tried before Pazin Municipal Court for an offence for which he had already been convicted before Pazin Minor Offences Court and for which he had served a prison term (violation of Article 4 of Protocol No. 7). The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) noted that both sets of proceedings were instituted on the basis of the same police report. The ECHR further found that the appellate court upheld the applicant’s conviction in respect of the same offence for which he had already been punished by Pazin Minor
now mutually exclusive for purposes of prosecution. The Croatian government cannot prosecute an offense under both the misdemeanor and the criminal codes—it must choose to use one or the other in domestic violence cases. If a prosecutor chooses to charge an offender under the Criminal Code, the victim is then precluded from obtaining protective remedies under the Misdemeanor Law. Conversely, if the victim seeks a protective measure, then the maximum penalty the offender could face for his violence is a misdemeanor sentence or fine.

Before this decision, standard police practice in cases of severe violence was to bring both charges together in tandem under the Criminal Code and the Misdemeanor Law. They explained:

I think it was better and easier to protect the family earlier...because we could indict on the misdemeanor and criminal charges also, e.g., if we had a second, third misdemeanor, that would show the continuum of violence, and bring them together and put them in the criminal indictment. We cannot do that anymore, because if the perpetrator has been punished under the misdemeanor law, you cannot punish under the criminal law.

Following the Maresti decision, police, as well as prosecutors and judges, face uncertainties about the elements of offenses. Apart from the definitions in the LPDV and Criminal Law, which are vague, there are no official guidelines as to what level of domestic violence constitutes a criminal or a misdemeanor charge. Several interviewees reported that the police have developed unofficial rules in deciding whether to file a case as criminal or misdemeanor. Police commonly rely on a three strikes rule: after two misdemeanors, the third offense becomes criminal. Also, first-time offenses lacking heavy violence will be considered misdemeanors by police. More serious injuries, threats, prior records, and weapons in a first-time offense can merit a criminal charge. The practice for violence in front of children is similarly inconsistent and sometimes leads to criminal charges, but in other cases, misdemeanor charges.

In addition, the language of Article 215A of the current Criminal Code has exacerbated the confusion over what acts constitute a criminal offense. Article 215A states: “A family member who by his or her violent, abusive or particularly insolent conduct puts another member of the family into a humiliating position shall be punished by imprisonment for six months to five years.” Police officers recounted cases where they reported the perpetrator Offences Court even though the applicant had clearly complained of a violation of the non bis in idem principle regarding him. The European Court therefore considered that the domestic authorities had permitted the duplication of criminal proceedings in the full knowledge of the applicant's previous conviction for the same offence.

Offences Court even though the applicant had clearly complained of a violation of the non bis in idem principle regarding him. The European Court therefore considered that the domestic authorities had permitted the duplication of criminal proceedings in the full knowledge of the applicant’s previous conviction for the same offence.

---

97 Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
98 Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
99 Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011. Interviewees explained that this practice is not found in law. Interview with CSW, City D, February 11, 2011. See also Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011 (stating that there is no legal foundation for the police practice of bringing criminal charges if there are children involved or if the violence tends to be of a heavy nature).
100 Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 17, 2011; Interview with CSW, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with Professor, City K, February 17, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011 (stating that after three misdemeanors, one automatically applies for a criminal indictment).
101 Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011 (stating they will initiate criminal proceedings if it is a case of continuous or severe violence, they will start criminal proceedings); Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011 (stating they will file criminal charges if the physical violence and injuries are serious, such as bruises or broken bones).
102 Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; see also Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011 (stating that they initiate criminal proceedings in aggravated assaults with harder injuries); Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011.
103 Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011.
104 Interview with Police, City F, February 6, 2011.
105 See e.g., Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011.
106 The decision to pursue the criminal case against a perpetrator lies in the authority of the prosecutor; police expressed frustration because while they can arrest the perpetrator, the prosecutor will decide whether to indict him or else drop the charges and release him. Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with CSW, City D, February 11, 2011.
under Article 215A based on one incident, but the prosecutor perceived there was insufficient intensity and no requisite humiliation.\textsuperscript{107} For further discussion on this confusion over Article 215A, see the Prosecutors section on page 37.

This confusion over Maresti’s application also extends to the judiciary, where the practice is still developing.\textsuperscript{106} For example, a municipal court judge gave wide-ranging examples of acts that together could constitute criminal “insolent conduct” and putting another family member in a humiliating position: swearing, harsh insults, throwing and breaking furniture, throwing objects, pushing, punching, spitting, cursing, and hitting.\textsuperscript{109} Yet one judge recalled a case where the perpetrator used a knife, which she viewed as a criminal act. To her surprise, prosecuting officials classified it as a misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{110} At a seminar on these cases, the judges were surprised by which offenses they were instructed fell under the misdemeanor law and which fell under the criminal law.\textsuperscript{111}

To some extent, the differences in interpretation of Article 215A will be alleviated by the entry into force of the new Criminal Code in January 2013, which eliminates the article and subsumes domestic violence under other provisions on bodily injury.\textsuperscript{112} There are concerns that the new legislation will still foster problems with implementation and most domestic violence cases will continue to be charged under the Misdemeanor Law. In addition, the Criminal Procedure Code needs precautionary measures, including a restraining order, stalking and harassment order, and eviction, that are intended to protect victims’ safety during the criminal proceedings.

Overall, defaulting to the misdemeanor system has become a safeguard for many police officers to protect the victim should the prosecutor disagree with police assessment of the offense. They outlined several advantages to filing as a misdemeanor that outweigh the drawback of a less severe punishment.\textsuperscript{113}

The opportunity for greater and longer victim protections under the misdemeanor system is a primary reason police file under that system.\textsuperscript{114} Police interviewees summarized the Criminal Code’s protection of victims of domestic violence as very poor.\textsuperscript{115} There are no long-term protective measures nor a corollary eviction measure in the criminal system as there are under the LPDV.\textsuperscript{116}

Even though the criminal system can result in a longer prison term than the misdemeanor system, imprisonment alone is not sufficient to protect the victim. The absence of protective measures outside of trial in the criminal system means that once the perpetrator is released to return to his family, there is a risk for re-offense.\textsuperscript{117} A lawyer described how a husband attempted to kill his wife and stabbed her eight times in the kitchen in front of the

\textsuperscript{107} Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011.
\textsuperscript{108} See e.g., Interview with Judges and Office for Victim and Witness Support, City F, February 9, 2011.
\textsuperscript{109} Interview with Judge, City B, February 16, 2011.
\textsuperscript{110} Interview with Judges and Office for Victim and Witness Support, City F, February 9, 2011.
\textsuperscript{111} Id.
\textsuperscript{112} Criminal Code, Article 117-119. Note: The authors conducted fact-finding in Croatia prior to the adoption of the new Criminal Code. Interviews as such reflect implementation of Article 215A, now defunct.
\textsuperscript{113} Interview with NGO, City C, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
\textsuperscript{114} Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
\textsuperscript{115} Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011.
\textsuperscript{116} Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010. Criminal Procedure Code, Articles 98-101. Provisional translation for “EU-project: Support to the Judicial Academy: Developing a training system for future judges and prosecutors.” Republic of Croatia Ministry of Justice, July 3, 2009 [hereinafter, “Criminal Procedure Code”]. The judge can issue a restraining order during the proceedings, but this authority does not extend to ordering the perpetrator out of the residence. Thus, even these short-term measures do not protect a victim who lives with the perpetrator. Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
\textsuperscript{117} Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
children. Only the intervention of a neighbor prevented her murder. A criminal court sentenced the husband to eight years' imprisonment, but he was released after five years.\(^{118}\) The lawyer recalled:

The first thing that he did when he was out of jail, he came to her and told her he will kill her, her new partner, everyone, and he would go to jail again. We called the police and now he is in jail for threats for two years, but that man, the judge who found him guilty, did not have any legal possibility for any measures, for example, after he left the jail to forbid him to come close to her again.\(^{119}\)

In addition, numerous interviewees opined that the misdemeanor system works more quickly and effectively to meet the immediate needs of victims.\(^{120}\) To some police, the speed of the misdemeanor procedure allows less time for the victim to change her mind, be influenced by the offender, and therefore withdraw her testimony.\(^{121}\) In contrast, the criminal system is regarded as slower and more complicated because of its higher evidentiary standard requiring prosecutors to speak with witnesses and institutions to obtain supporting documentation.\(^{122}\) One officer opined that the problem was not in the sentence but the length of time from offense to conviction. To him, the only real justice is “fast justice.”\(^{123}\) He questioned:

What is the purpose of the offender being in jail after one year, one year after the offense?....That is the real problem, the offenders see that the whole Criminal Code procedure is very slow, so it gives him the confidence to do the offense.\(^{124}\)

**INVESTIGATION**

The investigation is an important process that sets the stage for an effective legal response. Under the Rules of Procedure, police are charged with gathering “evidence and necessary information” for misdemeanor or criminal proceedings.\(^{125}\) Interviewees reported that, frequently, an absence of ongoing violence or evidence of violence

---

\(^{118}\) Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.

\(^{119}\) Id.

\(^{120}\) Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 6, 2011; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Police, City K, October 10, 2010. But even though typically faster, the misdemeanor system is also subject to delays because of *Maresti*. For instance, the misdemeanor process can be delayed should the prosecutor later decide to investigate a criminal charge. Police explained that if there is a criminal case of threat, they will inform the victim she has 90 days to report the crime. Should she choose not to report it as such, the police file it as a misdemeanor and inform the prosecutor of their action. In these cases, the prosecutor may request that the misdemeanor judge stop the proceedings while the prosecutor decides whether to pursue criminal charges.

\(^{121}\) Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011. See also the discussion in Delays Encourage Dropping Cases of Domestic Violence in the Prosecutors section on page 40.

\(^{122}\) Interview with Police, City F, February 6, 2011. The lengthiness of the criminal trial can also impact the offender’s accountability, as a sense of impunity may lead him to commit another offense. Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.

\(^{123}\) Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.

\(^{124}\) Id.

\(^{125}\) Rules of Procedure, Section 1.A.2. Police are to gather information about the violence, including the duration, continuity, form of violence, prior behavior, records of prior violence and police intervention, the scope of intervention, and exposure of children to the violence. Rules of Procedure, Section 1.A.2.1.
when the police arrive can diminish police willingness to investigate further.\textsuperscript{126} A social worker stated “for their understanding, there should be blood in the scene or bruises on the woman to prove there is domestic violence. Otherwise, they do not react.”\textsuperscript{127} If the woman claims she was beaten but has no marks on her face, and the man denies it, the “police don’t want to respond.”\textsuperscript{128} In these cases, interviewees explained, police rarely arrest the offender or investigate.\textsuperscript{129}

Police have a standard police intervention form, which provides specific instructions on how to interview parties, a checklist on steps taken, a section on protective measures, and general directives on information to collect. It does not, however, contain any guidance on self-defense or predominant aggressor considerations, nor does it require information about existing protective measures, probation, warrants, and prior convictions.\textsuperscript{130} Police also reported that they do not carry a specific set of questions to ask at the scene of a reported assault,\textsuperscript{131} but pose general questions about the violence, witnesses, injuries, perpetrator’s actions, victim’s response, threats, and weapons and make observations.\textsuperscript{132} “It’s all in here,” explained one police officer, pointing to his head.\textsuperscript{133}

\textbf{Police Reports}

Police reports are a critical component of an effective justice system response to domestic violence. They set the stage for the investigation and prosecution and may be the only official record of an assault. According to the Rules of Procedure, police are required to compile information gathered into an official note that contains detailed information from the victim.\textsuperscript{134} The Law on Police directs police officers to register reports on committed criminal acts that are pursued ex officio.\textsuperscript{135} Overall, interviews show that police usually file reports after they visit a domestic violence scene.\textsuperscript{136}

There were, however, mixed opinions on the adequacy of police report contents. For example, misdemeanor judges in one large city opined that the police do not provide adequate reports. They explained that the police should write everything they see at the crime scene in greater detail, take photos, document where the violence happened, and describe the condition of the victim and perpetrator.\textsuperscript{137} A CSW in the same city confirmed that judges wanted police to describe more facts, use more detail, and go to court and testify.\textsuperscript{138}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{126} Interview with County Court Judges, City K, February 18, 2011.
\textsuperscript{127} Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011.
\textsuperscript{128} Interview with County Court Judges, City K, February 18, 2011.
\textsuperscript{129} Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011.
\textsuperscript{130} The police domestic violence intervention form includes a footnote that requires police to be familiar with any possible protective or precautionary measures against the perpetrator. There is no place indicated on the form, however, for the police to record the existence of these measures. Ministry of Interior, Domestic Violence Intervention Form, Footnote 2.
\textsuperscript{131} Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011.
\textsuperscript{132} Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010. In addition, one NGO noted that officers need to ask domestic violence victims questions about sexual violence. Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
\textsuperscript{133} Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011. The form, however, does describe different kinds of situations and potential questions.
\textsuperscript{134} Rules of Procedure, Section 1.A.2.1.
\textsuperscript{135} Law on Police, Article 51.
\textsuperscript{136} Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011.
\textsuperscript{137} Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
\textsuperscript{138} Interview with CSW, City E, February 14, 2011 (explaining these judges’ statements were voiced during inter-agency meetings). Additionally, the judges suggested that police make a list of witnesses since they cannot always remember the scene when they testify. Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
\end{footnotesize}
On the other hand, interviews in other cities indicated that the police reports are thorough. Misdeemeanor judges reported that the police “maybe even overdo it because they report all cases of violence.” Other judges stated that police will report what they view as minor details, such as a single curse or brief outbursts.

The police domestic violence intervention form expressly states it is the police responsibility to document injuries to the victim. It stresses the importance of asking the victim about injuries, especially given injuries that may be covered by clothing or hair. It further explains that injuries are to be documented by a police officer based on the officer’s description of the injuries, an examination of the victim, and the medical records. Interviews revealed, however, that police are not evaluating the cause or type of injuries on the parties nor are they consistently taking photos.

Police stated they do not conduct any assessment of injuries aside from asking the woman if she is injured and evaluating the classification level of injuries (light or severe) for charging purposes. More commonly, police defer the main evaluation and documentation of injuries to health institutions, where the doctor’s documentation is “sacred.” Deferring evaluation to doctors also applies to defensive injuries. A police officer explained that while they note the injuries they see, they do not evaluate what caused these injuries or how they happened. Yet, deferring all evaluation of injuries to the doctor can cause problems. If the victim does not want to go to the emergency room, which is common, there is a risk that her injuries will go undocumented.

Although police can photograph injuries for evidence, when and whether police take photos is inconsistent. A high-ranking police official explained that police officers are required to take photos of injuries. In some instances, they have taken pictures of the victim’s injuries and damaged items. Yet, interviews suggested the more common practice is for police to take photos only where the violence is severe, of a criminal nature, or there are visible injuries.
GENERAL ARREST POLICY

Interviews indicated that police seldom arrested perpetrators in Croatia. Police only make arrests in about one-third of all domestic violence cases throughout the country.152 For example, in 2008, police made 6,610 arrests of 20,566 reported offenders.153 Police arrest of domestic violence offenders is authorized under the Rules of Procedure, the Misdemeanor Law, and Criminal Procedure Code. Both the Criminal Procedure Code and Misdemeanor Law authorize police to arrest a perpetrator who has committed a misdemeanor or crime under certain conditions, such as risk of flight, influencing or tampering with witnesses/evidence, or potential recidivism.154 The language of the Rules suggests that detention is non-discretionary in domestic violence misdemeanors. The police “must bring the perpetrator of family violence to the police station and keep him/her in detention.”155 At the scene, the uniformed officer consults with the officer-on-duty to consider various factors that could compel an arrest and detention for 12 hours to start misdemeanor proceedings.156 Following an arrest, the police have 12 hours to bring the detainee before the judge with an indictment proposal.157

In some cities, police promptly detain the perpetrator in most or all cases of domestic violence, even without witnessing the assault.158 Some officers even recognize dangerous behavior not involving a physical attack, such as stalking and harassment, as cause for an arrest. Such arrests, however, are not common practice in Croatia.

One reason for the low arrest rate is that police often require additional factors beyond the Rules of Procedure’s requirement before they will arrest a perpetrator.159 For example, police cited factors that would compel an arrest: heavier or repeated violence; special family circumstances; the involvement of children or people with disabilities; damage to the house; and threats.160 In addition, some police base their decision to arrest on whether it merits a stalking or restraining order.161 Some police explained they will arrest for physical violence regardless of injuries,162 others require visible bodily injuries or medically documented injuries.163

Interviews revealed that police sometimes rely on signs of the effects of alcohol to make an arrest decision. Police give great weight to alcohol and may first establish whether there is alcohol involved by conducting an alcohol test

154 Misdemeanor Law, Article 134(1). Provisional translation for “EU-project: Support to the Judicial Academy: Developing a training system for future judges and prosecutors.” Republic of Croatia Ministry of Justice, April 4, 2009 [hereinafter, “Misdemeanor Law”]; Criminal Procedure Code, Articles 107, 123. Article 135 of the Misdemeanor Law states that police may arrest when they have submitted an indictment to the misdemeanor court for an offense connected to family violence, breach of public order, or an offense entailing a prison or fine punishment greater than 10,000 kuna, and the court has determined detention because there is a flight risk, danger of loss of evidence or influence of witnesses, or the accused may repeat the same misdemeanor. The Criminal Procedure Code also provides police with authority to arrest a person suspected of committing a crime punishable by more than three years’ imprisonment and grounds for investigative detention, including among others, a flight risk, he will impede the proceedings by influencing or affecting evidence, a risk he will repeat the offense or a felony. Articles 107, 123.
155 Rules of Procedure, Section 1.3.
156 Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011.
157 Misdemeanor Law, Article 134(3).
158 Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
159 Rules of Procedure, Section 1.3.
160 Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; see also Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011 (explaining their bases for arrest as set forth in the criminal and misdemeanor laws, e.g. perpetrator is caught in the commission of the offense, circumstances he will repeat the violence, run away, hide, hide the evidence); Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011.
161 Interview with Police, City J, February 7, 2011 (explaining they will arrest a perpetrator 100 percent of the time in these cases).
162 Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011.
163 Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011.
on both parties when they arrive at the scene. Police have authority to remove the offender temporarily if he is "very drunk" or abusive as a way to sober him up.

The timing of violence also affects an arrest decision, and there is a greater tendency to detain the perpetrator when police intervene outside of court hours since the judge will be unlikely to hear the case until morning. For example, when violence occurs at night, the police will detain the perpetrator in custody until the court convenes in the morning. This is not always the case, since some victims have complained of police allowing the perpetrator to stay in the home, but placing themselves in the shelter at 2:00 or 3:00 a.m.

Dual Arrests and Charges

B. was living in a smaller town in Croatia, and the violence was very regular, and it was very hard and brutal. Also, which is not very common, [her husband] very much abused the children....The first time that she resisted, not in a physical way, I think she was cursing back at him...The police came because they heard the violence because it's a small village. They came and took both of them, because of breach of peace, and they prosecuted both of them. She came to our shelter, so she has a lawyer, and now that the case is finished, she is not guilty after one year...Her husband was convicted of disturbing the peace...The injuries – she had sexual violence, raping in front of the children, pulling hair, kicking [her] head on the floor, kicking her in the stomach on the floor, everything you could imagine, daily, kicking her out of the house in the middle of the night. That went on for their marriage – ten years...This [charge] was brought by the police under official duties against both of them.

Across Croatia, there are widespread reports that police are arresting both the victim and the perpetrator, a practice referred to as "dual arrests." A report by the Croatian Bureau of Statistics found that 22.6% of misdemeanor domestic violence offenses were women in 2010. Reports from interviewees in Croatia corroborated this finding. For example, one NGO in a large city estimated that approximately 30 percent of their clients reported being arrested along with the offender. A safehouse worker in a smaller city stated, "I know from my previous experience that lots of women are getting accused or even arrested." When asked if they often have cases with multiple perpetrators, police in a large city acknowledged that they do. Police explained, "In many cases, we find out that the other party who called the police also committed domestic violence."

One of the root causes for dual arrests lies in Croatia’s legislation, which provides grounds for arrest in cases of non-physical violence. The LPDV classifies psychological and economic violence on par with physical violence as...
domestic violence. Thus, any person who commits this kind of violence can be prosecuted and punished under the misdemeanor law the same as those who commit physical violence. Additionally, any person can obtain protective measures against someone who commits psychological or economic violence. While the authors did not hear of any arrests based on economic violence, police officers are widely applying the provision on psychological violence to arrest and charge the victim. Commonly, where the husband is arrested as an offender, the violence is physical, and where the wife is the offender, the basis is psychological violence.

A high-ranking police officer explained that psychological violence that merits arrest includes threats, signs the offender will harm the victim, and intimidation. Calling names, on the other hand, are insufficient for an arrest, although they could merit a charge. In practice, however, interviews reveal this is not the perception held by police across Croatia. Many police officers adopt a more expansive interpretation and view name-calling, cursing, shouting, and insults as domestic violence. Even a verbal argument between spouses can constitute domestic violence and lead to the arrest of both parties. In the worst cases, the victim is not only arrested and charged, but also receives a greater punishment than the violent offender.

We had a client where her husband is repeatedly threatening to kill her, six times. For six times, she has gone to the police and reported him—that he has threatened her, that she is very afraid and that he will kill her. The police waved their hands and told her, “he won’t touch you, he’s just a drunken fool who is just saying these things.” The seventh time, what happened after his oral threat to kill her, “I will kill you, I will slaughter you with a knife.” He took a knife and started running after her and said, “I will kill you, slaughter you so no one recognizes you.” She called the police, and the police came to the domestic violence scene. So, she tells the police that he is threatening again to kill me, and he says to the police, that she said to him, “You are an old senile fool.” The reaction of the police to her was “Ma’am, you really insulted him.”…the police have written an indictment, like a proposal for a misdemeanor procedure, where they proposed for him to be the first accused and pay 1,000 kuna and for her to be the second accused and to pay 6,000 kuna.

Another cause for dual arrests is the breach of public peace article “Violent Behavior” in the Criminal Code. Article 331 states: “(1)Whoever, to give vent to his base instincts through violence, maltreatment or particularly impertinent conduct in a public place, humiliates another shall be punished by imprisonment for three months to

175 LDPV, Article 4.
176 One interviewee explained that it is difficult for the police to establish if someone has committed economic violence. Interview with CSW, City E, February 14, 2011. But see Identifying the Predominant Aggressor in the Misdemeanor and Criminal Judiciary section on page 51, where judges discuss charges brought against the woman for economic violence.
177 Some police stated that they would arrest only the physically violent party, but charge them both for violence. Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011. Other police stated that both parties should be arrested and charged but acknowledged the husband should be more heavily charged because he used physical violence. Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011. Yet other police officers stated that they would arrest both parties, but only start proceedings against the husband. In this case, they would release the woman first, because what she did was less severe. Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011. Finally, in another city, police officers stated that they arrest both and charge both. Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
178 Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
179 Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
180 Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011. See also Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011 (stating that name calling and insults is enough to warrant an arrest; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010 (a high-ranking police officer stating that a person could be charged in court with name-calling under the misdemeanor law).
181 Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010; see also Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010.
182 Id.
183 Criminal Code, Article 331.
three years. Even before adoption of the LPDV, police brought dual charges against the victim and perpetrator for violating public peace and order when they could not identify who started the violence.

Like dual arrests, dual charges are disturbingly prevalent, and shelter workers estimated that both parties are prosecuted “very often” in “almost every one” of their cases. These practices vary as some police in other cities reported that dual charges were rare.

The impact on a victim of being arrested or charged by police can be devastating. In addition to inhibiting police response, it also deters victims from seeking help. One shelter worker reported that women are afraid to call the police because of this practice of arresting both the victim and perpetrator. She explained:

Sometimes, after interrogation, the police decide she is not guilty, but the damage is done because she lived a trauma of being arrested together with the perpetrator. Women do not feel protected when they are arrested together with the batterer.

Similarly, a shelter worker recounted how a victim declared she would never report her husband again after they were both charged and fined:

A woman came here and she was bitter, with bruises, a black eye, and other injuries. She said she will not report because she said the last time after he beat her up, she was so frustrated, she threw an onion at his back, and the police concluded they are both guilty and charged them each with an 800 kuna fine….But it was physical violence. She said he battered her physically. Yesterday, she told us he was biting her, and she had to get a tetanus shot.

Even when police recognize the victim and her need for protection, interviews show they will still apply the law without discretion and arrest or charge both parties. Specifically, police might request a protective order on behalf of the victim, but still charge both victim and offender. Police practice also indicates a tacit acknowledgement of the offender as primary aggressor when they differentiate between levels of culpability in the charging statement. Police may list the offender as the first accused and the victim as the second accused in the indictment.

Predominant Aggressor and Self-defense

In general, police in Croatia do not identify the predominant aggressor at the scene of domestic violence. Thus, victims who try to defend themselves are at great risk of arrest. This practice aggravates the problems already posed by Croatia’s legislation. The high rate of dual arrests along with interview findings revealed there is no
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184 Id.
185 Interview with NGO, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011.
186 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
187 Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011. Misdemeanor judges also reported seeing varying rates of dual charges: for one judge, both parties were charged in every case in one week but for another judge, there were only two cases with dual charges in that time period. Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
188 Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010; Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
189 Id.
190 Interview with NGO, City C, February 10, 2011.
191 Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010; Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
192 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011. See also Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011 (stating that if one of the partners is physically abusive, then it is probably considered more seriously); Interview with CSW, City E, February 14, 2011 (stating that the court then decides who is responsible).
193 See e.g., Interview with State Home, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010; Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
systematic evaluation in place to determine the primary aggressor. One police officer stated, "We don’t even go into deciding who is the primary aggressor; we don’t find it that relevant."\(^{194}\)

One of the primary reasons for dual arrests is the perception by both police and judges that it is the judge’s role to determine the primary aggressor.\(^{195}\) When a lawyer demanded to know why police arrest both parties when the perpetrator and victim’s identities are apparent, the police responded that their role is to “stabilize the violent situation.” They explained, “We are police. We are not judges.”\(^{196}\) Misdemeanor judges corroborated this approach, stating that the police do not determine the primary aggressor but leave that evaluation to the court.\(^{197}\) In fact, judges expressed their expectation that police will bring in both parties so they can speak to them.\(^{198}\)

A judge opined that police are not adequately trained on how to assess a domestic violence scene and identify the victim and perpetrator.\(^{199}\) As a result, even when police attempt to identify the primary aggressor (or first accused), they use varying, non-standardized methods, which aggravates the risk of arresting and charging the wrong party. Police explained they arrest the party who is the most dangerous and likely to continue the acts of domestic violence.\(^{200}\) Yet, interviews showed that a wide range of acts fall into this category. The police noted that if they do not arrest the woman and instead leave her in the home alone, she might start breaking things, set the husband’s car on fire, or do something to the children.\(^{201}\)

Interviews revealed police have often arrested both parties where the victim was acting in self-defense.\(^{202}\) When asked what police do when both parties have injuries, police explained that they will start proceedings against both parties, because it is difficult to establish what happened.\(^{203}\) A misdemeanor judge stated that police do not typically determine the use of self-defense in domestic violence cases.\(^{204}\) She added that she could not recall ever having seen the word “self-defense” in a police indictment.\(^{205}\)

As with identifying the predominant aggressor, a major reason for police non-assessment of defensive injuries is that police do not view themselves as authorized to make that qualification.\(^{206}\) Where the police do any injury assessment, they focus on classifying their severity for purposes of deciding between a misdemeanor or criminal charge.\(^{207}\) Police defer determination of the primary aggressor to doctors.\(^{208}\) Although police understand they may be able to observe defensive injuries on arms or hands, sending parties to the doctors for an injury certificate is

\(^{194}\) Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011.
\(^{195}\) Interview with Lawyers, City K, February 17, 2011 (describing the police reasoning that they are not judges, so they will arrest them both and leave it up to the judge to decide); Interview with CSW, City E, February 14, 2011 (stating that the police mark the suspect as the first accused, the victim as second accused, and the court decides who is responsible); Interview with State Home, City A, February 14, 2011.
\(^{196}\) Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.
\(^{197}\) Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2011.
\(^{198}\) Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
\(^{199}\) Id.
\(^{200}\) Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011.
\(^{201}\) Id.
\(^{202}\) See e.g., Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
\(^{203}\) Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011 (police admitted that cases where both parties sustain injuries are very rare).
\(^{204}\) Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
\(^{205}\) Id.
\(^{206}\) Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011, p. 5; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011. Nevertheless, police ceded it might be relevant to establish that certain acts of violence could have been done in self-defense. Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011.
\(^{208}\) Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
seen as the best practice.\textsuperscript{209} A cross-comparison of the doctor’s evaluation with testimony can establish self-defense and absolve a victim.\textsuperscript{210} But as discussed earlier, if the victim chooses not to go to the doctor, her injuries may go undocumented and unevaluated.

The additional risk of relegating all evaluation to doctors is that victims’ use of self-defense may go unacknowledged in cases where the abuser sustains minor injuries, such as scratches that fade before a medical evaluation, or no physical injuries. One victim defended herself with a knife after her husband began to approach her menacingly. She did not even realize she was under arrest when the police took them both to the station:

He smashed everything in the house. I was making a salad, and I had a knife in my hand. When he approached me, I threatened to kill him for the first time in years. I ran from the house and called the police and then the bad things started to happen. When the police came, I told them my husband had two guns, a rifle, and a revolver. We all knew he had guns, the children also knew. They took me and the kids in a small police vehicle and him in a van to the station...I was arrested, and he was arrested, and I did that in self-defense. Then I took the alcohol test, and I did not know I was arrested until the police took us both to misdemeanor court. After I gave my statement, the judge told me I could go free and that was the first time I realized I had been arrested.\textsuperscript{211}

\textit{Violence in Front of Children}

Victims in Croatia are at risk of arrest and re-victimization when their children witness domestic violence.\textsuperscript{212} Victims may be deprived of their children through Croatia’s civil system (as discussed in the CSW and Family Law Judiciary section),\textsuperscript{213} as well as to punishment through the penal system. Article 213(1) of the Criminal Code punishes the neglect and maltreatment of a child or juvenile.\textsuperscript{214} The Rules of Procedure correlate with this culpability and create the risk that a victim could be found guilty because her child was a witness to domestic violence.\textsuperscript{215} Police officers in the juvenile delinquency department are charged with assuming control of the case if ‘a child or minor is victimized, or has witnessed family violence (which provides grounds for reasonable suspicion of the criminal offense of neglect and abuse of a child or a minor).’\textsuperscript{216}

In practice, police sometimes arrest both parties simply because the violence occurred in front of the children. According to police who do so, children “are already victims by witnessing domestic violence.”\textsuperscript{217} This risk is further compounded for victims, because children tend to rush to their mother’s side to defend her.\textsuperscript{218} Interviewees corroborated that police will report victims for child abuse and neglect if the child witnesses the

\textsuperscript{209} Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011. The Rules of Procedure state that in the event of physical injury in a domestic violence case, the doctor is obligated to complete the Report of Injury/illness Form No. 030911 or 030055. Section 1(c)(4).
\textsuperscript{210} Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
\textsuperscript{211} Interview with NGO, City F, February 9, 2011.
\textsuperscript{212} Like arrest, the fear of losing their child can deter victims from reporting violence to the police. One NGO worker reported that her clients fear that if they call the police too many times, they will take her child away or file a criminal indictment against her. Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010. An interview also revealed police misdirecting victims about their safety and the status of their children. Police told one victim that she could not leave with the children, because the children belonged to her husband, as well. She remembered, “I stayed there in that awful situation with my children for a month.” Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.
\textsuperscript{213} Family Law, Articles 111, 114, 115.
\textsuperscript{214} Article 213(1) stated that a parent who maltreats a child shall be punished my imprisonment for three months to three years. Article 213(3) states that if such maltreatment results in serious bodily injury or severe impairment of health, the parent shall be punished by a prison sentence of one to five years.
\textsuperscript{215} If the child is a victim by virtue of having witnessed domestic violence, special juvenile delinquency officers and the CSW become involved in the case. Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
\textsuperscript{216} Rules of Procedure, Section 1.A.3.3.
\textsuperscript{217} Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
\textsuperscript{218} Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
violence, and she “calls them enough.”\textsuperscript{219} Some officers require some negligence or child abuse by both parties before they will report a victim, however, and recognized that it is often not possible for the victim to protect the child.\textsuperscript{220}

The law assumes an unreasonable expectation that the victim should take measures to remove children from the scene or risk being guilty of neglect and abuse. In one case, a husband began to push his wife around in front of their two young daughters. The mother called the police, who arrested both parties partly because they could not identify the primary aggressor and partly because the violence took place in front of the girls. The police told the woman, “You should have taken the children and put them in another room.”\textsuperscript{221}

\textbf{HEEDING RISK FACTORS}

[There was a young couple with 2 children. She went to a women’s shelter locally and got divorced....He had supervised visitation....the man threatened to kill her, and his mother reported that to the police. He shot her and then himself. He survived. They didn’t search him [but] he had a weapon, and given the long domestic violence history of the couple, the police should have taken the mother’s report of the threat seriously....he told his mother that he was going to kill the child’s mother, and she told the police. Then he said he didn’t mean it, but he killed her at the visitation place of CSW.\textsuperscript{222}

There were inconsistent reports as to whether police are systematically conducting risk assessments when responding to domestic violence throughout the country. When police and other domestic violence responders conduct a risk assessment in a way that is appropriate to their roles, they can gather vital information about each case that informs their response. Police in particular play an important role in assessing the risks by evaluating the offender’s threats or likelihood to commit further serious or fatal violence. In Croatia, this risk assessment is especially crucial, because no one else is actively conducting them.\textsuperscript{223} A misdemeanor judge confirmed it is the job of police to conduct a risk assessment, which helps them determine whether to apply for urgent measures or use a regular procedure.\textsuperscript{224}

Croatia’s legislation contains some language relevant to risk, but there is no established risk assessment tool for police.\textsuperscript{225} The Rules of Procedure state that, upon examining the situation, the police must undertake measures to immediately protect the victim and prevent the perpetrator from further aggressive behavior.\textsuperscript{226} The Rules of Procedure also direct the police to gather specific information during the interview, including the “duration [of violence], continuity, form of violence, possible earlier aggressive behavior, and a possible official record of earlier violence and police intervention, and the scope of the intervention.”\textsuperscript{227} Police have the authority to apply for urgent

\textsuperscript{219} See e.g., Interview with CSW, City E, February 14, 2011.
\textsuperscript{220} Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
\textsuperscript{221} Interview with Shelter, City H, February 10, 2011.
\textsuperscript{222} Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010.
\textsuperscript{223} Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.
\textsuperscript{224} Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011.
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protective measures to eliminate a “direct threat to that person’s life or other family members.” But police have explained they also lack a standard protocol to assess this “direct and immediate threat to life” for purposes of applying for urgent protective measures.

In addition, the MoI Regulations direct police to assess the danger to the victim by evaluating information about: the perpetrator’s history and behavior during the protective measures’ term; information about the victim’s behavior during the protective measures’ term; and a conclusion about both parties’ behavior during the protective measures’ term. This risk assessment, however, does not take place until after the issuance of protective measures; thus, police are not mandated under these regulations to assess the risk for victims who have not yet been granted eviction, restraining orders, or stalking/harassment measures.

One NGO stated that the use of a risk assessment varies across departments; in their city, the police do conduct an assessment, but in the neighboring county, police do not. Police officers have insisted that they do risk assessments, yet interviewees reported cases where police did not conduct an assessment despite high-risk indicia. For example, interviews showed police failing to appreciate the risk and minimizing the danger in some cases. One shelter reported how a perpetrator made online threats, including death threats, to the victim. The police concluded he was not a danger.

An adequate risk assessment is an important tool that can inform arrest decisions. In one case, a woman reported her abuser to the police. The police filed a report, but despite a documented history of physical injuries indicating significant risk, they did not detain the perpetrator and stated they would question him “later.” Yet, the social worker and victim agreed she needed to seek safety in the safehouse and asked for police accompaniment. Since the perpetrator was free, he tracked them and was waiting for them at the safehouse. The social worker stated it “would have been very dangerous if the police did not accompany them.”

The authors also heard positive examples of police interventions in high-risk situations. One police officer described a perpetrator who he perceived to be highly dangerous, because he had a knife and threatened to slaughter the victim. He tried to kill himself to avoid arrest. The police charged the perpetrator, and he was sentenced to psychosocial treatment and 90 days’ imprisonment for the domestic violence.

**DUTY TO INFORM VICTIMS**

The Rules of Procedure require police to communicate specific information to the victim. According to police interviewees, police generally inform the victim of procedures and services, and make referrals to shelters, CSWs,
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236 “In the course of proceedings the police officers are obliged to inform the victim of violence in an appropriate and clear way of his/her legal rights, particularly with regard to protective measures and circumstances of their ruling and their implementation, and on measures and activities which the police will undertake in further proceedings against the perpetrator of violence, which are of particular importance for the safety of the victim (e.g. about escorting of the perpetrator to the police station, ruling the measure of detention and the length of detention, escorting of the perpetrator to the police-court judge or the investigating magistrate with the proposal of the perpetrator’s detention, possible releasing of the perpetrator following the investigation of the police-court judge or the investigating magistrate, the importance of self-defensive
and health and other institutions. \(^{238}\) Aside from informing the CSW when children are involved, police generally respect victims’ autonomy and allow them to make decisions about what services to seek. \(^{239}\) When a victim does choose to leave the offender, police readily accompany the victim to collect her possessions. \(^{240}\)

In addition, interviews revealed that police often develop a safety plan with victims pending and after the issuance of protective measures. \(^{241}\) For example, police will tell the victim what to do if the violence occurs again, how to protect herself, and offer referrals while they await the decision on protective measures. \(^{242}\) Following the issuance of protective measures, police are required to develop a plan for the victim in the event the offender threatens her with immediate danger. \(^{243}\)

Finally, and of great importance, is the role that police play in protective measures. \(^{244}\) The Rules of Procedure mandate the police to inform the victim of her legal rights, including protective measures, decisions on those measures and implementation, and measures that the police undertake against the perpetrator to protect victim’s safety. \(^{245}\) There were few reports of police failing to inform the victim of her option to file for protective measures. \(^{246}\)

Importantly, following the arrest of an offender, the Rules of Procedure require the police to inform the victim immediately if the perpetrator is released from custody. \(^{247}\) In practice, police do not always inform the victim when the perpetrator is released. \(^{248}\) One victim reported:

> The police said they would call me when he would be let out, and they did not inform me. I was waiting at home, and he came. I called the police, and they said, ‘Oh come on, lady, he probably won’t do anything—minimizing what I was going through.’\(^{249}\)

Experiences such as these reflect a broader concern regarding police follow-up. For example, one NGO reported a lack of police communication as to the outcome of a victim’s case, if the report had been sent to the state attorney, and whether the perpetrator had been charged. \(^{250}\) Also of concern are findings that police do not always
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follow up with victims to inform them if they receive protective measures. Instead, it is incumbent on the victim to call and request information. A lawyer corroborated this observation; when she asked her clients if the police called them about the protection order, offered them contact information or provided advice, all 50 of her clients responded that no one from the police had called them. When the lawyer confronted the police about their lack of communication with the victim, the police acknowledged this gap, citing inadequate police resources and too much crime.

**PROTECTIVE MEASURE PROCEDURES**

The LPDV providing for protective measures is housed in the misdemeanor system, rather than the civil system. In Croatia, police have the authority to act as prosecutors in misdemeanor cases. In this role, police bring the perpetrator before the judge, produce evidence, and propose sanctions. In addition, police may question the parties and witnesses and exercise their right to appeal. Importantly, they also may propose and seek any of the six protective measures under the LPDV.

In addition, police have two options to secure immediate protection for victims. First, police have authority to file for three urgent protective measures under the LPDV. These include the restraining order, eviction, and stalking and harassment order. Second, police have the option of imposing and applying for precautionary measures for eight days under the Misdemeanor Law. Article 130 of the Misdemeanor Law allows police to impose several precautionary measures where a misdemeanor has likely been committed, including banning the suspect from visiting certain locations or areas and prohibiting the suspect from coming near or maintaining connections with “a certain person.” If police are unable to bring the perpetrator before the judge immediately, they can issue precautionary measures while the misdemeanor complaint is before the judge.

Generally, interviews showed that police prosecute these cases and seek protective measures on behalf of victims under the misdemeanor system. Police stated that, in almost every case, they propose protective measures to the court. Victims’ experiences also reflect police assistance on these applications so they need
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not do it themselves. On the other hand, if victims do not want any measures, police must respect their wishes and are precluded from applying for a protective measure on their behalf. In some areas, police estimated that 90 percent of victims do not want any measures.

Nevertheless, as with other police responses, the police assistance in filing and applying for protective measures can vary, indicating a need for systematic training and supervision. An NGO lamented that the police who start the proceedings “almost never” come to the hearing, so there is no proper charge. Because there is usually no prosecutor present, the judge must make a determination based on the written report. Regarding the police use and perceptions of immediate measures, some police request both precautionary and protective measures, because the precautionary measures will still protect the victim in the event of an appeal. Other police perceive that the LPDV’s protective measures offer police more options than Article 130’s precautionary measures, however, because it allows them to monitor perpetrators’ compliance and arrest for a violation.

Protective Measures That Police Prioritize

Police nearly always propose protective measures when responding to domestic violence, but the protective measures they request vary. In general, there is a greater tendency to prioritize treatment for batterers, i.e. psychosocial and addiction. Of the protective measures that focus on victims’ safety, police often implement and request a restraining order. To a lesser extent, police propose eviction and most rarely, stalking and harassment orders. According to the report on implementation of the Rules of Procedure, of 9,833 orders, 47 percent (4,607) were psychosocial treatment, 36 percent (3,517) were substance abuse treatment, and only 8 percent (788) were restraining orders.

Police widely request and apply for psychosocial treatment in domestic violence cases. A misdemeanor judge explained that when police write the indictment, they “intend to send him to psychosocial treatment.” Interviews do suggest that police reserve psychosocial treatment applications to first-time or lower level, non-criminal violence. Police elaborated that psychosocial treatment is useful in these cases because its purpose is to change his behavior. Nevertheless, some police expressed skepticism about the efficacy of psychosocial treatment.
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Articles 11 and 17 of the LPDV authorize the police to confiscate objects that were or could be used to inflict violence. The Rules of Procedure further direct police to temporarily confiscate licensed weapons from the perpetrator, and initiate procedures for weapon seizure and withdrawal of a firearms license. The Rules of Procedure also state that if police receive information regarding an unlicensed weapon, they must take all measures to locate and confiscate it and file criminal charges. While police can rely on the victim’s report of weapons, they can also perform their own checks for registered weapons.

Weapons are a significant problem in domestic violence, particularly after the war (1991-1995). Many of the domestic homicides described to the authors were committed with guns. In general, police are diligent in their search for and confiscation of weapons in domestic violence cases. Interviews with police and others indicated that police often apply for the protective measure of weapon confiscation.

Also, as discussed later in this section, police-perpetrator connections can hinder an effective police search for weapons. One victim shared her experience when the police responded to her call:

I reported to the police that he has weapons and they went there and did not find them. But the boys told me, and imagine this, that he hid the weapons in the dish cupboard. So how is it possible that they didn’t find the weapons? So I know the police did not look for the weapons but sat and talked to him because they knew each other. The weapons are not registered; he is a war invalid and cannot have registered weapons.

The protective measures of restraining orders, eviction orders, and stalking/harassment prohibitions are underused. Of the 9,833 protective measures requested in 2008, only 788 were restraining orders, 233 were stalking/harassment prohibitions, and 377 were expulsions. One NGO stated that when the law was initially adopted, the police would actually use and enforce the expulsion order. Now, however, police use of this measure has diminished. Although an officer opined that eviction should be more common, he estimated only about 10 percent of their cases have restraining and expulsion orders. Judges explained that one reason why eviction is not requested more often is because of traditional stereotypes, such as a man’s right to property (the home) supersedes the victim’s right to safety. Sometimes police or prosecutors ask how they can evict the perpetrator when he has nowhere to go.
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APPEALS

The LPDV provides that police and prosecutors can appeal judicial denials of protective measures.296 A police officer suggested that limited resources and a lack of legal knowledge result in fewer appeals than are actually needed.297 An estimate showed at most 100 appeals per year of the 16,000-17,000 cases throughout the country.298 The number of cases that could be appealed is far greater, and one officer estimated that 10 percent (1,600-1,700) of these cases need appeals.299 An officer explained:

You must understand it is [a] huge [problem] with uniformed police officers with only basic legal knowledge, so from time to time, we do receive the calls from the police stations that say it is not good, but they don’t know how to appeal. They usually scan the judge’s ruling and email me the ruling.300

The officer has sought to fill this gap by making appeals on behalf of uniformed police who lack the technical capacity, but it takes him approximately four to five hours to analyze one ruling. He voiced a need for legal training for more police to be able to make these appeals.301

Because the police become the official party when they initiate proceedings, victims and their lawyers are often precluded from making the appeals themselves.302 Furthermore, victims and their lawyer are not necessarily aware when an appeal is made, because the police do not always inform them if they appeal.303

An appeal of the first misdemeanor court’s decision stops the court’s order from entering into force. Thus, an appeal by the defendant can slow down the process and ultimately victim protection.304 If the offender tells the judge he will not appeal, the ruling becomes final.305 If the defendant chooses to appeal, then the protective measures issued by the first court will not be valid pending that appeal.306 This has proven both illogical and frustrating for police, because it is one more reason for perpetrators to appeal and invalidate the protective measures for that time period.307 Moreover, it leaves the victim potentially unprotected from her abuser.

ENFORCEMENT OF PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Monitoring of Protective Measures

The MoI Regulations provide very specific instructions for police to monitor offenders’ compliance with the protective measures of eviction, restraining, and stalking/harassment. Article 9 states that the police officer assigned to the implementation of the protective measures must communicate with the victim at least once per day to check if the perpetrator is respecting the decision. Also, Article 7 charges the chief police officer with assessing monthly the protective measure’s effectiveness in protecting the victim and determining the need for amendments.
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In practice, police use regular communication with the victim or her shelter to monitor perpetrators’ compliance with the protective measures. One interviewee commended the police, explaining “We had a meeting with them and were surprised at how clean they were doing it. They come twice per week to check on that measure.” Generally, the findings indicate that this monitoring process facilitates victim safety. In addition, some police assume responsibility for monitoring compliance with addiction and psychosocial treatment.

Violations of Protective Measures

The MoI Regulations mandate that the police are to arrest any offender who violates the protective measure or for whom there is a reasonable suspicion he will violate the protective measure. Where a perpetrator deliberately violates the restraining order or refuses to leave the area at the officer’s request, the officer can make an arrest. Interviews demonstrated that police generally respond to violations by arresting the perpetrator and filing an indictment for a new misdemeanor before the court. Overall, police make the arrest even if the violation involves no further violence.

A violation of a protective measure is punishable by a fine or imprisonment of at least ten days. Some police seek disparate punishments based on whether the violation is first-time or not. For a first-time violation, police might propose a conditional sentence; in serious cases with repeat or severe violence, police suggest a jail sentence. More often, perpetrators receive imprisonment but it depends on the court. One officer opined that punishments for violations under the LPDV were adequate:

When the restraining order is broken, we need to arrest the offender. So, we do not have to make our own decision but bring him to the court of law at that very moment. So, the judges are taking the cases more seriously, they see that their first restraining order was not making any sense to the offender, and in most cases, he will be in jail throughout the whole proceedings, and likely, he will not get suspended but will go to jail this time.

308 Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011. Once the protective measures are issued, police are assigned a certain number of victims to supervise the enforcement. At a minimum, police check in with the victim through direct contact or telephone once per week. But in high-risk cases, police will increase their surveillance to a more frequent basis. The police called one shelter every day for six months to ask if the perpetrator had breached his restraining order. Police then document their contact with victims. In a particularly notable example, police developed a plan with information about the parties, where they live and go; both parties are informed about what they may or may not do while the plan is in effect. Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011; Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011. See Ministry of Internal Affairs, Regulations of the Implementation of Protective Measures That Are Proposed by the Domestic Violence Law and Are Placed in the Police Jurisdiction, Article 9 (unofficial translation) (stating that the police authority should be in contact with the victim at least once per week to ensure the offender’s compliance); Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011.
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The MoI Regulations permit police to warn an offender who unintentionally violates a restraining order. Thus, the police responses are far less consistent when the perpetrator’s transgression into the prohibited area or his intentions is unclear. Police have often disregarded offender’s behavior when the offender is “passing by” or merely in the vicinity’s outskirts by happenstance. One victim who left the shelter and returned to her apartment saw her perpetrator driving through her street despite a restraining order. When she called the police, they responded, “Well, he has a right to drive through the street.” In another case, a perpetrator found the victim at a shelter by following the child from school. When the child reported him to the police, the perpetrator defended himself by saying he was walking and accidentally found the shelter. Although he had a restraining order, the police would not do anything because they said there was no law against walking in the street. For these cases where the perpetrator skirts the measure’s boundaries but does not violate the measure, there were no reports of police that police treated these cases as stalking or harassment and pursued that as a new protective measure.

When the perpetrator violates the order by returning or approaching the victim with her apparent consent, police response varies. Some police treat it as a violation and file an indictment against the perpetrator. Other police do not report the violation, but instead inform the parties that their actions are dangerous. Of greater concern are reports by the police that they will inform the court that the “measure has lost its purpose” and seek its annulment because “there is no point.”

Other Aggravating Factors

Perpetrator – Police Connections

Several interviewees recounted experiences where the victim feared reporting the violence because of a connection between her abuser and the police. Interviews identified two scenarios—where the perpetrator is a police officer or where he knows someone in the force—that deter the victim from coming forward. Individuals who are the victims at the hands of police officer-offenders are often in a unique and particularly vulnerable situation. Unlike most victims of domestic violence, those abused by law enforcement officers may be unable to secure the assistance they seek. In one case, it was common knowledge even among the force that an officer had been abusing his wife and three daughters, one of whom was intellectually disabled, for years. When the victim sought help, the NGO placed her in a shelter far away due to the increased danger. The police officer had visited the domestic violence center and the NGO’s office already. Ultimately, he was discharged from the police and married another woman who he abused until they divorced as well.

In other cases, the perpetrator may have connections with the police. One victim called the police and told them the offender owns a gun. The police did not confiscate the weapon, but merely wrote in the report that he was driving recklessly. The victim asserted this false allegation was used by the police because they were friends with
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him at the local bar. Now, the victim “has no more confidence to go to the police, because if those two police officers are friends with her husband, then maybe the whole department is.”

Moreover, a perpetrator’s police connections can also affect whether the victim accesses support services and the legal system. Victims married to police officers may contact NGOs, but are afraid to access their services. When one victim called their hotline, a shelter in a small town told her to call the police or they could call for her. The woman responded by stating, “No, please don’t, because my husband works for the police.” When asked what happens to these women, the shelter worker stated simply, “They don’t call again.” The shelter does not follow up with these victims because of the risk for the women, so the shelter remains uncertain of their fate. Another victim explained that her husband beat her and pulled her hair. The husband had a godfather and a friend in the police force, so she did not seek help from law enforcement. She also chose not to seek medical treatment because she feared her husband would discover she sought help there as well.
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Interviews revealed that the prosecution of domestic violence crimes and misdemeanors is hampered in Croatia by inaction, insensitive attitudes, the language of the law, and a failure to prioritize victim safety. For example, prosecutors view the main purpose of custodial detention as preventing the perpetrator from influencing the victim’s testimony rather than safety concerns. A prosecutor noted that when a judge releases the perpetrator from jail after the victim has given her testimony, “We are okay with this.”

Domestic violence cases can be prosecuted under several criminal and misdemeanor laws in Croatia. The police, CSW, victim, or victim’s guardian can report an act to the prosecutor. The prosecutor, in turn, investigates and determines whether the act is a crime, a misdemeanor, or neither. The state attorney has actual authority over prosecution before the misdemeanor court and can submit an indictment proposal for all misdemeanors. Therefore, in theory, a prosecutor could prosecute a case under the LPDV and request protective measures under that law. While police, victims, and other specified entities also have standing to prosecute misdemeanors, a public prosecutor is more likely to prosecute a case where the perpetrator’s behavior is a “high intensity, quality, and quantity violent form of behavior.” In practice, however, prosecutors do not prosecute cases under the LPDV.

Reluctance to Prosecute under the Criminal Code

Article 215A of the Criminal Code punishes any violent, abusive or particularly insolent conduct that puts another family member into a “humiliating position.” The punishment is between six months to five years’ imprisonment.

Despite its relevance, Article 215A is less commonly used by prosecutors because of its imprecise definition of violent conduct. As mentioned in the Police section, the confusing language of the article leads to far fewer criminal cases because what police might perceive is a crime, prosecutors may not. Of the 1,285 cases reported under Article 215A in 2008, there were only 933 indictments. Under the LPDV, 20,566 perpetrators
were reported for committing misdemeanor-level violence, and 6,610 perpetrators were arrested and brought before a judge that same year.\textsuperscript{343}

The vague language of Article 215A has fostered discrepancies in interpretation over what acts constitute being placed in “a humiliating position.”\textsuperscript{344} In practice, interviews revealed that prosecutors do not view domestic violence as a criminal act unless the first reported violence is very severe or there is a history of repeated violence.\textsuperscript{345} A former prosecutor described the kinds of cases and sentences that could be prosecuted under this article. The first example primarily involved daily psychological violence by a husband against his wife in front of their children that led to 20 months’ imprisonment. The second case involved an offender who beat his wife for 20 years, causing heavy physical injuries, such as multiple broken ribs, as well as life-threatening injuries. The offender received a conditional sentence that the prosecutor appealed and won a 24-month sentence.\textsuperscript{346}

Several interviewees reported there is a “silent agreement” between the state attorney and the police that a case should not be initiated until the third police intervention.\textsuperscript{347} A lawyer explained:

I have a client and she was a victim of domestic violence…and her husband was sentenced four times in misdemeanor court, and every time, the police gave notice to the public prosecutor, and they did not prosecute him. The fourth time, they prosecuted him in the criminal court, and the judge sentenced him with a suspended sentence, and they did not have the opportunity to do any measures, and of course, a few months after this last criminal judgment, he found her somewhere in the street of [---] and attacked her again.\textsuperscript{348}

A police officer summarized that Article 215A is working “very badly” to protect women victims of domestic violence because “…prosecutors and judges think that with just one act the person has not been put into a humiliating position.”\textsuperscript{349} He reported similar experiences with prosecutors failing to initiate cases:

One case made me really angry. A man physically and verbally assaulted his disabled mother and sister. He hit her and kicked her. He knocked her from the wheelchair and kept beating her when she fell and left her to lie on the floor. The sister called the police after 30 minutes and the State Attorney considered this not to have the elements of a criminal act so they did not start the case.”\textsuperscript{350}

Indeed, figures from the Croatian Bureau of Statistics confirm that prosecutors reject the crime report and drop charges under Article 215A in approximately one-third of cases.\textsuperscript{351}


\textsuperscript{344} Interview with Prosecutors, City K, October 14, 2010.

\textsuperscript{345} Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010, Interview with Lawyers, City K, February 17, 2011, Interview with Professor, City K, February 17, 2011; Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011.

\textsuperscript{346} See e.g., Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010.

\textsuperscript{347} Interview with Ministry of Justice, Zagreb, February 16, 2011.

\textsuperscript{348} See e.g., Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010.

\textsuperscript{349} Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.

\textsuperscript{350} Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011.

\textsuperscript{351} Rogić-Hadžalić and Kos, 65. From 2007 to 2010, prosecutors rejected the crime report and dropped charges in 1,412 cases out of a total of 4,318. Id.
Article 215A has been repealed as of January 2013 and will no longer exist under the new Criminal Code. Under the new Criminal Code, prosecutors will draw on a number of bodily injury provisions to prosecute domestic violence. It remains to be seen how prosecutorial practices toward domestic violence will carry over under the new Criminal Code.

**AUTHORITY TO DROP OR MEDIATE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CRIMINAL CASES**

The prosecutor has discretion under Article 62 of the State Attorney’s Law (2009) to drop a criminal case of domestic violence if he or she believes that instituting proceedings would not be efficient due to the nature of the offense, the circumstances under which it was committed, the personal characteristics of the perpetrator and injured party, and the nature of their relationship. Article 62 reflects the reluctance of the Republic of Croatia to effectively prosecute domestic violence cases. Personal characteristics of the partners and the nature of their relationship should not be a factor in the decision to prosecute cases of criminal domestic violence, except where it is an aggravating factor.

Article 62 also requires a victim of domestic violence crimes to undergo mediation if the prosecutor so decides. If the mediation is successful, the case is dismissed. The Director of Administration of Criminal Law of the MoJ explained this new development, “We are going to place more emphasis on alternative solutions such as mediation.” He added that, according to Article 62, a prosecutor can seek expert advice and “in more complex cases he can refer the whole process to CSW. This is one of the aspects of trying to put greater focus on preventative and not repressive measures…”

At the time of this research, this provision was too recent for any established practice to be reported. Practices prior to the adoption of Article 62 suggest, however, that prosecutors have been inclined to drop charges when the victim agrees and suspect consent to complete psychosocial therapy to stop his violence. Regardless, the use of mediation in domestic violence cases fails to promote accountability and wrongfully assumes that both parties have equal bargaining power. A safehouse employee articulated the damaging effects of this law when victims feel they are wronged by this practice: “Women perceive [mediation] as re-abusing them. It gives no other result than humiliation to women.”

**DELAYS IN CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS**

**Delays Encourage Misdemeanor Filings**

As discussed in the Police section, interviews revealed that many cases of criminal domestic violence are pursued as misdemeanors to speed up the process. This is particularly relevant post-**Maresti**, which ended the simultaneous pursuit of domestic violence cases as both crimes and misdemeanors. Numerous interviewees...
acknowledged the lengthiness of the criminal process. Prosecutor delays are a contributing factor in dropping cases, particularly "when the victim cools off." A police officer noted that even the prosecutors encourage domestic violence cases to be pursued at the misdemeanor level to expedite the matter.

Because criminal convictions carry higher penalties, failure to charge an incident as a crime can deny justice for victims of domestic violence. Further, an inadequate response deters a victim from reporting again and further empowers violent offenders.

**Delays Encourage Dropping Cases of Domestic Violence**

Interviews show that prosecutors too readily dismiss cases when a victim takes the option of not testifying against her spouse, does not cooperate, or recants due to threats, fear, shame or other reasons, even in cases of heavy injury. Article 285 of the Criminal Procedure Code, exempting a spouse from testifying, can frustrate justice. When the victim invokes this right at trial, her prior deposition cannot be used. The criminal case will then be closed. However, a victim cannot use that right if the children are directly or indirectly affected by the alleged crime and must testify to the damage caused to the children. According to a criminal judge, if the woman is the only victim and she takes her right not to testify, the case will stop "regardless of all the other evidence."

Prosecutors expressed frustration when victims decide not to testify. In one of the most serious cases the prosecutor had encountered, "the husband pushed her into a bathroom, smashed her head on the toilet, and put her head into the toilet and flushed repeatedly." The victim invoked her right not to testify in the case brought under Article 215A. When the prosecutors discovered two minors had been present, they initiated a new case for neglect and abuse of minors under Article 213. The victim claimed the children were not present and exercised her right not to testify, so the prosecutors again had to dismiss the case. Finally, the victim’s own lawyer brought a third indictment for severe domestic violence with children present. This time, she chose to testify to the violent behavior of her husband.

Even in cases where the victim is willing to testify, the attorney noted that when the husband is present, "not all the truth comes out in front of the judge" for fear of reprisal. Victims do have the right to testify without the violator being present in certain circumstances, and also via video testimony. This option is almost never used, however, even when children testify.

**Heeding Risk Factors**

He was charged for violence—for attempted murder—because he had a knife to her neck, and he got out after 12 days of jail. They let him out for New Year’s, so he could have a bit of merriment. He got a 300-
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358 See e.g., Interview with Police, City F, February 6, 2011; Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011.
359 Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
360 Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011.
361 Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011; Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010. If a prosecutor decides to drop the case, the victim is informed and has the option to privately prosecute the case. Interview with Ministry of Justice, Zagreb, February 16, 2011.
362 Interview with Professor, City K, February 17, 2011.
363 Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011.
364 Interview with Prosecutors, City K, October 14, 2010; Interview with Judge and Office for Victim and Witness Support, City F, February 9, 2011.
365 Interview with Police, City H, February 10, 2011.
366 Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011.
367 Interview with Prosecutors, City K, October 14, 2010.
368 Criminal Procedure Code, Article 292 (4).
mater restraining order [under the Criminal Code]. He was allowed to bring seven character witnesses, who testified that he is a nice guy and just joking around with that knife. According to the statement, he took the knife only because he was eating paté on bread....She had her throat cut, she has a medical statement, she had visible marks of the knife. The [four-year-old twin] children were present when this occurred, so now they are under stress, and they keep repeating, “Dad’s not going to kill mom.” This happened on December 12, 2010....The trial was on December 24, and that was the first one. The second was on December 31, and they let him go. So, on December 31, they still don’t know what the verdict is....He will wait for the final verdict in freedom....The state attorney did nothing. 369

The Criminal Procedure Code allows the prosecutor to file a motion requesting investigative detention if there is a reasonable suspicion that the suspect committed an offense and, among other things, he will impede criminal proceedings by influencing witnesses, there is a danger he will repeat the offense, or if the detention is deemed necessary for the conduct of proceedings due to the especially grave circumstances of an offense that carries a long-term prison sentence. 370 Prosecutors consider the severity of the offense and use criminal records to determine whether to file a motion to detain aggressors in custody before or during trial proceedings. 371 Yet, interviews revealed that prosecutors will still allow the release of dangerous aggressors before sentencing even where there are high-risk indicators.

In one case, violence had been occurring for 20 years and the aggressor was jailed for attempted strangulation. An advocate described the case: "...she was beaten all over her body, the most recent escalation was to the point of strangulation...upon investigation they found a weapon in the premises." 372 During a prolonged investigative process, the aggressor was released until the verdict.

In cases where the offender is released, prosecutors allow precautionary measures to substitute for detention in cases of potentially lethal violence. One officer described a violent case:

Last year, we had one case where the woman reported that the husband was violent and had been for a long time. He drove her into the forest, he was jealous, he made her strip, and he beat her with a belt. He locked the children in their room at home and left them a bucket for a toilet...the prosecutor did a good job and assessed that this was a criminal act. We had to persuade him that it was a criminal act, but it worked. She had bruises that were photographed, he examined the crime scene... 373

Despite the high risk, the aggressor was released after 48 hours from jail with precautionary measures. 374

USE OF PSYCHOSOCIAL TREATMENT MEASURES

Under Croatian law, a sentence may be suspended with special obligations, including the obligation to undergo alcohol and drug rehabilitation in a medical institution or in a therapy community. 375 Although the prosecutors

369 Interview with NGO, City H, February 10, 2011.
370 Criminal Procedure Code, Article 123(1)(2), (3), (4).
371 Interview with Prosecutors, City K, October 14, 2010.
373 Id.
374 Id.
interviewed by the authors were optimistic about the success of psychosocial treatment, there are indications that their goals are focused on the preservation of the family, rather than safety of the victim. One judge opined, “It’s not the [state] attorney’s goal to get punishment by any means, but to protect the child and the family…” When asked how they would protect a victim during the perpetrator’s psychosocial treatment, a prosecutor responded:

It says that he should move out, but I don’t think this is implemented. She is protected in a way as she is included in the treatment—she is giving support on a voluntary basis. She can stop it if it is not useful. The District Attorney’s office and the CSW monitor it very closely.377

Interviews revealed that prosecutors sometimes place the responsibility to decide whether to prosecute or send the aggressor to psychosocial treatment on the victim. One prosecutor said:

We ask the victim to speak and to choose. We call her into the office after examining the case. If it is really bad violence for a long time, or the perpetrator is an alcoholic or mentally ill, we don’t offer to solve [the case] this way. If we think it is quicker and better for the family, we will call the victim and ask, hear her side…378

A shelter worker’s characterization of her clients’ experiences corroborated this practice:

…what happens when prosecutors prosecute on the criminal Articles 215A and 213… they say to a woman, “Madam, say “yes” for him to go on psychological treatment and that way he will change his violent behavior to non-violent behavior, because if you say “yes,” we will not press charges against him, and he will be a better husband and father.379

375 Criminal Code, Article 71(e).
376 Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011.
377 Interview with Prosecutors, City K, October 14, 2010.
378 Id.
379 Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010.
MISDEMEANOR AND CRIMINAL JUDICIARY

Given its principal role in administering the LPDV, the misdemeanor court system’s approach to domestic violence cases was a source of concern for many interviewees. Interviewees reported a lack of regular training, overly lenient sentencing, and that judges frequently do not prioritize victim safety. The authors did hear positive examples of judges enforcing domestic violence laws against offenders, and interviewees acknowledged that some misdemeanor courts have attempted to make improvements.

Other than in the areas of detention practices, interviewees overall reported fewer concerns with criminal judges’ handling of domestic violence cases than their misdemeanor counterparts. As discussed previously in the Police section, most concerns about the criminal justice system focused on the slow and complex process, which prolongs justice and even results in the dropping of cases when victims recant, as well as criminal judges’ reluctance to detain suspects. Other interviews revealed concerns about certain criminal judicial practices that should be addressed to improve the government’s response to domestic violence.

Because of the central role that misdemeanor judges have in implementing the LPDV, the following section primarily focuses on their practices. Where findings are relevant to criminal judges, specific references are made throughout this section.

ATTITUDES OF JUDGES

It is common for judges to not view domestic violence as abuse that threatens women’s safety and well-being, but rather as “disturbed relationships,” “arguments,” or minor infractions. Judicial practices frequently do not reflect an understanding of the dynamics of domestic violence nor sensitivity to victims of long-term, repeated violence. Judges may belittle victims’ experiences and ask them why they waited so long to report. Another interviewee reported that the judge displayed visible bias favoring the perpetrator—her attitude upon seeing the victim was, “Oh, you again.” The client’s lawyer eventually filed for the judge’s recusal because her bias influenced her decisions on all their requests.

Judicial misperceptions can result in an omission to act. One victim recounted how she finalized her divorce from her husband, who physically beat her and caused low-level injuries. She frequently called the police, who filed procedures before the judge multiple times. The judge told the victim her children would be taken away and placed in a home if she called the police one more time.

380 For purposes of this report, there are two relevant court systems that govern domestic violence cases. The misdemeanor system governs domestic violence law and misdemeanor-level offenses, and it includes the misdemeanor court for first instance cases and the county for appeals. The second court system governs criminal and family law, and it includes the municipal court for first instance cases and the county for appeals. Both court systems’ final appeals are made to the Supreme Court. Courts Act, 2009, Articles 17-19, 21, 24. See also Theodora A. Christou et al, European Cross Border Justice: A Case Study of the EAW, 2010, page 39, available at http://www.airecentre.org/data/files/resources/11/ECJP-Final-Publication.pdf.
381 See e.g., Interview with State Home, City A, February 14, 2011.
382 See e.g., Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
383 See e.g., Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010.
384 See e.g., Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010. See e.g., Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010 (stating her experiences with most criminal judges had been good).
385 Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011.
386 See e.g., Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010.
387 Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011; Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011.
388 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
389 Id.
390 Since the parties were divorced and the husband was paying child support, the judge told the victim that everything was fine. Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011; Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010.
Another judicial misperception is that victims are lying so as to abuse the system or obtain property.\textsuperscript{391} One advocate who serves many victims stated that victims also harbor fears that judges will not believe them.\textsuperscript{392} This well-founded fear can deter victims from accessing the justice system, especially because the LPDV requires courts to warn protective measure applicants of the consequences of a denial of an application.\textsuperscript{393} 

Finally, some judges displayed a disturbing lack of knowledge about the law itself. Misdemeanor judges informed the authors that an eviction could be ordered for a maximum of two months when in reality, the LPDV provides for a maximum term of two years.\textsuperscript{394} Of grave concern, two misdemeanor judges had never heard of urgent protective measures under the LPDV. The judges insisted that only the precautionary measures under the Misdemeanor Law could be ordered \textit{ex parte}. When shown Article 19 of the LPDV, the vice-president of a court stated, “We never had such a thing in practice. I never used Article 19(2) in practice. I think nobody did.”\textsuperscript{395}

**TRAINING FOR JUDGES**

The findings indicate a strong need for comprehensive judicial training on domestic violence as demonstrated by the many problems described in this section. As the president of a misdemeanor court explained, “whoever has training has to voluntarily pass the knowledge on to all judges here.”\textsuperscript{396} 

In addition, scant resources and personnel diminish the opportunity for specialization of judges. Judges in one city explained that their court only has half the number of staff they should, so that the judges hear all types of misdemeanors.\textsuperscript{397} In another city, a high misdemeanor court judge explained the large number of urgent domestic violence cases has forced them to assign judges from the traffic division to hear these cases.\textsuperscript{398}

**IMPORTANCE OF LEGAL REPRESENTATION**

While a victim can request protective measures herself, usually police or lawyers assist them in domestic violence proceedings.\textsuperscript{399} Having a representative pursue the case is an important service for victims, who may lack the knowledge of their rights and legal proceedings, be struggling with other issues, and be unable to navigate the legal system successfully by themselves.

Under the Croatian Legal Aid Act, victims have the right to legal representation, which is administered by the MoJ and county governments.\textsuperscript{400} This right does not extend to misdemeanor and criminal proceedings, however, where the state presumably represents them. Between February 2009 to January 2010, 173 victims of domestic violence seeking protective measures from the police were represented by a lawyer. While it is not clear whether all of these victims were represented by a lawyer, it is notable that in Croatia, the police often assist victims in seeking protective measures.

\textsuperscript{391} Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010.
\textsuperscript{392} Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010.
\textsuperscript{393} LPDV, Article 19(5). See also Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010 (stating that false accusations of violence are violence, as well, and must be punished).
\textsuperscript{394} Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011.
\textsuperscript{395} Id.
\textsuperscript{396} Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010.
\textsuperscript{397} Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011.
\textsuperscript{398} Interview with Judge, City K, February 15, 2011. It was not clear whether these traffic judges underwent training on the domestic violence prior to this assignation.
\textsuperscript{399} Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
violence obtained legal aid in those cases where they were able to do so.401 Interviewees reported that free legal aid is often difficult to access, as the application forms are extremely complicated.402 In addition, other barriers are the low-income level requirement that excludes many women from qualification, the dearth of attorneys willing to do pro bono representation, and the lack of awareness about its availability.403 Further, NGO personnel noted that free legal aid is not available to all domestic violence victims, such as those who are not citizens of Croatia or those who fail to demonstrate financial need.404 Other NGO workers explained that access to free legal aid requires proof of domestic violence, such as a police report, which further limits eligibility.405

Referrals to these resources are critical, because victims may be unaware they are entitled to receive legal aid. But in some courts outside of Zagreb, there are reports of judges misinforming victims they do not have a right to a lawyer, even though it is provided in the procedural legislation.406

Judicial Role in Arrest and Detention

Judges, particularly misdemeanor judges, have a central role to play in the detention of a domestic violence offender. An individual under arrest for a misdemeanor must be charged and brought before the judge with an indictment within 12 hours or released.407 The judge is responsible for questioning the suspect and making a decision on the suspect’s release or continued detention.408 For misdemeanors of breach of public peace or family violence, the judge may continue detention for up to 15 days if there is a risk of flight, obstruction of justice, or a risk of repetition of the same offense.409 If he is later sentenced to jail, then his detention counts as time served toward his sentence.410

Generally, misdemeanor judges demonstrated good practices by detaining the perpetrator as allowed under law. A misdemeanor judge explained that in 99 percent of her cases of physical violence, she would detain them for up to 15 days while the proceedings took place.411 One judge stated that even if the victim pleads for the perpetrator’s release, they still look at the evidence to see whether the offense merits custody.412

Unlike misdemeanor judges, criminal judges tend to be less willing to continue detention despite the seriousness of the alleged offense. Prosecutors reported that criminal judges often release the suspect from detention after a victim gives her statement.413 Criminal judges narrowly view the purpose of detention as preventing influence over the victim, so they will release the suspect once she has given the testimony.414 Lawyers described the consequences after one offender was released following investigative detention. The husband committed repeated physical violence against the wife and daughter, causing a serious eye injury and stress reactions to the
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daughter. He raped his wife, and at one point, undressed her in front of the children, and kicked her out onto the street. He was detained for four to five months and eventually released from detention. The criminal court sentenced him to one year imprisonment. Although he had several months more imprisonment to serve, he escaped his prison sentence.415

**HEEDING RISK FACTORS**

In both misdemeanor and criminal systems, the availability and use of a bench risk assessment is key to making appropriate decisions on detention. Overall, interviews indicate that misdemeanor judges do not use risk assessment in domestic violence cases.416 When asked if they use a risk assessment tool, judges responded, “No, we don’t even know they exist. We have to decide on [our] own to set him free.”417 Other judges explained that a risk assessment is the police officer’s job, not theirs.418

In the absence of an established risk assessment tool, the factors that judges weigh in their assessment of the case vary. Pertinent indicators, such as severe violence, repeat violence, threats, and a past record are considered by some judges.419 In other cases, however, judges rely on irrelevant factors to decide the risk is low or non-existent. In one case, an ex-husband threatened his ex-wife and told her, “I’ll get you” in the street in front of witnesses. The judge decided that since the victim waited 30 minutes to call the police, she was not genuinely distressed by his words. On appeal, the high misdemeanor court reversed the judge’s verdict of not guilty and sentenced the man to a suspended jail term of 15 days.420

**JUDICIAL TIMELINES**

An expedient judicial process is critical to victim safety. An efficient and speedy process is also important because it reduces the time during which victims may recant and withdraw their complaint as often happens in the criminal system.421 Although the misdemeanor system is recognized to be faster than the criminal and family systems,422 interviews still revealed concerns over the time misdemeanor procedures can take.423 Judges are not always accessible 24 hours per day or on weekends and holidays. In addition, the law is silent on a timeframe for issuing long-term protective measures, and parties who fail to appear for a hearing can prolong the proceedings. In one case, a woman filed in August 2010 for protective measures, went to court four times, and each time, the perpetrator did not appear. It was not until February 2011 that she finally received a decision denying her protective measures.424 Finally, because appeals preclude protective measures from entering into force, delays of several days occur, and victims are put at risk for more violence.

415 Interview with Lawyers, City K, February 17, 2011.
417 Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
418 Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011.
419 Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011.
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422 Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with Judges, City F, February 9, 2011 (stating that a misdemeanor judge can complete processes very quickly, even within a day); Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011.
423 See e.g. Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011.
424 Interview with NGO, City H, February 10, 2011. The court’s procedures did not precede implementation of the Maresti decision. Thus, under the corollary criminal proceedings for Article 215A, the perpetrator received the choice of a six-month jail sentence or a two-year suspended sentence.
Some interviewees reported that misdemeanor judges were issuing the protective measures immediately or within the 24 hours required under the LPDV. This rapid response can occur when the judiciary is accessible 24 hours per day, but not all courts have the resources to remain open continuously. In areas where courts do not operate at night, detention serves an important purpose by allowing police to arrest and hold the perpetrator until morning when he can be brought before the judge. The detention can also positively impact judicial timelines and compel a misdemeanor court to work more swiftly. Interviewees described that when police detain an offender overnight, judges tend to issue a decision on the protective measures within a few hours or the following day. If they do not issue a decision immediately, judges can detain the perpetrator an additional 15 days, during which they issue a decision.

The law does not impose a requirement, however, for judges to be available 24 hours per day to issue urgent protective measures. Although the law requires issuance of urgent measures within 24 hours, its failure to mandate 24-hour judicial availability diminishes the effective implementation of this provision. Furthermore, when police choose not to arrest the offender, the victim is left unprotected if she cannot obtain a protective measure. In one case, the judge did not issue an order for the violence committed at 11:00 p.m., so the victim and her two children were forced to leave the house to remain safe.

In addition, there were numerous reports of judges waiting two to three days to issue urgent protective measures instead of within the 24-hour deadline. One NGO described how they requested urgent protective measures for a victim who had endured twenty years of violence. Even though she suffered beatings over her entire body and strangulation in the last incident, they expected the urgent protective measures to be delayed as is the normal practice.

Judicial bodies are required to organize the misdemeanor court operations so that they can function on weekends and holidays. Some courts do comply with this requirement. But others do not, thus forcing the victim to wait without protection until the court reopens. One shelter client feared for her life because her husband was released from jail. She applied for a protective order during the hearing releasing him from detention, but the judge did not issue it at that time. Because it was a Friday, the client hoped to have it by Monday. In the meantime, two shelter workers made a safety plan to meet her after work and accompany her back to the shelter.
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For long-term protective measures, the law does not specify a deadline for issuing the order. The LPDV specifies that “any authority to take action related to domestic violence shall act urgently,” and any procedures under the LPDV are to be considered “urgent.” The Misdemeanor Law provides little guidance, as well, as it simply charges judges to act quickly and without delay; defendants are allowed a minimum of three days in between the service of summons and the hearing. Apart from this language, there is no further guidance on a timeline.

For non-emergency procedures that do not fall within Article 19, interviews revealed that it can typically take anywhere from two weeks to four months to obtain a decision on the protective measures. One judge explained that of 897 requests for urgent measures, 700 were completed within two weeks, but the remaining requests (196) took more than three months. Protective measures that are delayed by months undermine the goals of victim safety and offender accountability. One shelter worker recalled a client who still had not received a decision from the misdemeanor courts more than two years after her application.

A victim’s refuge at a shelter can reportedly delay a decision on her application by as much as two weeks to a month because a judge perceives a lack of urgency. In one exception where a judge ordered a protective measure more quickly, a shelter worker conjectured (as it was so extraordinary) that it was because the perpetrator was throwing knives at the children.

These delays are compounded by the fact that judges do not automatically notify the victim of their decision. The Rules of Procedure state that, “upon personal request,” the courts are to inform the victim or her lawyer of the outcome of the proceedings and deliver a copy of the court ruling. Only a few judges reported that they automatically send a copy of their decision to the victim within 30 days of the hearing. In practice, judges typically wait for this request from victims or their lawyers before they will send their decisions. As one interviewee described, nobody knows about the court decisions, “neither the centers nor the police, nor anyone.” The burden on the victim to contact the court to find out the judgment can become especially onerous when the court’s decision is delayed as described above. Furthermore, this provision potentially places victims at risk of further violence if police execute protective measures before a victim learns that she has obtained them and can respond accordingly.
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437 LPDV, Article 5(1).
438 Id., Article 5(2). See also Rules of Procedure, Section E(1) stating that judicial bodies are to “act urgently in all matters related to family violence.”
439 Misdemeanor Law, Articles 89(1), 164(2).
440 Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011 (explaining that non-arrest cases can take one month for a judicial decision); Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011. See also Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011 (stating it can take months, especially if the victim is seeking protective orders by herself); Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011. See also Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011 (stating it generally takes two weeks to resolve a case, except for more complicated cases that could take longer); Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011 (stating that it can last up to three months, particularly where there are many witnesses).
441 Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
442 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011. See also Interview with Lawyers, City K, February 17, 2011 (explaining that it can take one to years in extreme cases).
443 Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
444 Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
445 Rules of Procedure, Section E.5.
446 Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011; Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011 (explaining they will send the decision once it is final pending any appeals).
447 See e.g., Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
448 Interview with State Home, City A, February 14, 2011.
Even after the first decision is issued, the appeals process can further delay its entry into force. If the perpetrator appeals the decision of the misdemeanor court, the protective order is stayed pending the appeal. A high misdemeanor judge estimated that 95 percent of her appeals come from the accused and 5 percent from the prosecutor. An appeal stays the order from entering into effect, so parties can generally expect to wait ten to fifteen days until the decision goes into effect. Where the courts are already lagging behind, it could take six months to get a protective order: three months to get the order in the first place, and another three months for the perpetrator’s appeal process.

Given the potential for delays in issuing long-term protective measures and the lengthiness of criminal trials, the importance of other legal means to keep the victim safe cannot be overstated. As mentioned, officials have the authority to detain the perpetrator until the first hearing, but the Misdemeanor Law imposes limits on the length of detentions. These laws authorize a judge to impose precautionary measures on the defendant for the duration of the trial and may prohibit the defendant from visiting certain places and approaching, establishing or maintaining connections with a certain person. Both the misdemeanor and criminal laws also allow a judge to order psychiatric treatment and addiction treatment as security measures. Precautionary measures serve an important purpose since they are effective until the decision is issued and long-term protective measures come into effect. But judges are not consistently granting precautionary measures when they are requested. Interviews suggest that criminal judges tend to prioritize children’s welfare over the victim’s safety in applying these measures. For example, a criminal judge explained he would issue precautionary measures if he thinks it will serve the purpose of a jail sentence and benefit the child. To him, "[d]etention is the final frontier."  

**COURTROOM SECURITY**

The physical structure of most courthouses in Croatia may also jeopardize the safety of domestic violence victims. The monitoring teams visited several misdemeanor courtrooms in Croatia that most often are the judges’ offices. These rooms are not large and place the victim within a few meters of the perpetrator. According to one judge, there are only two misdemeanor courthouses in Croatia with actual courtrooms. Criminal courtrooms are fraught with similar challenges.

Courtroom security is important to not only ensure victim safety, but also to encourage victims to feel secure enough to access the justice system. The possibility is very real that the victim may encounter the perpetrator.
upon her arrival, departure, or while waiting in the hallway “where it is not possible to avoid the other.”461 Depending on the court, there may be no one in the vicinity to intervene to protect the victim while she waits.462

The Office for Witness and Victim Support, established in 2008 by the UN Development Programme (UNDP) and the MoJ, plays a role in helping individuals navigate the court system.463 These advocates are required to describe court procedures to victims, attend hearings with victims where possible, and provide emotional support.464 Importantly, where there are witness support offices, there are also private waiting rooms in the courts, providing victims with safe areas to wait separately from their perpetrators.465 This office has a presence in seven major cities, including Zagreb, Osijek, Vukovar, Zadar, Rijecka, Sisak, and Split,466 but not in many other courts.467 They are primarily concentrated in municipal courts, and at the time of this research, only the two misdemeanor courts in Vukovar and Zadar had such support offices.468

Courts are charged under the Rules of Procedure with protecting the safety of victims upon arrival and within the court.469 There were positive reports of misdemeanor judges exerting their authority to maintain security over the courtroom. In one case, when a perpetrator attempted to speak to the victim in the courtroom, the misdemeanor judge stopped him and ordered him to refrain from speaking to the victim directly. Instead, she directed him to state anything he had to say to herself, and she would repeat it to the victim.470 Judges explained that they usually use two or three police officers, so one can remain by the door and the other stays in the hallway.471 In some cases, the judge can call judiciary police officers at the front entrance to respond if there is a breach of security, or provide an escort for the victim.472

Other cases indicate a need for misdemeanor judges to be more proactive in promoting victim safety. For example, the judge may not intercede and stop the perpetrator from verbally abusing the victim in court.473 In another case, shelter staff were unable to accompany a client to court, so they called the judge to check if there would be any protection for her at the courthouse. Despite the violence and the client’s mental disabilities, the judge did not believe protection was needed. The shelter resorted to calling the police to arrange protection.474

461 Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010 (stating that victims fear facing their perpetrator when they go to court).
462 Interview with NGO, City D, February 11, 2011. But see Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011 (explaining that the police intervened and escorted them out of the building).
467 Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
468 Interview with Judges and Office for Victim and Witness Support, City K, February 17, 2011.
469 Rules of Procedure, Section E.9. Although the Rules of Procedure charge the misdemeanor courts with ensuring victim safety, this still leaves domestic violence victims in civil proceedings at risk of danger in the family law courtroom where domestic violence is generally not taken into account or even discerned. See the discussion in Consideration of Domestic Violence in Divorce and Custody Cases in the Family Law Judiciary section on page 86.
470 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
471 Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011.
472 Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
473 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
474 Interview with State Home, City E, February 14, 2011.
Furthermore, some misdemeanor judges’ interviews show they measure courtroom security in terms of their own personal safety rather than that of victims.475

IDENTIFYING THE PREDOMINANT AGGRESSOR

As discussed in the Police section, the LPDV classifies psychological and economic violence as domestic violence, and dual arrests and charges of both the victim and perpetrator are widespread throughout Croatia. One judge reported that all their cases in the week prior to our interview involved dual charges.476 Another judge presented statistics that showed the female was identified as the perpetrator in 15-20 percent of cases over a 2-year period.477 Indeed, as a report by the Croatian Bureau of Statistics found, approximately 17% of misdemeanor domestic violence offenders over a four-year period were women.478

Thus, judges’ ability to correctly identify the primary aggressor is crucial in a landscape where victims are often arrested alongside the offender. Domestic violence offenders may try to convince the judges that the violence was mutual and that they are also a victim. Also, victims may use violence to avert an attack from the primary aggressor or in self-defense, as described below. If both parties are arrested and charged, the possibility that the offender will be convicted is diminished.

Where victims have been found guilty of criminal domestic violence, those convictions were often the result of judges not recognizing victim’s use of self-defense. In one case, a husband was beating his wife and punching her in the face while she was carrying their small child in her arms. She sustained bruises on her face. She fell down with the child, at which point he reached to take the child away from her. She bit the offender on the finger, which resulted in a light injury. The police came, gave her protective measures, and brought him before the misdemeanor court where he received a suspended sentence. Then, the offender brought private criminal charges against her for biting him on the finger. The criminal judge found her guilty, explaining that her right to defend herself ended when he stopped punching her.479

In many dual arrest cases, the perpetrator is charged with physical violence and the victim with psychological violence. In other cases involving allegations of physical violence from both parties, the victim may have acted in self-defense in response to the perpetrator’s physical violence. In such cases, the police simply arrested both parties, leaving the decision to determine the primary aggressor to the judge.

Overall, interviews revealed a lack of judicial tools and understanding in identifying the predominant aggressor.480 Misdemeanor judges explained they rely on their “life experience” to listen to both parties, and read their expressions and gestures to determine who is more convincing.481 One judge told a victim that her husband could not be the abuser, because the victim was bigger than her husband.482 Another judge could not recall having to

475 When asked about courtroom security, one judge stated that a police officer could be present to provide security for victims in urgent cases. But when relating a story about how her own personal security was breached by a defendant who threatened and insulted her, she described the misdemeanor court’s protection as inadequate because there are only two police officers. Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011.
476 Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011 (but stating that the week prior saw only two cases with dual charges).
477 Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011. In 2009, 234 of 1,243 perpetrators were female; in 2010, 84 of 550 perpetrators were female; in 2011, 6 of 36 perpetrators were women. Id.
478 Rogić-Hadžalić and Kos, 27. In criminal domestic violence cases, women offenders are rarer, and only constitute 4.4% of perpetrators under Article 215A. Id. at 28.
479 Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010. The victim appealed, and the guilty verdict was reversed. Id.
480 See e.g., Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011.
481 Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011.
482 Interview with State Home, City I, February 7, 2011.
decide whether self-defense was used despite the high number of females charged in cases before her. Indeed, judges admit they find it very difficult to determine if a victim used self-defense, particularly without witnesses.

When both the perpetrator and victim face dual charges, the misdemeanor court frequently finds the victim not guilty and releases her or issues a lighter sentence, such as a fine, warning, or suspended sentence. For example, some misdemeanor judges tended to regard psychological or economic violence as less serious and not levy a heavy or any punishment. She still suffers the effects, however, of being arrested and charged.

Dual charges of economic violence were rarer, but misdemeanor judges in one large city stated that economic violence is more common than psychological violence in their docket. Judges reported that a wife might be excessively using the credit card, so her husband abuses her physically. In such cases, the judges stated that “both are guilty of specific forms of domestic violence.” The husband might get a suspended sentence for first-time violence or jail sentence for repeat violence, while she might receive a lighter punishment of a smaller fine. The judge explained that even just a symbolic ruling that finds her guilty can be sufficient to change that “mindset of spending too much.”

One victim of physical violence had medical documentation for the bruises she sustained from his blows. The offender told the police that she verbally insulted him. They were both arrested and charged. In the first instance court, she was punished by ten-day suspended sentence for her verbal violence, and he was punished by a thirty-day suspended sentence for his physical violence. On appeal, she was released from liability, and he was fined 3,000 kunas. But in the worst cases, the sentence imposed on the victim is even more severe than for the perpetrator.

Municipal judges explained the criminal legal framework only allows one party to be charged with a crime, while the other party has the status of a witness. Thus, only one party can be charged under the Criminal Code, in contrast to the Misdemeanor Law. This, as well as the low usage of Article 215A discussed earlier, may help alleviate the risk of dual charges and explain the reduced rates of charging victims under Article 215A.
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Evidentiary Requirements

Prosecution of domestic violence in Croatia is heavily dependent on victim testimony. As discussed in the Prosecutor’s section, absent-victim prosecutions do not occur.497 The exemption from the duty to testify against one’s spouse in misdemeanor and criminal proceedings further compounds this problem.498 Croatian law requires a judge to notify a victim in open court about this option.499 A lawyer stated that this notification greatly influences victims to invoke this right, especially when the perpetrator’s presence in the courtroom heightens their fear.500 In addition, the lengthiness of criminal proceedings increases the likelihood that victims will exercise this right.501

A misdemeanor judge estimated that victims refuse to testify in 10 percent of cases, and while they can still go forward with the proceedings, it is very difficult, as “no one sees anything.”502 This right is more frequently invoked in criminal proceedings, and when asked how frequently victims invoke this right in his court, a criminal judge estimated it happens “quite often.”503 A lawyer elaborated, “This is a very bad practice in Croatia. So, we have cases like this when the victims (women) say they will not testify, that they are calling their right not to testify and the criminal case is then closed.”504

For misdemeanor proceedings, judges often rely on other supporting evidence, such as injuries and witnesses, in addition to the victim’s testimony.505 But judges may deem even supporting evidence insufficient. One interviewee described how the judge ruled there was no violence, because the social workers and victim’s parents who witnessed the violence were not convincing enough in court.506

Of grave concern is a commonly used technique called “facing” that misdemeanor judges employ to assess credibility of the parties’ statements as evidence:507

Then we confront them. What happens is we tell them the subject of the confrontation, and we ask them to stand up five to six feet apart, face each other, and tell their own version, looking the other in the eyes. We let them get into an argument even, but not a physical fight…508

Judges use facing whenever the parties contradict each other, or there are no witnesses.509 For example, in cases of facing, the judge asks the parties questions, both parties can respond, and both parties can ask each other questions.510 One judge explained they can give credibility to a party’s statement based on how they react, like if the victim cannot look the perpetrator in the eye.511 In that case, the judge would interpret the victim’s

497 Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.
499 Criminal Procedure Code, Article 285(3); Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011.
500 Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.
501 Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011; Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011.
502 Interview with Judges, City B, February 15, 2011. See also Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011.
503 Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011.
504 Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.
505 Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011.
506 Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010 (explaining that the judge found the evidence was not valid because of inconsistencies about minor details and the witnesses' stress during testimony).
507 Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011; Interview with Judges, City B, February 16, 2011.
508 Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010.
509 Id.; Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
510 Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
511 Id.; Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010. See also Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
behavior to mean she is lying. This practice is dangerous, threatening to victims, and an unreliable way to assess the truth since offenders’ controlling and coercive tactics will likely frighten victims and affect their testimony.

**PROTECTIVE MEASURES ISSUED BY MISDEMEANOR JUDGES**

The LPDV gives misdemeanor judges the authority to grant protective measures. Orders issued by judges, however, most often focus on treatment for perpetrators rather than orders to stay away from the victim. Police often apply directly to the court for protective measures on behalf of the victims of domestic violence. In these applications, the police commonly recommend psychosocial or addiction treatment for the perpetrator, two remedies that do not provide protection for the victim.\(^{512}\) Misdemeanor judges often follow these recommendations.\(^{513}\) For example, in 2010, approximately half of the protective measures issued by one court prescribed psychosocial treatment, and one-quarter prescribed alcohol treatment.\(^{514}\) Spanning a four-year period, the pattern shows an even greater inclination toward psychosocial treatment: psychosocial treatment constituted 71.6% of protective measures, while restraining orders were just 11.8%.\(^{515}\) Even the manner in which some courts track their statistics demonstrates the judicial emphasis on treatment of offenders and weapons over measures that focus on victim protection.\(^{516}\)

**Psychosocial and Addiction Treatment**

Often, psychosocial and addiction treatments are ordered along with a suspended sentence.\(^{517}\) There were reports of this occurring even in high-risk cases. In one case, a man slapped, yelled, and fired weapons at his 14-year-old son who was trying to protect his mother. He received a suspended sentence and alcohol treatment.\(^{518}\)

Interviewees cited several possibilities behind the judicial inclination to focus on batterer’s treatment. One explanation is that alcohol abuse is widely misperceived to be a cause of domestic violence throughout Croatia, predisposing judges to order addiction treatment.\(^{519}\) Judges also broadly perceived psychosocial treatment to be more effective at changing behavior than a jail sentence, although in one interview, several admitted they do not know how the programs are actually conducted.\(^{520}\)

Several interviewees questioned the actual effectiveness of the psychosocial treatments for domestic violence. For example, one doctor opined that psychosocial treatments are “not at all” effective.\(^{521}\) Overall, the efficacy of
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NGO personnel also expressed concern that Croatia’s emphasis on perpetrator treatment may divert limited government funds from victim services, conveying the unfortunate message that the state cares more for the welfare of perpetrators than victims. This is a very legitimate concern, given the funding challenges that shelters have faced.

**Challenges in Implementation of Psychosocial Treatment Measures**

While the Croatian government plainly considers psychosocial treatment to be a key weapon in the fight against domestic violence, numerous interviewees have deplored not only the efficacy but the implementation of psychosocial treatment. Whether this protective measure is executed often depends on whether the jurisdiction has the funding or personnel to administer the treatment. Further exacerbating this problem, judges noted that funding limits from the Ministry of Justice restrict the number of perpetrators for whom treatment can be ordered, and the fact that perpetrators cannot be required to travel more than 50 kilometers for the treatment curtails judges’ ability to order treatment in areas with insufficient providers. In one case, the judge ordered the perpetrator to contact the psychosocial treatment facility within three days, but orally informed the victim that it would not be possible to realize that measure for a few months. CSW personnel in another city reported that their local psychosocial treatment program had filled up and could not accept any new patients.

One source of these frustrations is the potentially cumbersome division of labor between the MoJ and the Ministry of Health and Social Care (MoHSC) in terms of funding the treatment and executing the programs. Implementation of psychosocial treatment is hampered by the arduous process. People must first become certified by the MoHSC, sign a contract, then receive licensing from the Ministry of Justice, and wait a few more
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years to get funding from the Ministry of Justice to actually administer the treatment. One interviewee remarked, "[T]his matter should be given to just one of the Ministries... whichever one, one for the whole issue."

A second barrier to implementation is funding, and many working in the field note that treatment programs are severely underfunded by the government. Judges noted that the high cost of treatment limits the number of perpetrators for whom psychosocial treatment can be ordered. Specifically, interviewees reported that psychosocial treatment costs 7,000-7,500 kunas (approximately 930-997 Euros) for a single perpetrator.

The MoJ is responsible for partially funding such treatment. The MoJ provides a significant portion of the funding for these programs; officials stated that the MoJ secured 820,000 kunas (approximately 108,971 Euros) in the state budget for psychosocial treatment. Not every area benefits from the ministry funding—as one court explained, they did not receive their funds from the ministry, but from a local charity.

Interviewees complained that the Ministry’s funding is inconsistent, unpredictable, and often delayed. One NGO heavily involved in the psychosocial treatment program stated:

The contract [between the Ministry of Justice] with the treatment center is the basis for the courts to refer perpetrators into treatment...[for] paying for this service. The Ministry of Justice has not actually signed the contracts with any of the centers in 2010, and they have not paid [for] any of the services. It is likely they will pay, but that is a huge source of frustration and destabilization of the whole process. The Ministry has had a budget line item for that since three to four years ago, and that was major progress, and they have allocated money, but the last year they have not paid anything.

Another problem is the lack of qualified providers to administer the treatments. While many judges are supportive of psychosocial treatment, the number of treatment providers remains small and is growing slowly, with many areas lacking certified professionals or facilities for the treatment. A police officer explained, "We have
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several who have been trained but we are still waiting for approval on these. That is what is missing in our system.” One officer described:

The problem is that only certified experts can implement the measures, and there are not enough certified experts throughout the country. They are usually based in the towns and in rural areas, not enough. So when the judge rules the offender must receive psychosocial treatment, there are no experts. And if the treatment is not made in two years, then the statute of limitations tolls—you must do it within two years to bring a violation [for not complying with the treatment measure]. After that, the statute of limitations tolls.

Only recently has the Ministry of Justice, which is responsible for granting licenses to psychosocial treatment providers, suggested that the health providers assist by assuming responsibility in some areas.

Judges identified an additional barrier to ordering psychosocial treatment in that it cannot occur simultaneously with addiction treatment. By way of illustration, a judge explained that an alcoholic cannot enter psychosocial treatment until he first undergoes treatment for the addiction.

NGOs have also raised concerns that attendance at psychosocial treatment programs is not adequately monitored or enforced to ensure that perpetrators actually complete the program. The discussion on Monitoring and Violations of Protective Measures in this section further elaborates on this issue further.

Eviction, Stalking/Harassment, and Restraining Orders

Eviction, restraining orders, and stalking/harassment measures are highly important to victim safety, especially for those who fear consequences after they testify against their abuser. If denied those protective measures, the victim is at risk of further violence or even death from her abuser. Interviews revealed, however, that these important protective measures are ordered far less frequently than batterers’ treatment.

In a few cities, courts are more amenable to issuing these measures when police request them, particularly in cases of repeat violence. One interviewee described a positive experience where the misdemeanor judge not only issued the restraining order, but did so in a timely and sensitive manner. The shelter worker described the judge who responded quickly to the client’s applications for urgent and long-term protective measures:
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... the misdemeanor judge who accepted us was very sensitive to us and we got it in a couple of hours. She was in the waiting room for two hours, with one hour of talking to the judge. The violence was really severe—he was on one occasion strangling her with his hands, then he pushed her up so her feet did not touch the ground, and then slammed her whole body against the kitchen cabinet in front of the three children. On one occasion while she was showering, he came into the shower. He slapped her so hard, she fell and broke the glass in the shower. Blood was everywhere, her injuries, and she had cuts and bruises. With his threats and slapping, he made her go to ATMs as soon as her paycheck came, and he accompanied her and made her withdraw all the money she had and to give him all the money. He would determine what would be bought—how much milk and bread. The most demeaning thing he did was make her beg for sanitary pads. Sometimes he would give her them and sometimes he would not. Most cases, he would not, and she was forced to use newspapers. There were threats, like “I will kill you, I will finish what I started.” He was violent to the children. The children also had severe consequences. The older child was doing badly in school. The small boys were traumatized.

The judge granted the victim and her children an urgent restraining order, specifying a distance of 200 meters for one year. At the misdemeanor hearing, the judge imposed a fine, restraining order, and suspended sentence. In his final decision, the judge affirmed the restraining order for one year for the woman and her children, and told the victim that, when it expires, “you come and we will prolong it for you, but we will see if there’s a need to prolong it for the children, also.”

Overall, however, several interviewees voiced concerns that judges do not order stalking/harassment and expulsion measures despite their tremendous capacity to protect victims. One officer estimated there were only two to three of these measures issued per year; another had none during his three years’ service.

While many judges claimed they ordered eviction, several other interviewees voiced frustrations that judges did not often use this measure. For example, in the entire time a lawyer and social worker had been working in a safehouse (six years and seventeen years, respectively), neither of them had heard of eviction being ordered. One counseling center reported that there is not a single eviction order among its clients. A CSW recalled only two eviction orders over a six-month period.

The need for orders prohibiting stalking/harassment is illustrated by the following example of one victim’s experience:

She told me that he will find her one day or another, and she knows that he will kill her. She knows that.

We have lots of measures in misdemeanor court—restraining orders, for her and her kids, because the

---
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children are emotionally stressed and are going to the clinic to speak to the experts dealing with children problems, and she is living like a person who has to be careful. She does not have a legal address anywhere, because she is hiding. She is afraid he will find her. That is another problem here. We have here an expression, “Living in black.” Nobody knows where she is. She does not have legal residence anywhere. When he finds her, she moves and lives somewhere else.\footnote{561 Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010.}

The last time he discovered her location, he dragged her through the street and blamed her for not being able to see his children, despite a court order forbidding him from seeing them. He threatened to kill her. When witnesses threatened to call the police, he stopped. The police arrested him and began misdemeanor proceedings. The lawyer asked the court to issue a stalking and harassment measure, but the judge denied it. The judge explained that since she already had a restraining order, it was clear he would not be able to do any further harm. The case began two years ago, and the offender is still stalking and harassing the victim.\footnote{562 Id.}

On the rare occasions that judges order eviction, they generally require a history of violence,\footnote{563 Id.} visible or criminal-level violence, the presence of children, or visible fright by the victim.\footnote{564 Id.} Only one judge depicted a broad basis upon which she orders eviction: any kind of physical violence, including first-time violence, that makes the victim feel endangered, is enough to merit eviction.\footnote{565 Id.}

Interviews also revealed a tendency to prioritize property rights over victim safety.\footnote{566 Id.} If the residence was acquired by both parties during the marriage, one NGO explained that the judge will not expel the perpetrator.\footnote{567 Id.} If the perpetrator or his parents are the sole owners of the property, they “certainly won’t expel him.”\footnote{568 Id.} In addition, judges commonly express concern over where offenders will go, especially war veterans.\footnote{569 Id.}

In other cases, where the parties are already separated by virtue of custody or a shelter, judges may not see any purpose for protective measures. To these judges, jail adequately addresses the need for protective measures.\footnote{570 Id.} When a victim is in a shelter, interviewees explained that courts similarly do not order protective measures because judges believe victims are already protected.\footnote{571 Id.} But this practice fails to recognize that offenders can find other ways to harm a victim even if she is in a shelter. Offenders may stalk and follow the children en route to school or the victim en route to her workplace. In one case, a husband telephoned his children to communicate threats to kill to his wife, who was in a shelter.\footnote{572 Id.} Denial of protective measures also fails to take into account that offenders may find the shelter location.\footnote{573 Id.} Finally, denying measures fails to take into account that shelters are short of funding and may be susceptible to closure, leaving victims without a safe place.\footnote{574 Id.}
In one case, it took the court 18 months to issue a decision that denied the victim protective measures because she was in a shelter. The shelter worker explained:

That man had 147 criminal and misdemeanor offenses until killing that woman. He was part of organized crime, but he also had the status of police informant. So, the court has protected him a little bit. She did not have protective measures, she did request them, but she waited for [up to] 18 months to get denial. Because the judge who was supposed to give her the protective measures wrote in his report, that those measures would not be effective or useful to her, because she is in a shelter in Zagreb and does not need them. So, the judge probably meant that she is only allowed to be in the house and not walk freely in the city.

Ultimately, the offender killed the victim.

When judges do order these protective measures, complications can arise from orders that are impractical or inappropriate. Of prime concern is that durations ordered for both eviction and restraining orders are often too short. Police reported that a perpetrator is generally evicted for 15 to 30 days, well short of the minimum 1-month/maximum 2-year timeframe. An NGO advocate stated she knew of one case of eviction that was ordered for three months. When the order expired, the perpetrator rang the doorbell and threw the victim off the property. Similarly, judges do not issue restraining orders for the full term allowed under the law. The LPDV allows for a restraining order to be issued for one month to two years. One lawyer stated that judges typically order restraining orders for only six months.

Another complication in the issuance of protective measures is the lack of clear directives in the LPDV on the distance abusers should stay away from the victim. This omission has resulted in problems that undermine the effective implementation of protective measures. For example, one judge, whose goal was to avoid eviction of the abuser from the home he shared with the victim, issued a restraining order that directed the abuser not to come within a few meters of the victim. Living in the same apartment, this was an impractical and dangerous situation.

Furthermore, a failure to order one measure, e.g. eviction, but not another, e.g. restraining order, can lead to conflicts that compromise victim safety. A misdemeanor judge recalled how one husband who was violent against his family had received five prison sentences and a two-month eviction order from his home for beating his children and threatening his wife with a knife. The protective measure only banished him from his home. He did not have a restraining or stalking protective measure that would have guarded against going to her workplace, so that is what he did:

[T]here is this person who received two sentences from each judge here, and a fifth prison sentence from the judge last Friday...His wife has a private home for elderly persons. When he is drunk, he regularly

---
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creates troubles and problems both for his family and the elderly people...He got the measure of expulsion for two months...During the measure, he would come to her place of work and lie drunk next to the steps and that was the issue, whether it was a breach of the protection order. He was banished from the household, and this was not a household. The police did not make a report, but they made an inquiry to the judges by telephone. The restraining order was for the house. Is there a violation or not? As the ruling was just to banish him from entering the house, they could not decide if this was breaching of the order. 583

Barriers to Issuance of Urgent Protective Measures
The high standard set forth in Article 19 of the LPDV creates a serious barrier to obtaining urgent protective measures. 584 Articles 19(2) and (3) state that urgent protective measures shall be issued to eliminate a “direct threat to that person’s life or other family members.” Lawyers reported that they encounter difficulties obtaining an emergency protection order under this standard, because the law requires circumstances that directly endanger life. 585 Lawyers explained that the LPDV’s language requiring “immediate life danger” more closely reflects a criminal rather than a misdemeanor standard. 586 A lawyer illustrated this in a case where the abuser harassed the victim via text messages several times, with messages such as, “I’m following you. I have an eye on you.” 587 The judge did not consider these communications a personal threat because there was no express statement that he would kill her, and he declined to issue the order. 588

Judges have denied this lawyer urgent protective measures in the nine applications she has filed because the victim did not prove her life was in that high level of danger. 589 This lawyer is not alone in her experience, as none of her colleagues in the city have received such protections for their clients. 590 The lawyer described the experience of her client, who was unable to obtain urgent protective measures:

In one case, he just went out of prison, and he called his wife 30 times during the night. She has a little baby who woke up when the phone rang every time, and her parents were in distress. It happened continuously, so they bought another phone and to make a picture of the phone every time he called, with the date and time, because I said we don’t have proof that we have a problem....Every two minutes, every four minutes. Then, I asked the court to give me this emergency measure, and I said that my clients could not live in this kind of distress, because he’s harassing her. We put all those pictures with everything, and the misdemeanor court denied it and said it is not a state of life danger for my client, and they are not obligated to give her any measures to protect her… It is hard to work with victims with this problem in misdemeanor court. 591

In a few cases, judicial practice reflects a positive interpretation of this standard, as they look to the intention of the offenders or victim’s fear, rather than the severity of injuries. 592 But in general, judicial practice suggests a very high level of danger must be present before they will issue urgent protective measures.
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Monitoring of Protective Measures

There is a serious lack of systematic monitoring of addiction and psychosocial treatments. The LPDV requires NGOs that administer the treatment to report a perpetrator’s failure to attend to the authorities. The Addiction Treatment Rules state that if a perpetrator does not report to the health facility for completion of the addiction treatment, the treatment personnel are to inform the court within 14 days of the court order’s deadline for the addiction treatment start. In addition, when the perpetrator does not appear for treatment or the treatment personnel determine the treatment will not change behavior, they are to inform the competent authority and submit a criminal misdemeanor proposal.

There is no reliable system in place for ensuring judicial notification of violations of these measures. In some cases, misdemeanor judges reported that the institution conducting the treatment will inform them if the offender does not appear. In other cases, judges admitted they have no way of knowing if the perpetrators violate the treatment measures because they are dependent on the police filing a report. Yet another judge stated that judges are the ones responsible for enforcing and monitoring the protective measures of addiction treatment by calling and checking at the hospital. As the enforcing judge, she calls the hospital head facilitating the treatment, but concedes it requires a high degree of personal engagement and effort.

One organization noted that in 2010, only 53% of the perpetrators whom the courts referred to the psychosocial program actually underwent the treatment. Another illustrated the problem of enforcing compliance with psychosocial treatment:

One perpetrator was sentenced to go to psychosocial treatment. He never went, no one asked him why. He was never asked. No one did anything. The judge said, “you have to go to treatment.” He never went, and he was never punished for that kind of criminal act. He repeated the violence. Nothing happened.

Even highly dangerous cases lack a clear monitoring and implementation protocol:

For 20 years, there was serious psychological, physical, and economic violence. It started when they were young…He was abusing the children all the time, no special reason for this. He isolated the children from family and friends and forbade them to hang out with friends and from her family. He would say terrible things to them, like he would kill them all with a hatchet, bash their brains, and film it with a camera. He wanted to throw a daughter from the balcony, and he threw one of the sons against a radiator so the son got heavy injuries…He isolated his wife so she would be completely dependent upon him. He hit her and kicked her.
The court sentenced him to a few months in jail, a fine, and three protective measures of a six-month restraining order, psychosocial treatment, and alcohol abuse treatment. Interviewees claimed this was the most comprehensive punishment any victim had obtained in their area. Unfortunately, the implementation of the psychological or alcohol treatment did not occur, and the interviewees’ request for an extension of the restraining order is still pending. Since then, he has continued to attempt to contact his children and his wife and has written a threatening message on his Facebook profile.  

Sanctions for Violations of Protective Measures

According to the LPDV, a perpetrator who violates the protective measure may be punished by a fine of 3,000 kunas minimum or imprisonment of ten days minimum. Interviewees perceive that there are few repercussions for perpetrators who fail to attend court-ordered treatment, notwithstanding the LPDV provision that makes non-compliance with a protective measure a separate misdemeanor. Some police officers stated that judges take violations of protection orders seriously and order jail. But other times, the court may only issue a reprimand or order a return to treatment. One shelter worker explained how a client’s husband was sentenced to psychosocial treatment. He attended only one session before he decided not to go again. When she told the court he was not attending treatment, there were no sanctions.  

Offenders have found ways to manipulate these sanctions and thwart the protective measure. For example, some offenders use third parties to continue to approach or harass the victim. In many cases, judges do not treat offenses as a violation because of technicalities or a refusal to recognize them as such.  

SENTENCING

Misdemeanor Sentencing

“Based on our experience, the misdemeanor court has almost never issued a jail sentence.”  
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604 LPDV, Article 21. One interviewee clarified that the judge ordering the protective measures can also specify punishment for violations in the decision. Another judge would punish them by imposing a 30-day sentence on them, but she stated the period of incarceration for the violation is too short to be effective. Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with Ombudsperson for Gender Equality, Zagreb, October 11, 2011; Interview with Judge, City K, October 11, 2011.  
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610 The LPDV does not provide a protective measure against using third parties nor does it qualify it as a violation. One shelter worker, whose client obtained a one-year restraining order of 100 meters, described how the batterer has managed to avoid violating his order despite stalking his victim. She stated “There have been no violations,” because he has found a way to track his victim’s actions through his parents:  

But what he does, his parents now live close to her and what he does is he contacts his parents, and they sit in front of the building and watch what she does and where she’s going….When he had a suspended sentence, he was smart and did not break it because he didn’t want to go to jail. Now, he won’t break the restraining order, because he knows he will have to go to jail. He is a smart perpetrator and keeps good contact to prevent going into jail.  

Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.  
611 In one case, the judge failed to specify the number of meters in a restraining order, so the party had to request that the judge write a new order with a specific distance. By the time the judge ordered the new protective measure, the perpetrator discovered the shelter’s location. To the judge, the perpetrator’s appearance in front of the shelter was not a violation of the protective order. Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011.
In addition to issuing protective measures, the court may impose a maximum imprisonment of 90 days or a fine of at least 1,000 kuna on the defendant under the LPDV for domestic violence. Interviewees explained that it takes repeat violence, heavy violence, such as a broken nose, or the involvement of children for a judge to order incarceration. The rise in femicides, however, has resulted in an increase in jail sentences in some areas. In the past four years, there was a murder in one region each year, so judges in that area began to order stricter sentences. These actions demonstrated that greater penalties may be related to a decrease in homicides; in 2010, following the higher sentences, no domestic violence murders occurred in that region.

In the few instances where judges do order jail sentences, the duration is short and often limited to ten to fifteen days for first offenses. The short jail sentence does not provide victims with adequate time to take safety measures. In one case, the court punished one client’s husband with a jail sentence of ten days for hitting her with a closed fist until he broke her lip and had bruises on her face. Ten days was too short for her to make any new living arrangements to plan for her safety.

In one astonishing example, a misdemeanor judge actually placed the responsibility on the victim herself to decide the offender’s punishment in his presence. She had been physically abused by kicking and slapping for nine years. The judge asked the woman, in front of her abuser, whether he should be jailed or not—it was up to the victim to decide. When the woman was uncertain how to respond, the judge sent them into the other room to resolve it. The victim’s husband told her that she could put him in jail, but “you know what will happen when I come out.” The victim returned to the courtroom and told the judge not to place him in jail.

Fines from the Misdemeanor Court
Judges commonly order fines as punishment for domestic violence misdemeanors. For example, misdemeanor judges reported that in 294 domestic violence misdemeanors, 128 fines were imposed. Country-wide, judges issue fines in 50.8% of misdemeanor domestic violence cases. Interviews revealed that courts are inclined to impose fines in first-time physical violence and sometimes even the second time.
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Numerous interviewees find fines to be ineffective, because the perpetrators may not pay, and the victims remain unprotected.627 Another judge elaborated that if the perpetrator does pay, then there is no further punishment or supervisory measure over him.628 Fining the perpetrator can also have the unintended impact of punishing the victim, particularly where the victim is economically dependent on the perpetrator or when the fine must come from joint family financial resources.629 One interviewee described a case where the victim had to pay the perpetrator’s fine herself.630 This punishment can deter victims from reporting the violence again.631 Police gave their opinion of fines:

I think the jail punishment would be more effective and protective measures. I think the protective measures should be issued more often because they are influencing the perpetrator to change his behavior and do things differently, so whatever punishment BUT financial punishment.632

Suspended Sentences from the Misdemeanor Court

In practice, interviews revealed that judges are widely ordering suspended sentences that allow an offender to avoid incarceration.633 For example, statistics from one misdemeanor court showed that the number of suspended sentences was more than double the number of jail sentences (64 conditional convictions and 40 jail sentences).634 From 2007-2008, the Croatian courts issued 223 prison sentences and 1,067 suspended sentences.

Judges often order suspended or reduced sentences at the request of the victim who is financially dependent on the abuser.635 Other reasons courts do not order jail sentences is that they perceive there is no need for the perpetrator to go to jail if the victim is already safe in a shelter,637 the prisons are at capacity,638 or that psychosocial or addiction treatments are more effective at changing behavior.639
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639 Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011. A president of a misdemeanor court lauded the suspended sentence as providing the conditions for an offender to change by undergoing psychosocial and addiction treatment under threat of jail or fine. But the jail-or-treatment option offered to some perpetrators especially frustrates accountability: if the court offers a perpetrator to go to jail or attend six months’ treatment, he will be inclined to choose treatment. Interview with Judge, City K, February 15, 2011; Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
When asked if she had a case of re offending after a suspended sentence, one judge responded, “Yes, yes, yes.” Referring to the offender repeatedly returning to court, the judge stated, “he is going around and around in circles.”

**Criminal Sentencing**

“If the judiciary did their job and put every measure on the perpetrator, it would definitely matter….I think the punishments are too mild, because the suspended sentence or mild punishments do not have any effect and lead to repetition of the violence. The perpetrator thinks, ‘I was not even specially guilty, because my punishment is not too severe so it leads to repetition of domestic violence.’

- Interview with a Police Officer

Interviewees described that repeat offenses, long-term violence spanning years, and severe consequences on the victim would merit a criminal prison sentence under the law, but prison sentences are often far shorter than the five-year maximum. Lawyers confirmed that the typical duration of a jail sentence is one year. One shelter worker stated that she recalled one perpetrator who received three years’ imprisonment, but otherwise, none of the abusers of the eleven women in the shelter were sentenced to jail.

Article 67 of the Criminal Code allows a court to issue a suspended sentence when it finds that the realization of the goals of punishment can be expected, particularly taking into account the relationship between the perpetrator and injured party and the compensation for the damage caused. As with the misdemeanor law, there were reports of criminal court judges issuing suspended sentences, particularly in cases of first-time violence. Yet, for cases to even reach the criminal court, there must have been very severe violence (such as threats to kill), at least three police interventions, or weapons involved. In one case brought against a first-time offender under Articles 215(A) and 213, the offender hit the victim, locked her in a room, made threats to kill, and frightened the children with a mask. For these actions, he received a suspended sentence. The victim sought safety by moving to a secret address, so he has not been able to repeat the violence.

Officers illustrated the dangers a suspended sentence can pose when an offender goes free in a criminal case where the husband beat the mother and the children.

We have someone in jail right now who violated the protective measure. This person was punished under Article 215A of Criminal Law. He got a suspended sentence, but then he was punished after that with the Misdemeanor Law and got protective measures which he violated after his release from jail. He was

---
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released, violated the [restraining order] protective measure, and in the meantime, they revoked the suspended sentence and he is in prison for 215A.\footnote{650}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|p{1\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{A. v. Croatia: A violation of the right to respect for private and family life} \\
\hline
In A. v. Croatia, the European Court of Human Rights found that Croatia violated Article 8 protecting the right to respect for private and family life of the European Convention on Human Rights.\footnote{651} Between November 2003 and August 2005, the perpetrator repeatedly physically and verbally abused A., his wife and mother of his daughter. They divorced in 2006. The perpetrator was found to suffer from various mental disorders, including post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, paranoia, and epilepsy. Between 2004 and 2009 seven different sets of proceedings were initiated against B, including three sets of criminal proceedings and four sets of misdemeanor offenses. Both courts issued several orders and sentences, but the Croatian authorities failed to execute several of them.

Specifically, the misdemeanor court ordered the offender to complete psychosocial treatment in October 2006. The psychosocial treatment was never executed, because there were no licensed individuals and institutions to carry it out. The perpetrator also received a misdemeanor fine of 6,000 kuna; the offender paid 1,000 kuna and was to serve a prison term in lieu of the remaining 5,000 kuna. He never served his prison term, however, because the prisons were full. In the same month, the perpetrator also received a criminal sentence of eight months’ imprisonment, and he had not begun to serve that sentence, either. Finally, the perpetrator was under a criminal court judgment to complete psychiatric treatment while in detention. There was no evidence, however, that Croatian prison officials ever developed a psychiatric program for the offender during his prison term.

The European Court of Human Rights’ prior jurisprudence establishes that, under Article 8, the concept of private life includes a person’s physical and psychological integrity. States therefore have an obligation to enact and apply an adequate legal framework to protect individuals from acts of violence by other private persons. The European Court of Human Rights held that, by failing to enforce the judgments ordered by the courts in a timely manner, Croatian authorities had failed to fulfill their positive obligations to protect the victim and ensure her right to respect for her private life. The Court ordered Croatia to pay the applicant 9,000 Euros in non-pecuniary damages and 4,470 Euros for costs and expenses. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{650} Interview with Police, City I, February 7, 2011. \\
\footnote{651} Case of Branko Tomašić and Others v. Croatia, Application No. 55164/08, October 14, 2010.
\end{footnotesize}
The Execution of Prison Sentence Act governs the treatment of prisoners, including domestic violence offenders, sentenced under both criminal and misdemeanor acts.\textsuperscript{652} Even if judges do sentence offenders to a prison term, accountability for offenders is undermined by problems with the prison system, including delays in the execution of sentences and benefit leaves that allow temporary release of a prisoner. The following section discusses these two challenges in more detail.

**OVERCROWDING LEADS TO DELAYS IN INCARCERATION**

The overcrowded nature of prisons in Croatia can lead to delays in incarceration and early releases for domestic violence offenders.\textsuperscript{653} There are fourteen prisons, seven penitentiaries, and two juvenile corrections facilities in Croatia.\textsuperscript{654} Reports revealed that these facilities are often at or over capacity. One prison official acknowledged that prisons are 140\% to 150\% over capacity.\textsuperscript{655}

A prison official stated that there was no waiting list or possibility for delays to place misdemeanor convicts—including domestic violence offenders—in prison, and they must accept them “immediately.”\textsuperscript{656} Nevertheless, some interviewees reported delays in sending sentenced persons to prison or jail.\textsuperscript{657} Another NGO agreed that because jails are overcrowded, it could take up to a year before the perpetrator is sent to prison.\textsuperscript{658} As one police officer explained, there could be 50 beds in prison, 10 of which might be reserved for domestic violence offenders—those beds are always full.\textsuperscript{659}

One interviewee suggested that media reports on overcrowding in prisons mean the public is generally aware of the situation. As the interviewee explained, an offender “might know he won’t have to go immediately for the whole sentence.”\textsuperscript{660} Indeed, a police officer suggested that the lack of space in the prisons results in a judicial reluctance to order jail sentences.\textsuperscript{661} In describing one case, CSW staff in a smaller town (pop. 30,000) reported that the perpetrator beat the victim to the point where “she didn’t have any place on her skin that wasn’t bruised.”\textsuperscript{662} The interviewees noted that, although sentenced, he was never sent to jail because the prisons are full.\textsuperscript{663}

**OFFENDERS GRANTED LEAVE FROM PRISON**

The Execution of Prison Sentence Act grants concessions to offenders that can be dangerous for domestic violence victims without appropriate safeguards. One of the provisions that poses a risk to victims is the benefit...
leave. Article 129 allows prisoners, who have served a minimum portion of their sentence and meet other requirements, to leave the prison for certain periods of time.\(^{664}\) This benefit leave is very much in use, and as one NGO worker stated “seems to have become a fashion in recent times.”\(^{665}\)

The leave is granted based on the length of sentence served, whether the punishment plan is being exercised successfully and whether cooperating institutions believe the perpetrator will not be a danger if released.\(^{666}\) The warden makes the final decision on whether to grant benefit leave and the necessity of supervision or prisoner registration with the local police.\(^{667}\) The prison system can consult with other institutions, such as the police and CSWs, to render an opinion of the target location where the perpetrator will be released, by speaking to victims, perpetrators and families.\(^{668}\) If officials find a domestic violence offender has a high risk of recidivism, an absence of family relationships, a restraining order or eviction measure against him, and the victim does not wish to see him, they rarely grant him benefit leave.\(^{669}\) A prison official stated, however, that the re-offense rate for 72-hour popular weekend leave was only about 0.4% last year, and most violations were because of late returns to prison or use of alcohol.\(^{670}\) The official admitted, “We do have some who go back and beat their wives, but it’s not so many.”\(^{671}\)

Even if the rate of recidivism for domestic violence offenders is low, it still poses an unacceptable danger to those women who are assaulted or otherwise harmed during benefit leaves. One criminal judge described how a man beat his partner whenever he was drunk. In the criminal trial, he was sentenced to several months in prison. Two-thirds into the sentence, he was released for the weekend and again committed a felony against her under the influence of alcohol. During this offense, he committed “all the violence” against her, resulting in many low-level injuries.\(^{672}\) For his offense, committed while on benefit leave, he received a sentence of 18 months, which was added to his unfinished sentence.\(^{673}\)

Offenders convicted of non-domestic violence offenses may also pose an insidious risk to victims of domestic violence. In these cases, there may be no protection order or conviction for domestic violence, and therefore officials have less notice of the risk to victims. Also, it is unclear whether prison officials closely scrutinize inmates convicted of a non-domestic violence offenses to determine whether measures such as supervision and a restraining order are needed. Such safeguards are needed given that domestic violence offenses have been committed during benefit leave by offenders convicted of other crimes. In one case, lawyers described how a prisoner serving a sentence for murdering his father-in-law began to use the benefit leave:

\(^{664}\) Prisoners serving a sentence of ten years or less may be eligible for the benefit leave after serving one-third of their sentence. Prisoners serving more than ten years’ imprisonment may be eligible for the benefit after serving half of the sentence. Article 131(1), (2), Execution of Prison Sentence Act. The purpose of these benefits is to promote trust in inmates, ease prison discipline, reduce the detrimental effects of custody, maintaining and promoting relations with family, others and public services, and encourage individual participation in implementing the execution program, strengthen inmates’ responsibility, self-confidence and preparation for a lifestyle that complies with the law and their civic duties. Id. Article 128(1). The benefit grants a prisoner several allowances including, among others, to take an annual leave outside of the place of incarceration; leave a high-security penitentiary under supervision for four hours to visit relatives or conduct private business; visit the local community between 2-24 hours (with visitors); visit the local community between two to eight hours (without visitors); and visit relatives or other persons “not more than two times in a month in total duration of four days (96 hours), and in the month of Easter, Christmas and Statehood Day—in duration of up to six days (144 hours).” Article 129 (3)(4-8)), Execution of Prison Sentence Act.

\(^{665}\) Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011.

\(^{666}\) Interview with Prison Official, City K, February 17, 2011.

\(^{667}\) Article 132(1), (3), Execution of Prison Sentence Act.

\(^{668}\) Interview with Prison Official, City K, February 17, 2011.

\(^{669}\) Id.

\(^{670}\) Id.

\(^{671}\) Id.

\(^{672}\) Interview with Judge, City J, February 9, 2011.

\(^{673}\) Id.
There is no supervision of them when they go out. That is a problem because they do not have any supervision during the leave. We had one case, where a guy killed the father of his wife and after a few years of imprisonment, he began to use that benefit of leave. During the leaves, he threatened the wife and kids, and he was also convicted for those threats. He got something like one year and two months for those threats. He was threatening that he is going to kill his wife, and he told the kids that she was guilty because he murdered their grandfather. There were no protective measures against him.\textsuperscript{674}

In another case, one man was convicted and sentenced to prison for robbery. During one of his benefit leaves, he came home for the weekend and beat his wife heavily “head to toe.”\textsuperscript{675} He beat her over her body until she was “black and blue,” broke her nose, then threw her down the stairs, leading to a concussion. The victim’s injuries were so severe, she sought medical help and ended up in a mental hospital for one month.\textsuperscript{676}

**INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS AND TREATMENT IN PRISONS**

Although offenders can be sentenced to undergo psychosocial treatment under the LPDV, the organization responsible for carrying out these treatments does not work within prisons.\textsuperscript{677} The offender must complete such court-ordered treatment outside of prison. The authors learned of at least one instance where completion of this treatment program delayed the perpetrator’s entry into prison. Similarly, there were reports of addiction treatment replacing incarceration. Misdemeanor judges stated that while treatment of addiction can be imposed when offenders begin or serve their jail sentence, they have made decisions to place offenders in treatment in lieu of the jail sentence.\textsuperscript{678}

The Execution of Prison Sentence Act envisions individual treatment programs for prisoners while serving their sentence. A prison official acknowledged they lack the capacity to cover all inmates who have committed domestic violence, but they do strive to provide them to the most dangerous offenders. While this program has a three-prong focus, there is a high degree of emphasis placed on alcohol treatment program. The prison official reported that most of the domestic violence offenders are alcoholics or have some problem with alcoholism. As a result, treatment of domestic violence offenders is mainly targeted toward alcohol or drug abuse, in the belief that if the substance abuse is treated, then the likelihood for repeat domestic violence is reduced.\textsuperscript{679}

\textsuperscript{674} Interview with Lawyers, City K, February 17, 2011.
\textsuperscript{675} Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011.
\textsuperscript{676} Id.
\textsuperscript{677} Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011; interview with Prison Official, City K, February 17, 2011.
\textsuperscript{678} Interview with Judges, City F, February 7, 2011.
\textsuperscript{679} Interview with Prison Official, City K, February 17, 2011.
In *Tomašić v. Croatia*, the European Court of Human Rights found that the treatment program was not adequately implemented to comply with Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights protecting the right to life. In this case, the perpetrator voiced his intention to bomb his wife/children to the Center for Social Welfare and police on different occasions. The perpetrator was charged, sentenced, and released after serving his prison term. Approximately six weeks post-release, the defendant shot and killed his wife, daughter and himself.

The defendant was detained in February 2006, and in March 2006, the Municipal Court sentenced him to five months’ imprisonment and compulsory psychiatric treatment during and after his prison sentence as necessary. In this case, the defendant had served nearly three of his five-month sentence before the decision ordering his compulsory psychiatric treatment became final. The defendant remained in prison during the appeal of his sentence, and in April, the County Court reduced the psychiatric treatment duration to that of his prison sentence. After the County Court’s decision, the defendant began receiving treatment through conversational sessions with the prison staff, prison governor, and prison doctor. He saw the prison doctor approximately five times and did not receive any pharmacotherapy.

The European Court of Human Rights found that the state was aware that the threats were serious, was obligated to take all reasonable steps to protect the victims, but failed in its obligations to protect in violation of Article 2. Because of the appeal and the County Court’s decision to limit psychiatric treatment to his prison sentence, the longest course of treatment the defendant could have undergone was two months and five days. Within such a short period, the Court reasoned that his psychiatric problems could not adequately have been addressed. Further, the state did not take adequate measures to reduce the likelihood of the defendant executing his threats. The Enforcement of Prison Sentence Act does not properly address the issue of enforcing such treatment and its lack of specific guidance leaves it up to the discretion of prison authorities. Also, the court judgment also failed to provide sufficient details. The psychiatric treatment was not only inadequate, but there was also no evaluation of his condition or intention to make good on his threats prior to his release from prison.
"Maybe you should make him a better lunch, and then he will not kick you."  
- Shelter workers quoting the recommendation of the CSW to their client

The Center for Social Welfare (CSW) has a major role in the government response to domestic violence in Croatia because of the services they provide and their responsibilities under the LPDV and Family Law. Along with the police, the CSW is often a first responder to cases of domestic violence. Interviews revealed a consensus that victims of domestic violence frequently seek assistance from their local CSW. The CSW’s broad responsibilities and the fact that its employees are often first responders heighten the importance of their treatment of victims of domestic violence. While some centers under the umbrella of the CSW act sensitively and supportively toward victims of domestic violence, the weight of the information revealed that the CSW response often undermines victim safety.

The CSW is authorized to respond broadly to victims: they may send them to shelter, award victims a one-time financial stipend, require victims, perpetrators, and children to attend treatment, make recommendations to the court for perpetrator punishment and, importantly, make recommendations to the court for custody of children. CSWs are a principal linchpin between victims and shelter: even if they have gone to the police, victims are required to register with the CSW to be placed in certain safehouses. In addition, the CSW must comply with mandatory reporting requirements and conduct investigations. The CSW has broad responsibilities in cases of violence against children, including the authority to intervene, propose, and monitor protective measures.

CSW Weaknesses in Protecting the Victim

The Rules of Procedure require CSW employees to provide a “safe and supportive environment for the victim to relate all information about the case.” In rare instances, some CSW workers demonstrated such sensitivity. One CSW employee explained the process she uses:

I try to conduct an interview with a victim of domestic violence in such a way that I do not interrupt her, and I let her tell me her story and let her tell me all the facts such as how long the violence has been happening and what kind of violence it is. Every aspect of the violent situation....

A shelter worker reported, “Some women told us that the best people who helped them the most were the CSW people.” One judge noted that although the CSW works in “impossible conditions,” sometimes without rooms or computers, but “…everyone works with “enthusiasm and love for the job or there would not be such results.”

---

687 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
688 Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010.
689 See e.g., Interview with NGO, City C, February 10, 2011.
690 Interview with State Home, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with NGO, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with State Home, City E, February 14, 2011.
691 Rules of Procedure, Section 1.B.2.4.
692 Interview with CSW, City K, October 14, 2010.
693 Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011.
694 Interview with Judges, City K, October 13, 2010.
The majority of interviews revealed, however, that the local CSWs do not prioritize victim safety. A lawyer reported, "Women have a bad experience in their first contact with the CSW, in the sense of 'just go home, everything will be okay.'"

Numerous other stories showed that many CSW workers were unhelpful or insensitive to victims. A shelter worker noted that, "[The centers] are so impolite to women. The thing women most often report to us is 'they don't believe me.'"\(^{695}\) Another stated:

> Our clients say frequently and most often that the [CSW] workers do not understand them, are not sympathetic or empathetic, do not take them seriously, do not listen to them, do not give them enough time, and they just sit and don't pay attention. Sometimes they say good things, but very rarely...the women have to force themselves to come to the Center, it is hard, and then they find someone who will judge them and not support them and do the opposite of what they should.\(^ {696}\)

Some interviewees reported that CSWs were insensitive to the point of dismissing victims’ safety. One victim related:

> I suffered so much, but [the CSW] behaved like they didn’t believe me...they told me they had to fill in papers, and the papers are the most important, because if anything happened to me, if I was injured or killed, they would be responsible for that.\(^ {697}\)

In another case, a victim was arrested for defending herself, but later released. At the police station, she encountered a CSW employee, who brushed aside her queries about her children:

> The CSW was there waiting for me. Before that I had never seen a social worker. I asked her to see my children again, and the social worker said 'I don't know where they are, and I don't know if you will live with them again.'\(^ {698}\)

In the worst cases, the CSW fails to respond at all. Interviews revealed that in many cases, CSW staff took no action in response to domestic violence. A victim illustrated her experience:

> Many times I visited social services, well, they should be at your service, but they are not at your service...my experience was awful...from the social service center, I expected more from them, I expected them to say, 'All right. Come here or go somewhere.' But they didn't give me advice or a solution for anything....When [a shelter] was an option, they tried to make me change my mind. That was awful...they are guilty because of not doing anything... my ex-husband was not charged for any of the domestic violence, but now it isn't so important to me....But, the refusing attitude that social service had to me—that was awful to me.\(^ {699}\)

\(^{695}\) Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.

\(^{696}\) Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011.

\(^{697}\) Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.

\(^{698}\) Interview with Victim, City F, February 9, 2011.

\(^{699}\) Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.
This failure to help victims not only compromises victim safety but can even have fatal results. The Ombudsperson for Gender Equality noted a case where the CSW did not respond to a victim, which ended in her death:

She went to see the Center for Social Welfare and they refused to even talk to her or help her, saying it was not their authority, and later they even denied that the woman came to see them. After investigating a little, this office has concluded that the woman has really been there, and that the Center for Social Welfare did not protect her the way it should and the way that is prescribed by the law….She was killed. She did not have any injuries before she went to the Center for Social Welfare, she was just threatened by a knife. 700

Interviews indicated that the CSW’s failure to respond appropriately stems from misunderstandings about domestic violence. At times, CSW workers subscribe to stereotypes of victims. One victim reported that an employee of the CSW “…told me that I looked too good, that they can’t believe that I’m abused or that I have any problems and to wait for more times, that he might get better. They asked me if I had a lover, and if my husband caught me or saw me somewhere with my lover, and that could be the reason why he acts like that.” 701 They also demonstrate a misunderstanding of victims’ needs. An NGO related the local CSW director’s attitude at the opening of a shelter:

[He said] they don’t need a shelter in this area, that all we need is actually a room or an apartment, but that a room would do…The media said, “What if you have a case where there’s two women?” Then he said, “Well, if you have two women, have them go there for fourteen days, have a little bit of a rest, and then they can go back.” The media said, “What if they have children?” “Well, then let the women have a rest, and the children can go to foster homes.” 702

Interviews also revealed that many CSWs prioritize preservation of the family in their response. 703 Shelter workers illustrated, “The centers nurture the idea of the family, so it’s better to be in a family whatever that is, and to have a father figure no matter what he does.” 704 In some instances, the CSW has advised victims to return home, saying the violence is not severe. 705 Also, the CSW has tried to reconcile the couple when the woman comes in for help:

So what happens is the woman comes to the Center for Social Welfare and says, ‘I am a victim of domestic violence,’ and it usually happens after seven, twelve, fifteen years of living in a violent situation or it can happen the first time after he attacks the children….The Center for Social Welfare calls him immediately but not with the purpose to help her and the children. Not with the intention to help her and the children but to put him and her in the same room and tell her that ‘are you really sure that you want to report and get divorced? Look at him, he is really decent and he told me that he loves you, adores you, there is only one paycheck—his paycheck and two children, and you are unemployed.’ 706

700 Interview with Ombudsperson for Gender Equality, Zagreb, October 11, 2010.
701 Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.
702 Interview with NGO, City H, February 10, 2010.
703 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with NGO, City C, February 10, 2011.
704 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
705 See e.g., Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.
706 Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010.
Interviewees revealed that some CSW employees also lack an understanding that batterers may appear affable, masking the danger they present to victims. A shelter worker noted that, “Whenever I have spoken to CSW…maybe from 19 clients, in 17 of those cases, the social workers say, 'Well, she says that it happened, but he seems really nice.” 707 Another shelter worker reported, “They say, ‘He is a lovely and nice person. Why are you complaining about him?’” 708

TRAINING FOR CSW EMPLOYEES

CSW employees noted that they had not received training on domestic violence from the state in 10 years. 709 In addition, interviews revealed that many CSW employees have not undergone training on risk assessment, which would give them tools to identify high-risk cases. 710

CSW workers themselves express a desire for additional training. 711 Where there has been domestic violence training, it appears to be inconsistent and inadequate. 712 Interviews confirmed marked differences in the trainings received by different members of the same team within one CSW. 713 The impact of this lack of uniformity manifests in the sharp differences between CSWs in their treatment of clients. 714

REPORTING AND DOCUMENTING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Under the LPDV, CSW employees are required to report to the police or the State Attorney’s office acts of violence in the family that they learn about in the course of their duties. 715 They must also notify the authorities and submit a criminal misdemeanor complaint to the court if they learn that the perpetrator of violence is not complying with the protective measure. 716

Interviews with CSW employees indicated that they reported domestic violence in many cases. 717 Mandatory reporting undermines victim autonomy and safety by denying victims the ability to make their own decisions about the safest and most appropriate course of action. 718 For example, one CSW employee not only reported the violence to the police, but also invited the perpetrator in to warn him that the abusive behavior was known and must be stopped. 719 Such a warning, without a sanction, may further endanger the victim.

More disconcerting is that frequently employees neither view nor treat the cases as “urgent” as required by the LPDV. Even when a victim requests they report the violence, the CSW does not always do so. 720 One CSW employee noted that if a woman comes in at the end of her shift, she would not report the violence to the police until the next day. 721 Another CSW interviewee explained they only notify the police on the same day “when we

707 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
708 Interview with NGO, City D, February 11, 2011.
709 Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011.
710 Interview with CSW, City K, October 14, 2010.
711 Interview with CSW, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with CSW, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011.
712 Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with CSW, City K, October 14, 2010.
713 Interview with CSW, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with CSW, City D, February 11, 2011; Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011.
714 Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with CSW, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with CSW, City K, October 14, 2010.
715 LPDV, Article 8; Rules of Procedure, Section 1.B.1.
716 LPDV, Article 22(3).
717 See e.g., Interview with CSW, City K, October 14, 2010.
718 See Commentary on the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence, Appendix D.
719 Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
720 Interview with NGO, City K, October 14, 2011.
721 Interview with CSW, City F, February 7, 2011.
722 Interview with CSW, City K, October 14, 2011.
think she is in danger, the perpetrator has been in the war and has firearms, or he drinks too much, we send it by fax immediately. When not, we send it by mail."^{722}

The CSW is required to keep records of the incidents of violence under the Rules of Procedure.^{723} Yet, interviews revealed that this is not consistently done.^{724} One shelter worker explained the CSW’s inconsistent pattern of record-keeping: “In certain cases if violence is repeated. And sometimes it’s a matter of personal judgment whether to file or not, like if [a victim] comes 15 times, there are 2 official notes and there should be 15 notes.”^{725} Such inconsistent record-keeping can later impact a misdemeanor court’s decision on protective measures.

**SUPPORT FOR VICTIMS**

The LPDV charges the CSW, along with other related authorities, with allowing victims “access to appropriate services.”^{726} CSW employees frequently do not provide victims with information about their right to urgent protective measures under the LPDV, long-term protective measures of the LPDV, their right to free legal assistance, health care, counseling services, shelters, and safety plans or follow up to help victims obtain these services.^{727}

Interviews indicated that CSW employees gave misleading and harmful information to victims of domestic violence, which jeopardized their safety. For example, one victim reported:

"[T]he last time I went to social service, I told them I would move with my children…and they told me it was a stupid idea because he would find me….They told me that shelters are the worst idea because the children, after a shelter…hate their mothers because they think that the mothers are guilty for leaving the fathers….They told me that near the town there was a shelter, but everyone knew where it was so they didn’t recommend that one, and in Zagreb, there was no place for new women."^{728}

Another victim stated, "I plan to sue CSW because [the social worker] told me she can put only me in the safehouse and not my children, not my boys [age 12 and 13] because no shelter in Croatia would admit them, which was a lie."^{729} A CSW in another small town that did not want a shelter in the area initially refused to send women there.^{730}

The CSW has the ability to award a victim a one-time financial payment for basic expenses, but it is not always an accessible or sufficient option for victims. These awards may not be as much as a victim needs to cover her living or legal costs. One victim recounted how she only received a one-time payment to pay for her children’s schoolbooks.^{731} Another shelter employee noted that a forensic certificate might cost from 150-500 kunas, and that “[w]omen can get the money for it from CSW, but few know it.”^{732} Further, some CSWs do not inform the

---

^{722} Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011.
^{723} Rules of Procedure, Section 1.B.2.6.
^{724} Interview with Lawyer, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
^{725} Interview with Shelter, City J, February 8, 2011.
^{726} LPDV, Article 6(1).
^{727} Interview with CSW, City K, October 14, 2010; Rules of Procedure, Section 1.B.2.2.
^{728} Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.
^{729} Interview with Victim, City F, February 9, 2011.
^{730} Interview with NGO, City H, February 10, 2011.
^{731} Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011.
^{732} Id.
victims that this is a possibility. Yet, when women do apply for the one-time aid, “...that is not reliable or guaranteed. She has to fight to get it....” Long-term financial assistance is another possibility, but that award is even rarer than the one-time financial payment.

**ROLE IN DIVORCE CASES**

The CSW also plays an important role in divorce cases in Croatia and is required to provide mediation to all parties who seek a divorce. Mediation in this context is usually geared toward reconciling the family. During one case of court-ordered mediation as part of a divorce, one CSW social worker told an indigent victim the state would give her a better place to stay if she preserved the family. Mediation by itself is problematic in domestic violence cases, and its risks are compounded by the CSW role.

CSWs do not usually screen for domestic violence when clients come to them for divorce mediation, and CSW staff do not routinely inform victims they have the right to decline mediation in the presence of the perpetrator. In addition, CSWs rarely use shuttle or separate mediation to alleviate the unequal bargaining power of mediation. In fact, some CSWs require domestic violence victims to attend mediation sessions with their offender.

The CSW also makes recommendations regarding the custody and visitation of children in domestic violence cases. Where the parties do not agree, the CSW may convene an evaluation of the family by a CSW team of a psychologist, lawyer, and social worker. While one judge praised the CSW reports that the team produces, this process is fraught with practices that re-victimize women. A shelter worker explained that the CSW holds at least three meetings before deciding who gets custody after the divorce. She explained, “This is where the problems occur, because this is the place women have to prove they are hard-working, fair, and a good mother, and the father doesn’t have to prove anything. It is useful to say she is a bad mother and then the investigation into her mothering begins...”

Interviewees reported that CSW workers minimize and even omit serious issues of domestic violence in their reports:

---

733 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
734 Interview with NGO, City C, February 10, 2011.
736 Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
738 Interview with State Home, City E, February 14, 2011.
739 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011.
740 Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011; Interview with CSW, City F, February 7, 2011 ("Sometimes we do not invite them to come together" when it is especially dangerous); Interview with CSW, City J, February 8, 2011 (stating they see victims separately only if they are in shelter or if there is a restraining order); Interview with CSW, City H, February 10, 2011 (explaining the procedure is the same for mediation in domestic violence cases); Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011 (describing holding mediation with the victim, the perpetrator, and a police officer); Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011 (describing a situation where a batterer was going to be at the same table as the victim for mediation and she only received separate mediation because the NGO asked for it).
741 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011.
742 Interview with State Home, City A, February 14, 2011.
743 Interview with Judges, City J, February 9, 2011.
744 Interview with NGO, City D, February 11, 2011.
I recall some written reports from the centers that didn’t mention at all the fact of family violence. I remember one case, it was a woman from the shelter. [The CSW] wrote the report on several pages, but there was no mention of family violence at all. It was very complex, heavy violence ....” 745

An NGO described how the CSW downplays references to domestic violence:

When we are starting divorce cases, we put violence as the main reason in divorce proceedings. But the center puts as the reason for divorce: “disturbed marital relations.” We haven’t seen a single verdict that states it is due to family violence. They put something very vague, even if there is a ruling. For example, in this case, the guy was in prison for two months because of family violence, but it won’t appear in the CSW expert opinion as a factor. Nor the fact that he threw knives at his children. 746

CSW reports have a pivotal role in judicial decisions, as courts nearly always follow the team’s recommendations. 747 “The CSW opinion is very important,” noted a family court judge. 748 Several interviewees corroborated this high deference judges give to CSW reports. 749 Another judge, speaking about the custody decision, acknowledged that the court decision is basically “made in the CSW.” 750 Domestic violence victims have lost temporary custody based upon the recommendation of the CSW, and afterward, it is very difficult to have their situation re-evaluated fairly.

When the case involves immigrant or minority groups, interviews revealed devastating results after CSW intervention. One interviewee described the experience of a young immigrant woman from Kosovo who was neither a Croatian citizen nor spoke Croatian:

Her husband beat her severely while she was pregnant, to the point of serious injuries….When the child was three months old, he drugged [the victim] with medication. He put her on the bus almost unconscious…to Kosovo where his aunt lived. The aunt was on the bus with the victim…the baby was with the perpetrator. So then when she and the aunt were on the bus, the aunt called her family [in Kosovo] and said, “Here she is, come and get her.”

The victim suffered such great physical and psychological harm that she sought medical treatment in Kosovo. After one month, she wrote to police in Croatia, stating that she wanted her baby. The aunt had taken her documents, so the victim could not re-enter Croatia, and it took several months to resolve the situation. Eventually, she was able to return to Croatia, where she stayed in a shelter, requesting that they help her get her baby from the father, who was now the guardian after claiming she abandoned the infant. She and the police filed criminal charges before the State Attorney, who refused to pursue the case because it lacked the requisite elements for a charge. The only option left for her was to apply for a divorce:

The court looked for the written opinion from CSW…the written opinion was that the child should be under the father’s custody because during the two months of the court process, the baby and the father were

745 Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011.
746 Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
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749 Interview with NGO, City K, October 11, 2010; Interview with CSW, City J, February 8, 2011, interview with CSW, City I, February 7, 2011, interview with CSW, City E, February 14, 2011, Interview with Judge, City K, February 18, 2011.
750 Interview with Judge, City A, February 14, 2011.
bonded….Based on the fact that the court takes the written opinion of the [CSW] very seriously, I think there is a small chance that she will get the baby permanently…she sees the baby for two hours on Wednesday and Saturday….She works two shifts and has a flat, and she is really trying so hard…Now the CSW says she works all day so how can she take care of the child? The CSW heard her whole story…[they] say the child should live with the violent parent. They concluded this on the basis of material circumstances—he has the bigger salary.751

A lawyer described a case involving a Roma woman who lost her children after suffering 14 years of heavy injuries, fractures, and bruises. The CSW removed the children for witnessing domestic violence and placed them in a state home. The lawyer concluded, “This case is typical of what would happen to a Roma woman…and during this period there were no protective measures because she went to a shelter…”752

**Penalizing Victims When Children Witness Domestic Violence**

The key role of the CSW in making custody and visitation recommendations is affected by the emphasis that the LPDV and Rules of Procedure place upon the best interests of the child. The LPDV emphasizes the welfare of children and prioritizes the interests of the children who are exposed to family violence.753 Article 6(3) requires the authorities to immediately inform the social welfare institutions to “take measures in protecting the rights and welfare of the child” if a child “appears as a victim.” The Rules of Procedure state that if a child is a victim, either by being exposed to violence or having witnessed scenes of violence, the CSW must propose a protective measure to the court and may also enact the measure at the same time.754

CSW employees frequently blame victims for violence and undermine victim safety when children witness the violence. When they do so, they re-victimize the woman by holding her responsible for the results of the offender’s criminal conduct. In one case, the husband, who had a long history of violence, and his father kidnapped and attempted to kill the husband’s wife. She escaped and filed for a protective measure against approaching or stalking her, but it still had not been granted in the four months preceding her murder. The CSW removed the child because they saw the woman as “[in]capable of protecting the child from a violent atmosphere in the family.”755 The woman moved to a shelter, and her lawyer requested the child be returned to her because she had a job, a safe place to live, and was no longer in a violent relationship. The CSW responded that a shelter is where highly traumatized women and children live, and thus a bad environment for children’s psychological development. Thus, the child must continue to live in an institutional home. The woman was later killed by her husband while she was visiting her child.756

In fact, interviews revealed that the CSW often view victims as responsible when a child witnesses domestic violence.757 When asked who allows the exposure if one parent is the offender and the other is the victim, a CSW employee replied, “They are both equally guilty.”758 A CSW employee summarized: “We tell her it is mostly her

---
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responsibility to protect the children. And if she doesn’t do it, she is responsible for the violence they are witnessing or experiencing in domestic violence.”

A victim shared how the CSW held her responsible when her children saw the violence:

Because they tried to put me in the same position that I was a bad parent, because my children were watching everything and I had to protect them. Then I asked them how to protect my children. Put them in another room, then run across the house while he is chasing you? [The CSW] said, ‘Tell your children to stay in the room,’ but they open the door to see why mom is crying and all the noise and what’s going on.

The impact of such unrealistic expectations deters a woman from reporting violence out of fear she will be blamed for her children’s exposure to it. Another deterrent for the victim to report domestic violence to the CSW is the threat of temporary removal of the children to a foster home.

Representatives of the Ministry of Health and Social Care stated:

We are now asking for powers in certain cases to take the child immediately out of the family for a short period of time without asking the judges...when we know the child is experiencing the abuse, but we have to wait for the judge to confirm this, and the judge does not go out into the field. We should get these powers in cases where the child is just witnessing domestic violence.

Although removal does not appear to be widespread practice yet, some victims still fear their children will be removed should they seek help from the CSW. Indeed, interviews revealed that these concerns are well-grounded as victims of domestic violence are often warned about choosing to remain in the violent situation and that they could lose their children. An interviewee from a CSW noted that when speaking with victims, they discuss “the children in the family and the commitment to protect them...This is a warning like, to protect children from being in family violence, because some women decide to stay.”

A victim corroborated this use of warnings. She reported that the CSW gave her a first warning, “because I’m ‘abusing my children,’ because I don’t ‘protect them from the violence.’ Because my ex-husband never was or has been violent to them. But [the children] had to listen to everything [he said] about me...” She continued, “Every time when the police came to our house, I would get a note from social service that I’m guilty, and I’m not a good mother because I don’t protect them.”

---
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VISITATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Interviews indicate that the CSW employees have an idealized view of the nuclear family to the extent that they may recommend dangerous perpetrators have visitation with the children. This practice is especially dangerous given the homicides that have occurred during visitation. The CSW uses a very high threshold before they will bar or restrict visitation for offenders. One CSW employee explained that, “Only when we suspect sexual abuse from the father would I suggest no visitation.” A CSW worker explained:

We try to separate their relationship as partners from the parental status…there are situations where someone can be an abusive partner, but a good parent….There is a problem, e.g., if the woman is living in the shelter with the children, and the father asks for visitation rights…formally, she is still married to the abuser, and he is denied his parental right to see the children [because he cannot enter the shelter] so there is this issue of whose right are we going to protect?

A shelter worker reported:

When [victims] come to us and bring their children, the CSW insists on contact being made with the father as soon as possible and for visitation rights to be enforced, even though it’s a case of violence and abuse that the children have witnessed. The CSW still asks for this to be done.

Another shelter corroborated the CSW’s approach, explaining, “The CSW pressures her to bring him, explaining that the violator was not violent to the children but to the woman only and they are forgetting that children are secondary victims…”

One CSW employee, however, explained that awarding visitation requires a process that involves assessment and potentially supervision. The employee stated that “if the violent father wants to see the child, he has to request permission from the court and then the court asks for the official opinion of CSW. We write this after a big assessment process where the most important person is the psychologist who talks with the father, mother, and child, and an assessment is made if it is better to have supervised contact. And most of the time it is supervised.”

The focus of supervised visitation is on the children’s welfare, and victims’ safety is generally overlooked. A lawyer noted that the role of the CSW during supervised visitation is to monitor the interactions of the parents with the child, not to protect the victim of violence. Another lawyer reported that CSW staff tend to dismiss victims’ fears regarding supervised visitation. The interviewee explained that when women express fear about bringing their child to visitation, the CSW tells her the child has the right to see the father and she should deal with her fear by going to a psychiatrist.

---
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When the court orders supervised visitation for particularly dangerous perpetrators, there are few such facilities in Croatia. A staff member of the MoHSC mentioned that “the way that these measures are being implemented are like going to the cinema, meeting in a café, a park, a playroom, and shopping center, where neither the person meeting or the person implementing this supervision are protected.” Interviews revealed that the CSWs can supervise visitation on their premises, but rarely do so because they are not properly equipped, do not have time to do it, or are even fearful for their own safety. The MoHSC representative suggested the need for dedicated spaces for visitation with adequate security that would enable personnel to conduct the supervised visitation professionally and in safety. At the time of publication, such visitation spaces had not yet been created.

In practice, this lack of infrastructure, along with the general dismissal of victims’ fears, has resulted in the commission of further violence, including murder, against victims during visitation. One shelter recalled the murder of their client:

So, it was the doctor’s fault. But first, it was the fault of the courts—they did not assign any protective measures, not even compulsory psychosocial treatment. We just managed to get supervised visitation for when he sees the children. He supposedly checked himself into a mental asylum…. [T]he doctor called the now-deceased woman to go and visit him, because she believed that this would be of great help to him. She went to Zagreb to do this, and a week later, he was released…. [W]e managed…to get separation of property, divorce, custody of the children… But every week…she had to go to another city…for the father to be able to do his visitation. Ten days before the event occurred, she called me to ask what she should do, because she has to go every week, and the father does not turn up. He turns up every third time. I told her to call the Center for Social Welfare (CSW) to find out whether the husband was going to come or not. Ten days later, the thing happened….at the latest visitation, they stepped out of the CSW and he said, “Please could you let me play with the kids in the park for a little while longer?” ….Two police officers passed by while they were sitting on the bench. They were searching for him and told him that he had to come with them, because his mother called him saying he called to say he wanted to take his own life. He asked him not to take him now; he would come of his own free will, because he was there with his children…. Soon after the police left, he took out a gun and shot her. One child was holding onto her skirt, and the other child was in her arms. Once she was shot, she fell to the floor on top of the child she was holding, and the other child ran across the road screaming...

It was three years [of physical violence] ever since they got together. We don’t know why he wasn’t given protective measures. Leading up to that, he had 14 different charges brought against him for disturbing the peace, for violent conduct. We know she reported him before. Because when we went to pick her up and her child and her things, the police officers said, “Thank god that you’ve come to pluck this child out of this situation so that we don’t have to keep on coming here.” She was very young. This happened on August 25, 2010.

---
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CSW EMPLOYEES’ FEARS OF PERPETRATOR

Several interviewees noted that CSW employees are concerned for their own personal safety when dealing with violent perpetrators, which influences their responses to the victims.782 A CSW worker described an incident during a mediation session when a perpetrator with no record of previous violence attacked his wife, broke her arm in three places, broke her nose, and hurt the leg of the worker when she tried to protect the woman.783 A CSW employee in a different town stated that, “Very often we experience aggression towards us at CSW. We do not have any treatments or supervisions so workers can work on their trauma.”784 One shelter worker stated:

…we know [the CSW workers] are in hard positions, e.g., ten days ago we had a woman who we received in our shelter and since that day, on a daily basis, from ten to fifteen times per day, her husband, the violator, barged into the [CSW offices] and threatened to kill them all because he is an invalid from the war, is a soldier, and has a rifle, and he will kill them all…785

A victim who was married to a perpetrator stated, “When both of us were at the CSW, he jumped on me across the table and said, “I will kill you and slaughter you. The headmistress and the social worker, they said that if I testified that that happened in their center they would deny that.”786 Her current shelter advocate noted, “I cooperate a lot with that CSW, and I think that the Center is afraid of him and they want to wash their hands of the whole situation.…”787

Even in very brutal cases of violence, the CSW’s fear for their own security can impede their decision to render assistance to the victim. A lawyer reported:

A woman was seriously molested by her husband. I will tell you one fragment. He raped her with a rifle and then afterward, he put her naked on the street. They have children. [The CSW] gave the recommendation a few years ago that the children should live with the father, and they know everything about this. He was sentenced because of these criminal acts. The woman doesn’t have work capability because of the injuries and the emotional injuries, because no one helped her. She cried for help in the CSW, and no one helped her. My opinion is that they were afraid.788
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FAMILY LAW JUDICIARY

Family law judges often encounter domestic violence in cases of divorce, and interviews revealed they do not consistently assess the risk of future violence by the perpetrator nor do they demonstrate sensitivity to victims' safety or their needs. In one particularly troubling case, a family judge told a victim that her husband would be more motivated to attend an alcohol recovery program if she and the children would come home. The victim had endured six years of abuse from her husband, who threw knives at her and the children, beat her, and raped her.

One family law judge expressed an inaccurate and harmful stereotype about women, stating that women often lie about domestic violence charges:

Also, women are putting things in a negative context, and women have the tendency to make up stories more than men do, and they do it more often if men find a new lover. Men do not have the tendency to lie or make up stories.

Interviews also revealed that some family law judges perceive that finalization of a divorce renders a response to domestic violence claims unnecessary. One judge stated to a victim, “You’re divorced now. Is this [claim of domestic violence] going to be dropped now that it is over?” In fact, research shows divorce frequently does not end a perpetrator’s use of violence.

INDEPENDENT JUDICIAL SCRUTINY OF CSW ROLE IN DIVORCE CASES

As discussed in the CSW section, parties to a divorce in Croatia are required to go through a mediation process, whether the divorce is consensual or not. Although mediation can take place in the CSW, a marriage counseling office, or with a mediator, mediation most often occurs in the CSW.

Interviews revealed that family law judges do not provide adequate supervision of CSW mediation in divorce cases which involve domestic violence. Some judges are not familiar with the evidence-based research that shows that mediation in the presence of an abuser should never occur in cases where domestic violence is present. Despite a claim of domestic violence, one judge stated that “...the point is to get the clients together to resolve issues of marriage or children so they invite them together...” This practice is further complicated by the CSW’s infrequent use of separate mediation in divorce cases involving domestic violence.

---
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After the mediation, the CSW files a written report to the Family Court with recommendations on who should have custody, how much alimony should be awarded, and what the visitation schedule should be. CSW mediation teams are not required to have training on domestic violence, and interviews revealed that some CSWs do not include the claim of domestic violence in their report to the Family Court. Despite these inadequacies, interviewees agreed that family judges place great importance on the recommendations of the Center for Social Welfare. An advocate noted “… it is the practice for judges not even to read the written reports, not even to think about it, but just put their signature on it.”

**CONSIDERATION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN DIVORCE AND CUSTODY CASES**

During a divorce proceeding, family judges have the authority to take measures to protect the safety of children, such as custody determinations and supervised visitation. Both the law and practice consider only the safety of the child in these decisions, and there is no provision that directs family law judges to take similar measures to protect adult victims. Interviews revealed that some family law judges did in fact consider claims of domestic violence when they decided custody and visitation. One judge said, “Especially if one parent has been violent against the other and there is visitation, I make sure the mother isn’t the one bringing the child to visitation ...so he cannot be violent.”

In general, however, interviews showed that family law judges, in their efforts to comply with Article 87(3) of the Family Law, prioritize the father’s rights to see his children over the victim’s safety, or believe that a victim is seeking to penalize an abuser by asking that visitation be denied. In one example that revealed little understanding of safety concerns, a judge stated:

> But most often, cases are that one parent is violent to another parent, but not at all toward the children. She or he has great qualities as a parent and is not aggressive to the child at all. This is a problem situation, because you cannot determine the lines clearly. There is also another situation which often happens, that the parent who has endured the violence now has the opportunity to “get back” at the other parent, and for example, to ban or prohibit the contacts and say no, and then...you have to protect the ‘batterer’ in court.

Interviews revealed that, despite obvious risk factors such as threats to kill and long histories of domestic violence, family law judges have ordered visitation with dangerous perpetrators who have even later murdered the victims. In one dangerous case, the family court did not award supervised visitation. An advocate described the situation:

---
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I had a case where a woman was physically abused and she was heavily beaten head to toe. She sustained a broken nose and a concussion...he got the right to see his children despite his being the abuser.\textsuperscript{811}

In addition, overlooking or disregarding domestic violence in civil proceedings also places the victim’s safety in jeopardy in the courtroom. This risk is heightened in civil proceedings where there is little or no notice of the danger because the perpetrator is regarded as a party to a divorce, not a defendant in penal proceedings.

**LENGTH OF DIVORCE PROCESS**

Interviews revealed that the divorce process can be very slow even if judges are aware the case involves domestic violence. A shelter advocate described that it takes approximately two years to get a divorce. One client initiated divorce proceedings in February 2010, and the first hearing was in October 2010. Her husband failed to appear, and one year after her initial filing, she is still waiting for the next hearing to be scheduled.\textsuperscript{812} Another advocate noted that one client was in the shelter for 13 months and has since begun living on her own; she is still waiting for her divorce to be resolved after two years.\textsuperscript{813}

Even when decisions such as temporary custody are at issue, the family courts do not act quickly. A lawyer noted that “courts actually prolong the process and the verdict, and we see cases where the first hearing actually happens after the period of the time when the whole process should have been over.”\textsuperscript{814} This practice endangers victims by continued exposure to abusers.\textsuperscript{815}

**CONFIDENTIALITY IN COURT FORMS**

Family court procedures do not provide adequate safeguards for victim safety when they require revealing the victim’s residence. A lawyer noted that when a victim of domestic violence applies for temporary custody or for the divorce, her physical address must be on the form. If she is in a shelter, the abuser can potentially discover where she is staying. Even a post office box number address identifies the recipient.\textsuperscript{816}

**PENALIZING VICTIMS WHEN CHILDREN WITNESS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE**

Article 115 of the Family Law allows family court judges the authority to impose measures set forth in Articles 111 and 114 on “a parent that has not protected the child from the parent that abused parental responsibility, duties, and rights, for the sake of the good of the child....”\textsuperscript{817} The severe standard set forth in Article 114 punishes the victim by holding her responsible for her offender’s violent behavior and has a chilling effect upon a victim reporting domestic violence:

1. In a non-litigation procedure, a court will deprive a parent who abuses or grossly violates parental responsibilities, duties and rights of the right to parental care.
2. A parent is deemed to abuse or grossly violate parental responsibility, duties and rights if he or she
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1. exerts physical or mental violence on the child, *including exposing it to violence among the adult members of the family.*” (emphasis added)

These provisions fail to differentiate between the abusing parent and the protective parent, and between the primary aggressor and the victim acting in self-defense.

A family court judge confirmed a victim of domestic violence could be held responsible for allowing the child to see the violence. He added that a typical response would be the imposition of surveillance of the family for one year.818

---
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HEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS

The Rules of Procedure direct Health Institutions to offer “comprehensive health care with the aim of preserving physical and mental health of the victim and recovery from possible injuries and psychological traumas.” Health care professionals are also involved in implementing addiction treatment under the LPDV. Thus, the health care sector plays an important role in terms of treating victims for their injuries, giving them information and referrals, providing documentation and evaluation of their injuries, and implementing and monitoring addiction measures.

RELUCTANCE TO REPORT AND HANDLE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CASES

The Rules of Procedure state that when there is a “reasonable suspicion" that a patient’s health condition is the result of domestic violence, health workers must address the victim in a “very considerate manner” and encourage the victim to provide as much information as possible about the violence and the circumstances in which the injury or change in health occurred. The attitudes and demeanors of health care workers are influential in encouraging victims to speak up about the violence. This sensitivity is extremely important given that some victims in Croatia will delay receiving medical treatment for domestic violence injuries due to the stigma of being a victim. “I think our people aren’t accustomed to [talking about violence] and they need a lot of time to pass before they can talk to the doctor about violence,” stated a physician. “…it is still very shameful to go to the doctor or the hospital for that reason.”

Even if victims overcome their shame and seek help, they may encounter another barrier when the doctors are unwilling to examine them. Article 6 of the LPDV requires health institutions, social services, and related authorities to “take care of all the needs of victims and allow them access to appropriate services.” Yet, interviews revealed that when a woman does seek medical attention, doctors have refused to examine her because her injuries were domestic violence-related. A CSW employee explained that if the woman’s primary care physician is not available when seeks help, other doctors are reluctant to see the victim unless the police have accompanied her. The interviewee opined that the health care workers do not want to expose themselves to “danger or discomfort” in these cases. A shelter worker agreed with this assessment:

…I think part of them don’t want to be handling the domestic violence cases. We also had problems when calling the doctors to see if we can enroll our women in the shelter as their patients. As soon as you introduce yourself coming from this shelter, ‘Can you accept this client?’ They say, ‘No, I can’t. We don’t have any space [for her as a patient].’

One interviewee suggested that a doctor’s fear of the perpetrator is also another reason for reluctance to assist domestic violence victims:

My doctor said, ‘I am a little bit scared. I don’t want to have any problems if the husband comes, in case he comes to look for them.’ It’s easier for [the doctors] not to deal with the problems…”

---
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Yet, the doctor’s report is often a key element in documenting and evaluating a domestic violence case, whether criminal or misdemeanor. Upon the General Attorney’s Office or police request, the medical institutions must submit all evidence and documentation relevant for a criminal case. For example, a health care workers’ certificate can also serve as an important piece of evidence and support victim veracity when compared with her testimony. If she recants due to fear or threats, the certificate serves as independent documentation of the assault.

Importantly, the doctor’s examination determines the degree of injury and provides important documentation for the police and state attorney. This role is especially critical because many police rely on doctors to document injuries for their police reports. One officer noted:

‘To every victim I say the same: if you don’t want the doctor to come to the house, go to the emergency room and bring me the medical report, and I will put that in the file. Otherwise, there is no documentation of the injuries.’

In addition, the Rules of Procedure require health care workers to identify the causes and means of the injury and conduct a complete medical check-up. This assessment is crucial given the high numbers of dual arrests and the police deferral to health professionals for identification of defensive injuries.

Interviews revealed that physicians do not consistently provide victims with an opportunity to safely tell the cause of their injuries. In one case, a woman suffered a broken nose when her husband threw her down and kicked her head. She stated that the doctor who treated her nose did not examine the rest of her body nor did he ask her any questions about the cause of the injury. A shelter worker reported that a young woman was beaten severely by her husband during her pregnancy. During her visits to the emergency room, the husband or his mother, who was also violent, remained with the victim so that she could not openly tell the doctors about the violence.

**PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY CONCERNS**

Interviews revealed physicians’ concerns over the lack of data privacy for the insurance forms and police forms they must complete. As discussed earlier, the LPDV imposes mandatory reporting requirements on health care workers when they encounter a case of domestic violence. The Rules of Procedure also obligate an emergency or primary care doctor to complete and file a formal injury report and deliver the report to the police and local health insurance office.
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827 Interview with Police, City B, February 15, 2011.
828 See the discussion on Investigation in the Police section on page 18.
829 Interview with Police, City F, February 8, 2011.
830 See the section discussing dual arrests and self-defense on page 25.
831 Interview with NGO (Park), City K, February 11, 2011.
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833 See e.g., Interview with Doctor, City K, February 15, 2011.
834 LPDV, Article 8.
835 Rules of Procedure, Sections 1.C.1, 1.C.4, 1.C.5. The physician is obligated to fill out Report of Injury/llness Form No. 030911 or No. 030055.
The law presents health care professionals with a difficult choice in these circumstances. Many patients want and need confidential medical care, but health care professionals face a substantial fine if they fail to report to the police or the State Attorney. A physician revealed the following:

A victim begged me not to call the police because the situation would be worse at home. For example, sometimes the accused will be in custody for 24 hours or less and then he will get out. I told the police on the phone about the victim and the family violence… the victim asked me not to report, but [the police] had to go. It is a catch-22, and in small towns the perpetrator can know who told the police about him, and he could beat the doctor too.

Furthermore, victims of domestic violence may need medical attention, but may not be ready for the intervention of the criminal justice system. Thus, the obligation for health care workers to report may deter victims from seeking treatment for their injuries if they know about this mandatory reporting.

**Training for Health Care Workers**

Interviews revealed an overall lack of sufficient training in all aspects of treating victims of domestic violence. Only one interviewee reported that medical professionals are trained to identify whether an injury was inflicted in self-defense in Croatia. Far more interviews suggested that physician training on screening for domestic violence injuries, how to talk to victims, and how to identify injuries, is just beginning in Croatia, with perhaps 10 to 15 doctors in the country participating. In fact, an interview revealed that doctors at one of the largest emergency rooms in Croatia have not received training on the broader issue of screening, treatment, and documentation of domestic violence injuries. Further, an emergency room supervisor noted that students in medical schools are not trained to identify domestic violence injuries.
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837 Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; LPDV, Article 21.
838 Interview with Doctor, City K, February 15, 2011.
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NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS AND OTHER ACCOMMODATION SERVICES

[The shelter worker] gave me the strength for everyday struggles. She helped me a great deal…. Life is good again. Sometimes, you need someone to put you on your legs again…the girls at the shelter did [that] for me.844

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) play a critical role in the implementation of Croatia’s laws on domestic violence.845 These organizations engage in a wide array of activities, including providing much-needed services to victims, promoting public awareness and education campaigns, and helping coordinate the response among the many sectors involved in domestic violence. However, unpredictable and insufficient funding threatens the important work of these service providers. Funding shortages have forced NGOs to furlough employees and even close shelters.846

SHELTERS

Many NGOs provide shelters for victims of violence and their children.847 In addition, shelters provide more than just a place to stay for victims and their children. Shelters provide daily empowerment and assistance to victims, which is key to successful, long-term prevention of further violence.

Adequate safe housing for victims is still, however, very much in need in Croatia. As discussed above, given the reluctance of the judiciary to grant protective measures evicting perpetrators from their family homes as permitted under the LPDV, the need to provide a secure place for victims to live is even more essential.848

There is an important distinction to be made between autonomous women’s shelters run by grassroots women’s organizations and accommodation services run by the government. Autonomous women’s shelters are operated by NGOs founded by women’s groups that are an integral part of the women’s movement. These shelters work based on the principle of women’s self-help (women helping women). They are self-regulating and are independent of state bodies, political parties, religious organizations, and private companies. On the other hand, a “state home,” as it is referred to throughout this report, is a state, city, or county institution that may or may not have been opened in cooperation with an existing NGO or through the creation of a new NGO. Such a home may offer care to wards of both sexes, victims of domestic violence, addicts, homeless persons, victims of trafficking,

844 Interview with Victim, City K, February 17, 2011.
845 When used in this report, the term NGO refers to an organization that is a legal entity separate from the formal institutions of government, that retains autonomy over its programming, and that funds some portion of its expenses through non-governmental sources. This is not to say that NGOs operate completely free of government regulations, however. As discussed later in this report, many NGOs dealing with domestic violence receive a substantial portion of their funding (up to 90% in some instances) from government sources, and such funding often comes with restrictions regarding use of the funds and requirements as to the NGO’s operations. Interview with NGO, City K, October 10, 2010; Interview with NGO, City D, February 11, 2011. State and city-operated homes for adult and child victims of domestic violence are referred throughout this report as “state homes.” Citations to an “NGO” throughout the footnotes may refer to an organization that also operates as a shelter for victims of domestic violence victims. Citations to a “state home” throughout the footnotes refers to a shelter that is not entirely independent of the government and may be operated by state employees, or to an accommodation facility that operates in compliance with the Regulations for the Type and Activities for Social Welfare Homes, the Manner of Providing Care out side of Family, Conditions of Space, Equipment and Employees of Social Welfare Homes, Therapeutic Communities, Religious Institutions, NGOs and Other Legal Entities and Centers for Help and Aid in the Home.
846 Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011.
847 Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011; Interview with NGO, City C, February 10, 2011.
848 Eviction is very infrequently ordered as a protective measure. Risser and Tanay, 52; Interview with NGO, City B, February 15, 2011; Interview with State Home, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 15, 2011; Interview with Police, City D, February 11, 2011. In one region in northwestern Croatia, the protective measure of eviction accounted for only 3 percent of all protective measures ordered in domestic violence cases in 2010. Interview with Police, City F, February 6, 2011.
asylum seekers, and migrants, among others. State, city, and county homes must comply with regulations, as must NGOs that sign these regulations and contract with the Ministry of Social Policy and Youth. These NGOs have typically been founded by employees or former employees of state institutions or are actual NGOs that opened shelters in cooperation with the government; they therefore are not truly autonomous shelters, particularly as government officials often serve on the shelter’s board.

Shelters in Croatia face numerous challenges. First, lack of capacity is a serious problem. The UNDP noted that Croatia’s shelter capacity on a per capita basis fell at least 20 percent below European Council standards. According to UNDP, there were 18 shelters and homes for adult and child victims of domestic violence in Croatia in 2010. The exact number of operational shelters fluctuates, however, since shelters are highly vulnerable to closure when funds are scarce. These shelters range in size, housing anywhere from 10 to 40 individuals. Even at its high point, the availability of shelter space is grossly inadequate for the number of victims, which the MoI reported was 20,566 reported victims of misdemeanor-level domestic violence in 2008. Many autonomous women’s shelters and state homes report that they are often full, forcing them to turn women away.

Another barrier to safe refuge for victims is the state home referral system. State homes funded by the MoHSC can only accept victims referred by the CSW or police; most often, personnel at these state homes will even redirect clients to the CSW or police first.

This referral requirement, coupled with the common practice of referring victims to state homes and not autonomous shelters, can inhibit shelter access for victims who are not ready to report their experience of violence to the authorities. One state home worker illustrated, “…few institutions refer people here…This is nonsense because this home has sixteen places, and we cover many counties. Five hundred thousand people, half empty. Something is wrong.” One state home worker recounted a victim who was unable to access their help, because of her fear in reporting the violence:

I told her to go to CSW and tell them she wants to go to the safehouse, but she said she doesn’t trust them or the police, and she didn’t want to say her name. So, there was no help provided. She didn’t trust anyone, but she had to have the paper from CSW because of our contract with them.
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849 The law, Regulations for the Type and Activities for Social Welfare Homes, the Manner of Providing Care out side of Family, Conditions of Space, Equipment and Employees of Social Welfare Homes, Therapeutic Communities, Religious Institutions, NGOs and Other Legal Entities and Centers for Help and Aid in the Home (“Rules for State Homes”), governs the operations of these homes.
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859 Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010; Interview with NGO, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with State Home, City A, February 14, 2011; Interview with State Home, City K, February 11, 2011. But some NGOs reported concerns that police and CSW workers sometimes refrain from referring victims to shelters, either because they are unaware of the shelter or to avoid acknowledging that domestic violence exists in their region. Interview with NGO, City H, February 10, 2011; Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011; Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011. The mandatory referral requirement can impact funding for state homes that receive funding per bed when accommodation is contingent on referrals, as discussed in the following section.
860 Interview with NGO, City F, February 7, 2011.
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Because authorities in most cases do not refer women to autonomous shelters, where there is no reporting requirement, women who do not wish to report violence and are unaware of these autonomous shelters are then left without safe refuge.

**Problems with Funding Eligibility and Adequacy**

The greatest threat facing shelters is funding. Shelters and state homes receive funding from a variety of sources, including private donations, international bodies, other NGOs, and earned income. Most NGOs, however, receive the bulk of their funding from government agencies, both at the national and local levels. Government financing is often seriously delayed or insufficient to meet shelters’ needs—since 2010, nearly all shelters in Croatia have experienced funding cuts. Moreover, NGOs reported difficulty in financing that portion of their expenses not paid by the government. The effects of these funding challenges are devastating and have led to prolonged furloughs for shelter employees and shelter and state home closures.

At the time of the authors’ fact-finding, there were two primary, Ministry-driven funding schemes in Croatia: 1) a tripartite financing plan from the (then) Ministry of Family, Veterans’ Affairs and Intergenerational Solidarity (MoF) and local governments for autonomous women’s shelters; and 2) a per-bed budgeting scheme from the Ministry of Health and Social Care (MoHSC) for state homes and those NGOs that must comply with the Rules for State Homes. Both of these funding schemes pose problems for shelters in terms of strict eligibility requirements, protracted delays in disbursements, and insufficient funds.

In the first scheme, NGOs are in theory to receive 30 percent of their funding from each of three government entities: 1) the MoF at the national level; 2) the city; and 3) the county in which the NGO is located (hereinafter, referred to as the “30-30-30 plan”). The NGO must satisfy the remaining 10 percent of its funding needs through other sources. This scaled plan is problematic as one government level often waits for other governments levels to disburse its funds before it will do so. In addition, as this section discusses further, this tiered plan has not functioned successfully since it began in 2009; subsequent cuts in 2010 have resulted in this plan not being achieved in reality.

In the second scheme, the state and city institutions that shelter adult and child victims of family violence, as well as NGOs founded by the state or city (i.e. state homes), receive funding from the MoHSC. The amount of funding is determined by the number of filled beds. A MoHSC official explained that the number of spaces funded at each state home is periodically reevaluated and adjusted based on data about domestic violence rates in the area.
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served by the state home and whether the home has routinely been full.\textsuperscript{867} It is unclear whether such periodic funding adjustments adequately capture the true extent of the home’s client base. Indeed, one state home reported that the number of beds for which it receives MoHSC funding is significantly fewer than the actual number of beds it provides and the number of clients it serves.\textsuperscript{868} Interviewees also reported that per-person funding can be ineffective when provision of accommodation is contingent on receiving client referrals.\textsuperscript{869}

Shelters and state homes can and do receive funding under both systems from the MoF and the MoHSC.\textsuperscript{870} Working with multiple government agencies with different and sometimes complicated funding requirements adds to the administrative costs.\textsuperscript{871} Shelter personnel noted that different government bodies often have distinctive eligibility criteria for funding and their own application procedures.\textsuperscript{872} This is, in part, necessary because of the significant differences in principles and programs of work between the state homes and autonomous shelters. For example, shelters that have funding contracts with the MoHSC must comply with a variety of MoHSC regulations regarding shelter staff, premises, and operations, including prescribing the maximum permitted stay.\textsuperscript{873}

The strict conditions set by the MoF, on the other hand, pose even greater obstacles for many NGOs not only because of the various inconsistent requirements but also because they do not reflect the actual needs of the shelter.\textsuperscript{874} As the State Secretary of the MoF explained, “…every single kuna has to be justified….We know exactly how much is needed, and we provide it with that.”\textsuperscript{875} According to one NGO worker, however, the government’s criteria does not reflect an understanding of the operations of a shelter, and new 2011 criteria was developed without any consultation with the shelters.\textsuperscript{876} It imposes restrictive rules on them that do not reflect the actual costs of running the shelter. She provided the following example:

In the financing section, the criteria stipulate that 10 percent of all costs should be travel costs, which is 10-20 times more than the shelters need. Similarly, 30 percent should be spent on food—again, much more than is necessary—while the actual salaries for shelters workers, lawyers, and psychologists should be only 30 percent, even though their work constitutes the entire program.\textsuperscript{877}

The MoHSC’s per-bed funding is unworkable for smaller state homes and those serving less populated areas, and it does not account for the many victim services that NGOs provide aside from housing.\textsuperscript{878} One shelter that did not contract with the MoHSC explained its sense of relief of not being yoked to the instabilities of the per-bed basis scheme:
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“[W]e are not tied to a number of victims, which is important because we are a small shelter and we might only have two women, but the expenses are the same except for food. So, it is good to have the same amount every month.”

Finally, CSW workers explained that the CSW pays for victim accommodations only at state homes and NGOs that contract with the MoHSC. Similarly, the modest “pocket-money” allowance that the CSW provides to victims is only available to those who go to a MoHSC-contracted home. Victims at MoF-funded autonomous women’s shelters are not eligible to receive this pocket-money or the CSW housing allowance.

The unpredictability of government funding has also proven difficult for NGOs providing shelters and services to domestic violence victims, because it results in extensive delays and fund reductions. Many NGOs receive state funding on an annual basis, with funding for each calendar year requiring reapplication by the NGO and sometimes execution of a new contract with the relevant agency. The negotiation and execution of annual contracts is an inefficient process that takes considerable time, leading to serious delays in funding pending approval of the state budget. As a result, the first disbursement of funds is often received in May for the current calendar year. Also, these funds are often inadequate and inconsistent, as their amounts have tended to diminish further each year.

Compounding the problem, funding delays by the MoF leads to delays in funding from the counties and cities that should be participating in the 30-30-30 plan, as local officials wait to learn the amount of national funding paid before allocating local funds. Interviews revealed that local governments delay in providing their portion of a shelter’s budget, even if the money is available, before the state has determined what its contribution will be.

This protracted nature of funding disbursement has a negative impact on shelters throughout Croatia, disrupting services to victims and causing significant frustration for NGOs. One NGO explained this was a problem common to all shelters across the country, and since none of them had signed a contract yet, none had received any payment. Another NGO illustrated its predicament in February 2011:

“[The Ministry of Family and the city and county governments] said they would give us continuous funding, but it is not until now that the Ministry of Family has paid us, and it is not continuous, and the city and county are doing the same thing. So it is mid-February, and we have no money in our bank account for our shelter….the first payment should be in May, but how we will live until then, I don’t know.”
Because of the MoF’s policy, shelters reached a crisis point in the first half of 2011, when the MoF deferred automatic renewal of its existing contracts with seven autonomous shelters. The MoF explained it was waiting for the Finance Minister to approve the budget for the new National Strategy of Protection against Family Violence. This decision had a domino effect, with cities and counties adopting the same excuse to withhold their payments. Consequently, several NGOs went months without payment, with one NGO reporting it did not receive its first payment until June 2011.

Even when the government funding does eventually come through, the amounts actually disbursed by government agencies often fall well short of the amount promised. One NGO described that most shelters do not always receive the promised 30 percent from the ministry, city, and county. A shelter staff person explained they while they received 30 percent from the city, they only received 13 percent from the county and 26 percent from the Ministry.

Similarly, interviewees reported that MoHSC funding is often insufficient to provide for the needs of shelters and their clients. These organizations are forced to make up deficiencies through emergency funds, fundraisers, and other ad hoc channels. When asked how they raise the remaining funds, one NGO responded “With great difficulty.” She further explained that although the UNHCR paid some of their grocery and gas bills during a recent visit, they still owe approximately 20,000 kunas (approximately 2,658 Euros) in utility bills from last year.

Finally, the current stipulation that shelters receive funding contingent on the state budget’s capacities poses the additional threat that funds will be further reduced toward the year’s end. These difficulties indicate a need for increased research on shelters’ financial needs, a dedicated line item in the state budget, and a firm commitment to funding shelters. For example, one state official noted with concern that the National Strategy does not specify the amounts needed to fund the initiatives it proposes, nor does it identify the source of such funds.

These problems have led a coalition of autonomous women’s shelters to push for the adoption of a law on shelter financing. While it has received wide support from women members of parliament, ombudspersons, and the
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public, the law met with resistance from the MoF, which suggested that the shelters become government-sponsored homes instead.\textsuperscript{900} This not only poses the risk that the shelters lose their autonomy, but also that the funding matter will remain unresolved.\textsuperscript{901} For example, one shelter that did contract to become a state home has since closed, ironically, due to a lack of funding.\textsuperscript{902} The new government has demonstrated greater willingness to adopt such a law, but the bill’s working group has poor representation from autonomous NGOs and is composed of state home employees, church officials, and representatives of perpetrator treatment programs. There are only two autonomous shelter representatives in the eleven-person working group. The inadequate representation of autonomous women’s shelters in the working group means a lower, disproportionate voting power and the increased likelihood that their interests will be excluded from the law. In addition, the working group was established not for the purpose of proposing a law on shelter financing, but a law on financing all types of accommodation for adult victims of violence. This positions the working group to address the funding for both state homes and autonomous shelters in one law, which fails to reflect their different financial structures, obligations, and operations. Further, the government’s priority of state homes has persisted, and early reports suggest the bill may force all shelters to become state homes and thus compromise their autonomy and principles. Finally, although the group met twice in the spring 2012, the process appeared to be stalled at the time of publication.\textsuperscript{903} There has been no further progress on the bill despite a July 2012 deadline for the bill’s first draft.\textsuperscript{904}

\textbf{Effects of Funding Challenges: Shelter Furloughs and Closures}

In an interview, the State Secretary of the MoF minimized the impact of these delays on shelters, stating that shelters should function “normally” during these delays and that shelter personnel “know they have their livelihoods guaranteed in the state budget.”\textsuperscript{905} When asked if funding to combat domestic violence is sufficient in Croatia, the State Secretary of the MoF replied, “Definitely. Definitely I think there is enough money for combating domestic violence in Croatia. The shelters get as much as they themselves say they need.”\textsuperscript{906} Yet, this comment was in stark contrast to the information the authors received from other sources, including the shelters themselves.

Funding delays and shortfalls have led shelters to cut staff wages, lay off staff, and, in the worst cases, close doors.\textsuperscript{907} The authors met several shelter employees who had agreed to forego or reduce their salaries so that the shelter’s other expenses could be paid.\textsuperscript{908} One shelter reported that funding delays had resulted in employee furloughs, while another shelter bridged the funding gap by having employees take on additional work without increases in pay.\textsuperscript{909} One NGO explained:

\textbf{“[A]ll of [our] teams, the social worker, head of NGO and shelter, all worked the entirety of last year for 40 percent of pay. And now, we are all volunteering – we are working with the heart now.”}\textsuperscript{910}
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Of great concern, many shelters faced the possibility of closure in April 2011 as a result of the loss in financing pending approval of the National Strategy.\footnote{100} In a poignant example, one shelter – the only shelter in its county – was forced to close for more than a year due to a lack of funding.\footnote{101} The shelter had reopened at the time of the authors’ mission, but has since closed again as a result of funding shortages.\footnote{102}

\section*{Other Shelter Considerations}

\subsection*{Shelter Restrictions}

Shelters typically provide housing to victims for a limited period of time, often between six and twelve months.\footnote{103} Many NGOs allow extended stays where circumstances warrant, but due to capacity constraints, shelters are unable to provide a long-term solution.\footnote{104} Once they leave a shelter, victims’ housing options are limited. There is no state-subsidized housing specifically for victims of domestic violence, although the status of victims of violence can increase eligibility in some cases.\footnote{105}

In general, domestic violence victims as a class do not receive prioritization for government housing, so they could face a wait of several years.\footnote{106} Further, interviews revealed that married victims are sometimes ineligible for government-subsidized housing until they have obtained a divorce, particularly if they have community property with their spouses.\footnote{107} The divorce process in Croatia, however, can take years.\footnote{108} In one locale that actually gives domestic violence victims priority, shelter employees noted that victims are required to provide a court decision conclusively finding domestic violence no older than a year to qualify for city-funded public housing, but the proffer for such city-subsidized housing takes place only every five years.\footnote{109} Other limitations preclude individuals from applying more than once every five years, so most victims are unable to satisfy the criteria in the first place. Thus, in practice, these requirements severely limit the availability of public housing to domestic violence victims.\footnote{110} Moreover, this absence of affordable housing can further the cycle of violence by forcing abused women to return home to their abusers.\footnote{111} One worker estimated that one-third of women who leave their safehouse return to their abusers.\footnote{112}

While many shelters also house victims’ children, older, male children can complicate a woman’s decision to seek shelter. Most shelters have policies prohibiting adolescent boys (usually defined as boys over the age of 14 or 15 years) from staying at the shelter.\footnote{113} Older boys may be placed in foster homes or remain with the perpetrator.\footnote{114}
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Thus, a woman may have to choose between remaining with her son(s) and seeking safety in a shelter. The risk of being separated from their children is not only a deterrent to victims’ use of shelters, but also increases risks to their safety when they must leave its refuge to see their children.

**Shelter Security**

Security, both for victims and shelter workers, is of paramount concern, particularly given the prevalence of firearms in Croatia. For those shelters whose location is known, maintaining security through safeguards and police response is crucial. As one shelter interviewee stated, “It is a small town, and everyone knows where we are.” Organizations take extraordinary measures to maintain the safety of those living and working at their shelters, including installing security cameras, engaging private security companies to provide around-the-clock protection, and furnishing victims with free cell phones or pagers connecting directly to the local police. On occasions when a perpetrator has located a victim at a shelter, NGOs generally report that police respond quickly and effectively.

Many NGOs also strive to keep the location of their shelter confidential to further bolster security. Indeed, some NGOs so carefully guard the location of their shelter that they refrain from sharing it even with police, in case a perpetrator has connections on the police force. One NGO was forced to relocate its shelter after its location became known. In particular, NGOs in small cities face challenges in maintaining the secrecy of their shelter location. If a perpetrator finds a victim at a shelter, the victim may have to be relocated, which may require moving her to another town.

The court system also imposes challenges on maintaining shelter secrecy. One shelter worker expressed dismay that court filing procedures require a victim to provide her address, even when she is staying at a secret shelter.

**OTHER VICTIM SERVICES PROVIDED BY NGOs**

In addition to shelter, NGOs also provide victims a wealth of other services, the vast majority of which are provided free-of-charge. NGOs offer victims material assistance, providing items such as clothing, food, and toiletries to supplement the limited state financial assistance available to victims, which can be difficult to access and insufficient. This assistance is particularly important, since many victims flee the violence carrying little to no belongings. While assistance from the CSW is a possibility, it is only a one-time grant of approximately 700-
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800 kunas (approximately 94-107 Euros) that is difficult to obtain. A prolonged divorce process can also impact victim eligibility for state assistance, and one victim reported that she did not qualify for social housing or single mother aid since her divorce was still in progress.

NGOs assist victims in formulating individualized safety plans to reduce their risk of future attack and/or injury. They also develop safety plans for the children, addressing, for example, what to do should they see the offender en route to school. In addition, NGOs help victims navigate the complex legal and social welfare systems, educating them on their rights, and referring them to the appropriate agencies. One NGO observed that government institutions, including the CSW and the court system, respond to and cooperate with victims more readily when victims are assisted by NGO personnel. Further, some NGOs have attorneys on staff and offer free legal services to victims, while others assist women in obtaining state-subsidized legal assistance. NGOs report that the process for accessing state-funded legal assistance is complicated and often requires their clients to seek help in completing the application or with the application process. Securing legal assistance is particularly critical, as legal representation can improve outcomes for victims with respect to criminal prosecution, protective measures, divorce, and child custody.

NGOs provide valuable counseling services, including support groups and individual therapy. Also, NGOs help victims strive for economic independence. To that end, some NGOs help women find employment, provide continuing education where such projects exist, assist them in locating long-term housing, and refer clients to other service providers for needs the NGO cannot fulfill.

In addition, several NGOs offer hotlines for victims of domestic violence. For some NGOs, the hotline is the first point of contact with the victim. Many of these hotlines have limited hours of operation, however, such as one regional hotline that is available two hours per day. Croatia currently does not have a nationwide 24-hour hotline dedicated to domestic violence victims. Moreover, victims typically have to pay for these telephone calls, although one NGO offers to call victims back to minimize their phone charges.

Victims who have used NGO services bear testimony to the significant positive impact that NGOs have on victims’ lives. One woman described her experience at a shelter as follows:
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They do everything for me. They treat me better than my deceased parents. I really have to say they do everything for me, and they don’t just treat me like they’re doing a job, but like they’re friends….I am also happy that I can talk to them about anything, and I really love it here….It is pleasant and calm here.\textsuperscript{952}

Government officials also recognize the value of services provided by NGOs, even when compared to similar state-provided services. One government official remarked:

[T]his office has very good cooperation with women’s NGOs, so we would rather send a victim of domestic violence to an NGO than institutional services. One of the reasons why is because the NGOs are more gender-sensitive and aware than the public institutions related to this matter.\textsuperscript{953}

In acknowledging the commendable work of NGOs, it is important to note that several challenges remain regarding the provision of their services. For example, there is significant disparity in access to services across the country. It is particularly pronounced between large cities and rural areas, which tend to have few NGOs and limited, if any, victim services.\textsuperscript{954}

Several NGOs also noted the challenges they encounter in working with victims who are not Croatian citizens.\textsuperscript{955} Non-citizens experience difficulty accessing state aid, such as free legal assistance, subsidized healthcare, and financial assistance.\textsuperscript{956} NGOs strive to assist non-citizens as best they can, but without access to crucial government aid, they are limited in their ability to meet these victims’ needs.\textsuperscript{957}

TRAININGS, EDUCATION, AND OUTREACH

While the National Strategy notes the various training efforts targeting professionals working in fields related to domestic violence,\textsuperscript{958} neither the LPDV nor the Rules of Procedure specifically address training. NGOs have assumed a key role in educating the public about domestic violence and training the professionals who work with victims. Over the last decade, media campaigns by NGOs in Croatia have helped raise the profile of domestic violence as an issue of national concern.\textsuperscript{959} A few NGOs also run educational programs aimed at preventing domestic violence.\textsuperscript{960} In one large city, police and NGOs together host a program in schools to educate students and their parents about domestic violence.\textsuperscript{961} As part of their educational efforts, NGOs also compile and publish reports on topics relating to domestic violence and assist with government-sponsored research projects.\textsuperscript{962}

A few NGOs also train professionals who work with domestic violence victims, although the availability of these trainings varies across regions. One state home has held numerous trainings on intersectoral collaboration for
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individuals who serve domestic violence victims, including police, judges, social workers, and NGO personnel.\textsuperscript{963} Other NGOs provide periodic training seminars for police, CSW employees, and healthcare professionals to build their capacity to effectively respond to domestic violence.\textsuperscript{964} Many of these trainings, however, are not conducted by experts from autonomous women’s shelters, but rather employees of state homes or NGOs founded by the city or state, in cooperation with the perpetrator programs. In the opinion of some women’s NGOs, this has led to trainings that are focused more on the family and perpetrators instead of victims and their safety.

As discussed earlier, many in Croatia recognize the need for training to further build the expertise of those working with domestic violence victims, particularly in sectors where the response to domestic violence is still perceived as weak.\textsuperscript{965}
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\textsuperscript{964} Interview with NGO, City J, February 8, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, February 16, 2011; Interview with CSW, City J, February 8, 2011; Interview with Doctor, City K, February 15, 2011. Police, in particular, have undergone significant training on domestic violence in recent years, much of which is sponsored by the Ministry of Internal Affairs, although some NGOs participate in educating police. Interview with Police, City K, October 12, 2010; Interview with Former Misdemeanor Court Judge, City K, October 11, 2010; Interview with Police, City E, February 14, 2011; Interview with Police, City J, February 8, 2011. As a result of this training, NGOs report substantial improvement in police response to domestic violence incidents. Interview with NGO, City K, February 11, 2011; Interview with NGO, City K, October 13, 2010.
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COLLABORATION AND COMMUNICATION

The Rules of Procedure charge authorities and competent bodies with: establishing cooperation and sharing of information; holding regular meetings with these representatives; and establishing cooperation with other bodies that could be helpful. Despite the directive in the Rules of Procedure, interviews showed there is no system in place in Croatia for regular communication and collaboration. This gap undermines victim safety and offender accountability in many ways. For example, victim safety is jeopardized if judges or prosecutors do not communicate information to the victim about court orders issued against perpetrators.

Interviews revealed some efforts to improve coordination. Cooperation is evident in the intersectoral meetings that have been held in Croatia, both at the national and local levels, to improve the community response. For example, the MoI launched an effort to foster interagency cooperation in the Zagreb area, assembling a group of experts from various institutions, including police, social services, the education sector, the healthcare sector, the judiciary, and NGOs. The NGO shelters providing aid to women and children are excluded from this group, however, thus omitting a crucial component of the victim assistance process. In another example, the city of Zagreb arranged a workshop with criminal and misdemeanor judges, CSWs, and police. NGOs have also been instrumental in organizing intersectoral meetings and have participated in other meetings organized by government agencies. However, interviewees report that some sectors – the judiciary and healthcare professionals, in particular – appear reluctant to participate in such meetings.

In some regions, workers in the domestic violence field have begun holding intersectoral meetings with a more case-specific focus to share information and coordinate efforts with respect to particular victims’ cases. These case management meetings appear to be quite successful in fostering an effective, coordinated response, especially in complex cases.

In general, communication among the police, CSWs, and state homes appears to have made the most progress. For example, the referral system among victim service providers is one area of growing intersectoral cooperation. Police and CSW workers fairly consistently refer victims to state homes, other government and sometimes NGO services, in keeping with the Rules of Procedure’s requirement. In fact, state homes and some NGO shelters generally noted good cooperation with the police, both in terms of referrals, shelter security, and prosecution of domestic violence cases. The cooperation appears stronger, however, between the state-run institutions.
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Autonomous NGO shelters reported fewer positive experiences. Where there is positive cooperation between NGO shelters and government institutions, it is because of good-willed, sensitized individuals working in those institutions and is therefore not consistent across all cities. NGOs and state homes also observed that healthcare workers rarely refer victims to NGOs. A doctor at one emergency center explained that she does not refer victims to NGO services because she views that responsibility to fall to the patient’s general practitioner.

Also, state homes and police are diligent about sending specific case information to the CSW and meeting with them regularly to discuss ongoing cases. A high-ranking police officer has directed police stations to hold weekly meetings with CSWs to discuss particular cases. Confirming this policy, multiple police officers stated that they meet with the CSW weekly to exchange case information. One police officer noted the superiority of these dynamic in-person meetings over the mere exchange of written reports and encouraged more widespread use of intersectoral case-management meetings.

In a notable example of protecting victim safety through cooperation, police send a state home all of their domestic violence reports and will even go there to take a woman’s statement so she does not have to leave and risk her safety. An officer explained the police and the local NGO call each other when needed, and he referred to the NGO as “our partners on fighting domestic violence.” This is not always the case, and autonomous shelters that do not contract with the MoHSC face greater challenges in garnering cooperation from the police.

Many interviewees expressed frustration over communication with the judiciary. NGOs observed that victims often do not receive timely feedback from the court system about the status of their case, including the perpetrator’s detention status and judicial rulings. Judges also often fail to provide copies of court decisions to police and CSW personnel, limiting their ability to effectively serve and protect victims. Another interviewee summarized the overall frustration felt by her community about the lack of information sharing by judges:

“[T]he judges seem to be the least interested in sharing and giving information. They are like an isolated island, which is not good. We had some meetings with other institutions and we all complained about judges the most….For example, in one of these meetings, the CSW complained that they do not get any feedback as to whether any sort of sentence occurred or not. I think that it did, but nobody knows about it, neither the centers nor the police nor anyone. In one of those intersectoral meetings, what we have
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concluded and pled for judges to do is do their best for the verdict to be sent back to the CSW or police, so the CSW and police know what is going on in this situation.  

A lack of communication between misdemeanor and municipal courts can also reduce the efficacy of legal protections for victims when decisions from these two courts conflict. In one case, a family judge ordered visitation rights for an offender with the children, who were living with their mother in a shelter about 50 km away. The judge failed to check where she was residing, so the decision actually ordered visitation at the safehouse.

Interviews also revealed little exchange of information between health care professionals and legal officials on perpetrator sentencing, treatment, and release. As noted throughout this report, key factors in the success of such treatment are lacking, including the enforcement of compliance and the reporting of non-compliance to law enforcement or victims. One doctor took note of the problems related to compliance with court orders for psychosocial treatment:

His family came to me with a court referral saying he needs to be referred by me for three months of compulsory psychosocial treatment….His release letter said that this stay in the hospital was due to alcohol and domestic violence but the worst thing is he stayed only for three weeks. The psychologist released him, and the police did not know it….The police told me I was the first person to report [an early release]….The worst thing in this chain is I don’t know what the sentences of the perpetrators are….There is no exchange of data or cooperation.

Similarly, prosecutors do not consistently share needed information. One shelter worker stated, “We rarely get any feedback about whether they have even brought charges against anyone.” A police officer also described his frustration over the lack of information sharing by prosecutors in a brutal beating case under Article 215A:

We don’t get information from the prosecutor, so we don’t know if the case has been finished. I don’t know how it ended. They only give us information if we ask for it or we have to remove an object. They don’t automatically inform us. If they had temporary removal of the [weapon]…then they call us because the police have to act on it, but otherwise they don’t call.

**Mandatory Reporting**

The mandatory reporting requirement as set by the LPDV poses problems for victims and compromises their autonomy. Article 8 requires civil society groups working on children and families to register cases of domestic violence they have learned about through their duties with the police or prosecutor’s office.

Some NGOs and health care personnel comply with this requirement and report domestic violence to the authorities. But others recognize the danger in this directive. One NGO expressed concern with this reporting
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requirement and the related punishment for non-compliance, as they may have to report to police what a victim has chosen, for safety or other reasons, not to report.997 An NGO worker expressed her dismay over the position in which the law places them:

[It] is a misdemeanor if the persons don’t report violations, and they put NGOs in that! We told them we have to be able to not report if the victims don’t want us to. We send women to the police, but if she doesn’t want to report, we don’t. This is a big problem. Police and social workers need to report, but we guarantee anonymity….No one has sued us so far for not reporting. But all of our statistics are published, with the number of women victims of violence we worked with. If they ask us why we didn’t report any of these cases, maybe we just say that we don’t know their names.998

In effect, this reporting requirement may destroy victims’ confidence in NGOs and their confidential treatment of clients’ cases and discourage use of much-needed services.999
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CONCLUSION

This report examines the laws, policies and practices that constitute the Croatian government's response to a serious and pervasive problem of domestic violence. By passing one of the first domestic violence laws in the region, the Croatian government has not only demonstrated its commitment to combating domestic violence but also presented itself as a leader in this effort. The Croatian government should be commended and further encouraged to serve as a model for the region by ensuring effective implementation of the LPDV.

Enacting legislation to address violence against women is a critically important first step in combating violence against women. As this report shows, comprehensive and regular monitoring of how those laws are implemented and their effect on the daily lives of women is very important to identify gaps and weaknesses that undermine victim safety and offender accountability.

In Croatia, there are serious gaps and weaknesses not in only the language of the laws but in their implementation. These problems are proving devastating to battered women. In particular, arrests of victims when abusers claim psychological violence or when victims have acted in self defense is an extremely harmful development and deters victims from reporting violence. Also, the penalization of victims with misdemeanor charges or loss of custody when their children witness the violence seriously re-victimizes women.

While the justice system has taken important steps to improve its response to domestic violence, other significant problems remain. These include the practice of dismissing criminal charges upon reconciliation or mediation, widespread failure to order protective measures that direct abusers out of the home, and the lack of strong and swift consequences for domestic violence misdemeanor and criminal offenses.

In addition, inadequate support for shelter and other services for domestic violence victims in Croatia affects victims’ ability to find safety and security and escape the violence.

Research and practice from around the world shows that domestic violence laws and policies work best to protect victim safety when community and state agencies are working together to communicate and collaborate in developing an effective, coordinated response to domestic violence. While Croatia has undertaken admirable efforts to do this, improvements are necessary to ensure that all relevant parties are participating and committed to the process.

Many of those mandated to implement domestic violence legislation, including police, prosecutors, judges, CSW workers, and health care personnel, demonstrated both a lack of understanding of the dynamics of domestic violence and knowledge of the LPDV and Rules of Procedure necessary to implement these laws and protocols in an appropriate and gender-sensitive manner. They reported a serious lack of training on these issues which is an essential component to improving implementation of the LPDV.

Finally, adequate funding from the Croatian government is needed to implement all aspects of the law, including training, the collection of comprehensive statistics on domestic violence, monitoring of the law, public education, and victim services, including shelters. Doing so will ensure that actors can most effectively implement provisions, and service providers can support victims.
In conclusion, the authors refer the government of Croatia to the following section of this report where concrete recommendations are offered to address these and other challenges to promoting victim safety and offender accountability.
RECOMMENDATIONS

PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS

- Amend the LPDV to redefine psychological and economic violence to ensure it includes only those acts that threaten the victim with physical harm or cause fear of such harm or constitute serious coercive or controlling behaviors. Take steps to ensure that definitions of psychological and economic violence are enforced in a manner that takes into account the context, severity, the use of power and control, repetition, and harassment in each case.
- Amend the LPDV to ensure the definition of domestic violence specifically includes stalking, or a pattern of harassing or threatening behaviors.
- Immediately implement policies that direct legal system officials, particularly police, to identify the primary aggressor in domestic violence cases so as to avoid continued arrests of domestic violence victims when they are acting in self-defense.
- Amend the LPDV to allow urgent protective measures to be issued if there is a fear of imminent physical harm.
- Repeal legal provisions that hold victims responsible when children witness domestic violence and amend laws and policies to ensure that violence by one parent against another is identified and taken into account in custody decisions.
- Expand the scope of the LPDV to protect victims of domestic violence who have never lived with their offender, but are in or have been in an intimate relationship.
- Amend the LPDV to allow the judiciary to issue an urgent protective measure that will stay in place for the full term (two years) allowed under the law, unless and until the respondent requests a hearing.
- Provide victims with a civil protective measure remedy that includes both an emergency, ex parte protective measure and a long-term protective measure. Ensure that the criminal system includes comparable long-term protective measures for the victim that last beyond the duration of trial to address the effects of Maresti.
- Amend the LPDV so that an appeal does not preclude entry into force of a decision on protective measures. Any decision to issue protective measures should have immediate effect and last through an appeal.
- Provide and fund mandatory and regular gender-sensitive training to judges, police, CSW personnel, prosecutors, health care workers, and psychosocial treatment administrators on the dynamics of domestic violence and coercive control, in collaboration with women's feminist NGOs.
- Eliminate mandatory reporting requirements except for cases where weapons are used, where victims are especially vulnerable, such as persons with intellectual or physical disabilities, or where children are subjects of physical abuse themselves.
- Develop guidelines and provide immediate training to police, judges and prosecutors on distinguishing between misdemeanor- and criminal-level cases of domestic violence post-Maresti.
- Provide adequate and consistent funding to shelters and adopt legislation that would guarantee such funding to the shelters while ensuring their autonomy.

---

1000 Coercive control can be described as “an act or a pattern of acts by which an adult partner seeks to coerce and/or control another by intent, design or consequence. Coercion includes an act or a pattern of acts of assault, sexual coercion, threats, humiliation and intimidation or other abuse that is used to harm, punish, or frighten a partner. Control includes a range of acts designed to make a partner subordinate and/or dependent by isolating them from sources of support, exploiting their resources and capacities for personal gain, depriving them of the means needed for independence, resistance and escape and regulating their everyday behaviour.” Against Violence & Abuse (AVA), AVA’s Response to Cross-Definition of Domestic Violence: A Consultation, 4 (on file with the authors).
RECOMMENDATIONS

- Eliminate legal provisions, including Article 62 of the State Attorney’s Law and Article 44 of the Family Law, allowing for or mandating mediation or conciliation in domestic violence cases.
- Foster a system for regular communication and collaboration that involves all sectors—judicial, law enforcement, criminal, social welfare, health, educational and women's NGOs—to address domestic violence (a coordinated community response). These sectors should be mandated to communicate and meet regularly to promote cross-communication and coordination locally.
- Develop formal and uniform policies, as well as risk assessment tools, in all agencies involved in the response to domestic violence.

Parliament

- Amend the LPDV to allow misdemeanor judges to order financial support, child support, temporary child custody, and supervised visitation and/or prohibition against visitation as part of the protective measures. Expand the scope of the restraining order to specifically prohibit a perpetrator from approaching the victim and children’s place of work, social contacts, schools and other relevant places they frequent.
- Amend the LPDV to allow for extensions of protective measures or, ideally to be left in place permanently until the court finds there is no longer any danger to the victim.
- Upon amending the LPDV, review and take into consideration all other recommendations issued in the authors’ commentary on the LPDV (Appendix D).
- Amend the Criminal Procedures Code to provide precautionary measures with the specific purpose of protecting the victim during criminal proceedings until the final court decision when safety measures can be issued. Precautionary measures should include: a restraining order; prohibitions against stalking, harassment, and communication; and eviction.

Ministries

- Promote coordination of Ministerial funding criteria. Delineate a single set of eligibility criteria if possible to simplify the process for NGOs seeking funding from more than one agency. Consider creating a single unified approach to funding shelters among the Ministry for Social Policy and Youth, county, and city governments while ensuring the autonomy of shelters and principles of confidentiality for victims.
- Ensure adequate funding and personnel for the implementation of psychosocial treatment and addiction treatment programs. Consolidate the certification and funding of psychosocial treatment within just one ministry.
- Prioritize victim services and shelter funding over psychosocial and addiction treatment programs.
- Establish and fund a free, 24-hour nationwide hotline for domestic violence victims staffed by personnel trained by feminist women’s NGOs.
- Require state bodies, such as police, CSWs, and health care institutions, to prioritize referrals for domestic violence victims to autonomous women's shelters over city and church homes, which allow women to stay there longer, are subject to fewer mandatory admission requirements, and provide important self-empowerment skills to clients.
- Enforce the independent review and sanctions process for cases of negligence, corruption, or incompetence by all legal actors. Establish an independent and confidential reporting mechanism for victims to file complaints.
- Work with all organizations and bodies that support survivors of domestic violence to enhance community awareness of the state’s commitment to end domestic violence.
• Give victims of domestic violence and their children priority access to long-term, state-subsidized housing, without having to obtain a divorce or meet other residential requirements.
• Sponsor and fund programs aimed at increasing employment and economic independence for women and girls.

**Ministry of Interior**
• Develop a comprehensive and mandatory risk and lethality assessment, in consultation with NGOs, for police to use for all domestic violence cases.
• Direct that police refrain from arresting victims of domestic violence by developing protocols that assist them in identifying the predominant aggressor and on evaluating defensive injuries.
• Establish specialized police units and dedicated police officers trained on dynamics of domestic violence.
• Expand the police intervention report form to include questions on the existence of protective measures, probation, warrants, and prior convictions; names of other contact persons who can always reach the victims; risk and lethality assessment questions; and definitions of self-defense and considerations for predominant aggressor identification.
• Allocate greater resources to appeals of decisions that deny victims protective measures in domestic violence cases, particularly increasing officer capacity to make these appeals.

**Ministry of Justice**
• Specialized dockets or courts on domestic violence should be organized in Croatia in order to expedite cases and promote expert handling on all levels.
• Develop a standardized and mandatory protocol for bench risk assessments to identify high risk offenders and promote victim safety.
• Sentencing guidelines should be developed to ensure consistency in sentencing outcomes for domestic violence cases, particularly for fines and suspended sentences. 1001
• Develop a standardized application form, in cooperation with autonomous women’s shelters, for victims seeking protective measures.
• Systematically track and release statistics on domestic violence, including numbers of protective measures requested, granted, their terms, and violations, as well as information on convictions and sentencing. Statistics should be disaggregated by sex and include information on relationship to the offender.
• Provide regular and compulsory training on domestic violence to all levels of the judiciary.

**Ministry for Social Policy and Youth (formerly Family, Intergenerational Solidarity and Veterans’ Affairs and Ministry of Health and Social Care)**
• Amend the Rules of Procedure to mandate that courts must immediately forward a copy of decisions made under the LPDV to the local CSW, police, and the victim and her lawyer.
• Sign and fund contracts covering a given calendar year at or before the start of the year, to prevent gaps in funding. Where possible, longer-term funding commitments (e.g., three-year contracts) would help NGOs better ensure continuity of service to victims.
• Refrain from tying funding exclusively to the number of beds in a shelter, but rather to the overall services and programming provided by an NGO.
• Increase funding to shelters and crisis centers for victims.

1001 UN Handbook for Legislation on Violence against Women, UN Division for the Advancement of Women, para. 3.11.1 (2010).
**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- **Commission independent studies** to assess the efficacy of psychosocial treatment in preventing further violence. NGOs not involved in administering the treatment should conduct this research, with government funding. If studies confirm the efficacy of psychosocial treatment, the treatment programs should be adequately funded by the government to ensure that there are enough trained professionals to administer treatment when it is ordered. Where financial resources are limited, priority should be given to shelters and victim services over batterers’ programs.

**Police**
- Create and implement policies that require front line officers to aggressively act to protect victim safety and ensure accountability for perpetrators by **detaining violent perpetrators** as legally allowed and **requesting precautionary measures** in all cases.
- Adopt a **probable cause standard of arrest** allowing police to arrest and detain an offender even if they did not witness the act, if they determine based on evidence at the scene that there is probable cause that an offense has occurred.
- **Prioritize protective and precautionary measures** that protect victims’ safety over batterers’ treatment and ensure that police always inform victims of these measures and propose restraining orders, evictions and stalking/harassment at the victim’s request.
- Create and implement policies that require police to **determine the predominant aggressor** in a domestic violence situation and arrest only that offender if there is probable cause that an offense has occurred.
- Use best practice standards for **determining self-defense** in domestic violence situations and desist from arresting victims.
- Arrest and detain perpetrators for all violations of protective measures. When the offender **does not violate the protective measure per se** but his intent to track the victim is clear, police should treat those actions as stalking and harassment and file for misdemeanor proceedings and protective measures accordingly.
- **Establish forum partnerships and working relationships with community groups** that support survivors of domestic violence.
- Participate in a **coordinated community response**.

**Misdemeanor Judges**
- Immediately **cease forcing parties to confront each other in hearings in the practice called “facing”** which is used to attempt to establish credibility in domestic violence cases.
- Refrain from imposing **suspended sentences that place victims in danger of further harm and fines that punish victims** who share joint financial resources with their offenders in domestic violence cases, including violations of protective measures. Judges should prioritize the issuance of prison sentences and protective measures that promote victim safety.
- Refrain from requiring any **evidence other than the victim’s statement** in order to issue protective measures.
- Consistently offer and allow for **separate testimony** in domestic violence cases.
- Ensure **separate waiting areas** and consistent and adequate security, including court escorts and security personnel, for victims upon arrival, within and upon departure from the courthouse.
- Ensure that a **risk assessment** is performed in all cases which involve domestic violence.
- Comply with the **24-hour deadline for issuing urgent protective measures** in all cases. Judges should take care to **expedite decisions on regular protective measures** and issue decisions on a timely basis.
• Promote **sentences for domestic violence that are commensurate** with the gravity of crimes of violence against women;\(^{1002}\) in other words, implementation of the law should strive to promote sanctions that “are comparable to those for other violent crimes.”\(^{1003}\)

• **Give priority to protective measures that protect victim safety**, including eviction, restraining order, stalking and harassment protections and confiscation of firearms. These measures should be ordered for the maximum period allowed under the law. While psychosocial and addiction treatment can be important measures, they should never replace or take priority over protective measures that provide immediate protection to a victim and her children. When ordered, psychosocial treatment should be ordered in conjunction with other protective measures necessary to ensure victim safety, such as restraining orders or eviction, and jail time.

• **Send copies of all decisions** to victims and their lawyers immediately without waiting for requests.

• **Mandate communication and information sharing** between family law and misdemeanor judges regarding the existence of protective measures that may affect decisions on child visitation or prohibition of visitation and custody.

• **Allow for the extension of protective measures** or a permanent protective measure that can only be terminated by a court finding, based on clear evidence, that there is no longer any danger to the victim.

• **Specify a specific minimum distance** in the restraining order, e.g. 200 meters. Specify the **scope of the restraining order** to prohibit the perpetrator from approaching the victim and her place of work, the children’s school, and other relevant places they frequent.

• **Work with all community groups** that support survivors of domestic violence to enhance community awareness of the state’s commitment to end domestic violence.

• **Ensure regular training** on all aspects of domestic violence, including the dynamics of domestic violence, sensitivity to victims, risk assessment, defensive injuries, and promoting victim safety through regular communication of court processes.

• **Participate in a coordinated community response.**

---

**Criminal Court Judges**

• Promote **sentences for domestic violence that are commensurate** with the gravity of crimes of violence against women;\(^{1004}\) in other words, implementation of the law should strive to promote sanctions that “are comparable to those for other violent crimes.”\(^{1005}\)

• **Refrain from imposing suspended sentences and fines** in domestic violence cases, including violations of protective measures. Judges should prioritize the issuance of prison sentences and protective measures that promote victim safety.

• **Assign high priority to domestic violence cases** and take measures to expedite these cases.

• Consistently offer and allow for **separate testimony** in domestic violence cases.

• **Base decisions for continued detention or release of perpetrators on the law and victim’s safety**, rather than when the victim testifies. Consistently and immediately inform the victim of release of the offender.

• **Ensure regular training** on all aspects of domestic violence, including the dynamics of domestic violence and coercive control, sensitivity to victims, risk assessment, defensive injuries, and promoting victim safety through regular communication of court processes.

---

1002 UN Handbook for Legislation on Violence against Women, UN Division for the Advancement of Women, para. 3.11.1 (2010).
1004 UN Handbook for Legislation on Violence against Women, UN Division for the Advancement of Women, para. 3.11.1 (2010).
1005 MODEL STRATEGIES AND PRACTICAL MEASURES ON THE ELIMINATION OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN THE FIELD OF CRIME PREVENTION AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE, para. 9(a)(iv).
• Participate in a coordinated community response.

Prosecutors
• Strive for a policy that promotes victim-absent prosecutions in cases of victim recantation or exercising the right not to testify. Prosecutors should consider the totality of evidence in a case that might support or corroborate the victim's statement, including a history of abuse, and ensure that all available evidence has been collected by the police investigating body.
• Assign high priority to domestic violence cases and take measures to expedite these cases. Prosecutors should make the decision whether to pursue criminal charges in a timely manner so that cases are not further delayed.
• Work with police to ensure that all criminal cases of domestic violence are brought to their attention and aggressively prosecute cases of criminal domestic violence.
• Train and communicate with police on gathering evidence such as tapes of emergency calls, witness statements, and detailed descriptions of crime scenes. Prosecutors should press for changes so that police take photos of relevant evidence, such as bruises, missing teeth, and the crime scene.
• Aggressively seek the protection of victims and accountability for perpetrators by detaining violent perpetrators until sentencing and requesting precautionary measures in all cases.
• Work with all community groups that support survivors of domestic violence to enhance community awareness of the state's commitment to end domestic violence.
• Participate in a coordinated community response.

Prison Administration
• Screen and deny benefit leave for offenders with a history of domestic violence. The decision to grant or deny benefit leave in domestic violence cases should not rest solely on offenders' behavior in prison or criminal record, but also take into account the offender's history of domestic violence.
• Establish a data tracking system of misdemeanor convicts in the prison system coordinated with police, misdemeanor courts, and the CSW.

Family Law Judges
• Provide active supervision of all divorce cases that are mediated by others to ensure victims of domestic violence are not forced into situations that put them at risk of further violence, that best practices are followed, and that fact situations receive expert review. Active supervision should include a careful reading and evaluation of all facts and opinions in reports submitted by outside experts, including the CSW.
• Independently review the facts in a custody dispute and use the CSW report as one factor among many to determine the best interests of the child.
• Ensure regular training on all aspects of domestic violence, including the dynamics of domestic violence and coercive control, sensitivity to victims, risk assessment, and promoting victim safety through regular communication of court processes. Family law judges should receive training on the effects of a violent parent on children and their long-term health and best practices in handling custody decisions involving one parent who is violent.
• Screen all divorcing parties for domestic violence, in accordance with best practice screening techniques.
• Expedite divorce proceedings where domestic violence is involved.
• Protect **confidentiality of victims’ addresses**, which includes their home address, work address, children’s child care or school address, and all other relevant addresses the knowledge of which could place the victim at risk of repeat violence.

• Mandate communication and information sharing between family law and misdemeanor judges regarding the **existence of protective measures** that may affect decisions on child visitation and custody.

• Ensure that a **risk assessment** is performed in all cases which involve domestic abuse.

• Take all possible measures to protect **victim safety in divorce proceedings** which involve domestic violence, such as custody determinations, supervised visitation, or prohibited visitation.

• **Imose security measures** in their courtrooms for divorce and custody cases which involve domestic violence, such as keeping the victim and aggressor apart, providing separate waiting rooms, providing escorts to a victim’s car, and imposing penalties on aggressors who seek to intimidate victims.

• Require that **visitation take place in secure and supervised facilities** in the CSW or court offices, under the supervision of specialized, trained personnel.

**CSW**

• **Ensure gender-sensitive training** on all aspects of domestic violence, including the dynamics of domestic violence, sensitivity to victims, risk assessment, the effects of a violent parent on children, dangers of mediation, and promoting victim safety. Require that all family law mediators, including CSW mediators, be trained in best practices for mediation.

• **Treat all cases of domestic violence as urgent** and comply with the Rules of Procedure to guarantee victim safety. While the Rules of Procedure direct the CSW focus to the child’s welfare, best practices show the safety of the children in domestic violence cases is best guaranteed by protecting the non-violent parent.

• Allocate resources to ensure **supervised and secure facilities for child visitation** in domestic violence cases. Take adequate steps to enhance victim safety during supervised visitation, such as arranging schedules so the victim can arrive and depart before the perpetrator. Ensure that visitation is supervised by specialized, trained personnel to prevent further traumatization of the child and any attempts by the offender to elicit information about the mother that could place the victim at risk.

• **Screen all divorcing parties** for domestic violence, in accordance with best practice screening techniques.

• **Refrain from carrying out mediation** in divorce cases involving domestic violence. Where that is not possible, **require separate mediation for parties** who have experienced domestic violence, regardless of whether there is a protective measure.

• **Work with all community groups** that support survivors of domestic violence to enhance community awareness of the state’s commitment to end domestic violence.

**Health Care Workers**

• **Complete training** on the dynamics of domestic violence and coercive control, the identification of domestic violence injuries, victims’ rights and resources, and how to safely discuss the cause of the injury with victims.

• **Exercise diligence to identify and document injuries** likely caused by domestic violence while respecting the victim’s privacy and wishes about reporting.

• Refrain from assuming that victims of domestic violence will pursue further medical care.

• Consistently **inform victims of their rights** and referrals to available support organizations.

• **Work with all community groups** which support survivors of domestic violence to enhance community awareness of the state’s commitment to end domestic violence.
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LAW ON PROTECTION FROM DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1.

(1) This Act stipulates what domestic violence is, what people are considered family members under this Act and
the different kinds and purpose of sanctions for committing domestic violence.

(2) The purpose of this Act is prevention, punishment and suppression of all types of family violence, the use of
appropriate measures against the perpetrators, as well as mitigation for the perpetration of violence by providing
protection and assistance to victims of violence.

(3) Words and concepts that have gender significance, regardless of whether the law is used in the masculine or
feminine gender, shall apply equally to male and female gender.

Article 2.

In all procedures related to domestic violence, the provisions of criminal law, Code of Criminal Procedure and
Juvenile Courts are applied, unless otherwise defined by this law.

Article 3

(1) For the purposes of this Act, the family consists of:
APPENDIX A

- Woman and man in marriage, their common children and children of each of them,
- Woman and man in common-law marriage, children of each of them and their common children,
- Blood relatives in a direct line without limitation,
- Blood relatives in the lateral lineage ended with the third degree,
- Relatives by marriage ended with second degree in both marriage and common-law marriage,
- People who have common children
- Guardian and ward,
- Foster parents, users of accommodation in foster families and their family members while such relations exist.

(2) For the purposes of this Act, the family consists of both women and men who lived together in a marriage or common-law marriage, the children of each of them and their common children, if after the break of marriage or common-law marriage the cause of conflict was still the former marital or common-law marital relationship.

Article 4.

Domestic violence is any form of physical, mental, sexual or economic violence, in particular:

- Physical violence or the use of physical force, regardless of whether physical injury resulted or not,
- Corporal punishment and other forms of degrading treatment of children in the educational purposes
- Psychological violence, or the application of psychological pressure that caused a feeling of fear, danger, distress or injury to dignity, verbal violence, verbal assaults, insults, cursing, name calling, or otherwise crude verbal harassment, stalking or harassment through all means of communication or through electronic and printed media or otherwise, or to communicate with third parties, illegal isolation or threat to freedom of movement (hereinafter referred to spying and harassment),
- Sexual violence or sexual harassment,
- Economic violence such as damage or destruction of personal and common property, banning or preventing the use of personal and joint property including the attempts to do so, as well as deprivation of rights or prohibition of having personal income and property acquired by inheritance or personal work at your disposal, exclusion from employment or work, forced economic dependence, denial of funds for maintenance of the common household and care for children or other dependents of a common household.

Article 5.
(1) Any authority to take action related to domestic violence shall act urgently.

(2) Any proceedings instituted under this Act are urgent.

Article 6.

(1) In any proceeding related to domestic violence, social services and health institutions and other related authorities shall take care of all the needs of victims and allow them access to appropriate services.

(2) Perpetrators of the violence mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Article will be provided with appropriate information on all of their rights.

(3) In cases of legal proceedings in which the child appears as a victim, the authorities shall, without delay, inform the social welfare institutions to take measures in protecting the rights and welfare of the child.

(4) The interests of children exposed to family violence are a priority in all cases.

Article 7.

The provisions of this Act shall apply mutatis mutandis to persons who are under special regulations living in same-sex community.

Article 8.

Health care workers, professional workers in the sector of social welfare, family prevention and care, education and professional workers in religious institutions, humanitarian organizations, civil society organizations in the scope of children and families are obliged to register with the police or the State Attorney's Office acts of violence in the family referred to in 4th Article of this Law that they learned in carrying out their duties.

Article 9.

To protect the security of persons exposed to violence, the court shall issue an order that the police accompany that person exposed to violence to the home, apartment or other living space to take their personal belongings and personal possessions of others who are leaving the above premises with them, that are necessary to meet daily needs.

II. CRIMINAL SANCTIONS

Purpose and kinds of criminal sanctions for protection from domestic violence

Article 10.
(1) The purpose of prescribing and use of sanctions is the special protection of vulnerable families and family members exposed to violence, respect for the legal system and the prevention of re-committing domestic violence with appropriate sanctioning of the offender.

(2) Criminal sanctions for domestic violence are protective measures, imprisonment, fines and other sanctions prescribed by Criminal law.

**Protective measures**

**Article 11.**

(1) The purpose of protective measures is to prevent the use of violence in the family, to provide essential health and safety to the person subjected to violence and eliminate conditions that foster or stimulate opportunities for new offenses, and they are applied to eliminate threats to persons exposed to violence and other family members.

(2) Besides the safeguards prescribed by misdemeanor law, the Court may apply the following safeguards for the perpetrator of domestic violence:

- Mandatory psychosocial treatments,

- Prohibition of approaching the victim of domestic violence,

- Prohibiting harassment or stalking of the person exposed to violence,

- Removal from the apartment, house or other living space,

- Mandatory treatment of addiction,

- Confiscation of the object intended to be uses or was used in committing the offense.

**Protective measure of mandatory psychosocial treatment**

**Article 12.**

(1) Protective measure of mandatory psychosocial treatments may be applied to the perpetrator of family violence in order to remove the violent behavior or if there is a risk that the offender could once again commit violence against the person under Article 3 this Act.

(2) The measure referred to in paragraph 1 of this article can be ordered for at least six months.

(3) The Minister responsible for social welfare implementation and regulation shall prescribe the manner and place where psychosocial treatment for perpetrators of domestic violence shall be conducted.
Protective measures prohibit approaching the victim of domestic violence

Article 13.

(1) Protective measure of prohibiting approaching the victim of domestic violence can be applied to the perpetrator of domestic violence if there is a danger of a recurrence.

(2) In a verdict with which the court applies a measure prohibiting approaching the victim of domestic violence, the place or area and the distance below which the offender cannot come closer to the victim will be determined.

(3) Measures from paragraph 1 this Article shall be determined for a term, which cannot be shorter than one month or longer than two years.

(4) The Minister responsible for internal affairs shall prescribe the implementing regulations of the police officer acting in execution of the measures referred to in paragraph 1 this article.

Protective measure prohibiting stalking and harassment a person exposed to violence

Article 14.

(1) Protective measures prohibiting spying and harassment of persons exposed to violence can be applied to the perpetrator of family violence when the violence was committed by spying or harassment and there is a danger of recurrence towards persons under Article 3 this Act.

(2) The measure referred to in paragraph 1 this Article shall be determined for a term which can not be shorter than one month or longer than two years.

(3) The Minister responsible for internal affairs shall prescribe the implementing regulations of the police officer acting in execution of the measures referred to in paragraph 1 this article.

Protective measures of removal from the apartment, house or other living space.

Article 15

(1) Protective measures of removal from the apartment, house or other living space can be applied to the perpetrator of domestic violence who commits violence against a family member with whom they lived in an apartment, house or other residential premises, if there is a danger that without enforcement of these measures the violence could happen again.

(2) The person subject to the measures referred to in paragraph 1 this Article shall immediately leave the apartment, house or other residential premises in the presence of police officers.

(3) The measure referred to in paragraph 1 this Article shall be determined for a term which can not be shorter than one month or longer than two years.
(4) The Minister responsible for internal affairs shall prescribe the implementing regulations of the police officer acting in execution of the measures referred to in paragraph 1 this article.

**Protective measure of mandatory treatment for addiction.**

**Article 16.**

(1) Protective measures of mandatory treatment of addiction may be applied to the perpetrator of family violence when the violence is committed under the influence of alcohol or drug when there is a danger that because of this addiction they will commit violence again.

(2) The measure referred to in paragraph 1 this Article shall be determined for a term that cannot be longer than one year.

(3) The Minister in charge of health shall adopt implementing regulations on the manner of implementation of protective measures.

**Protective measures of confiscation of objects**

**Article 17**

Protective measures of confiscation will be applied when there is danger that the object will be re-used for the perpetration of violence or for protection of general or public safety.

**Application of protective measures**

**Article 18**

(1) Protective measures referred to in Article 11 of this Act may be applied independently and without penalty or other sanctions.

(2) Protective measures can be applied ex officio or at the request of the authorized prosecutor or at the request of a person subject to violence.

**Article 19**

(1) Protective measures referred to in Article 11 Paragraph 2 subparagraph 2, 3 and 4 this Act may be applied before the legal proceedings.

(2) Protective measures referred to in paragraph 1 this Article shall apply to the proposal of the person exposed to violence or authorized prosecutors with the prior consent of the victim to eliminate a direct threat to that person’s life or other family members.
(3) The court shall make a decision under paragraph 1 this Article, immediately, without delay, and no later than twenty-four hours of the submission of proposals.

(4) The court will abrogate the decision under paragraph 3 of this Article if the applicant referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article does not submit the accusatory motion within eight days from the date of the decision.

(5) The court is obliged to warn applicants under paragraph 2 of this article of the consequences due to intolerance of accusatory proposals in terms of paragraph 4 of this article.

Provisions

Article 20

(1) The court may impose a sentence of imprisonment or a fine on the perpetrator of family violence.

(2) The family member who commits violence described in Article 4 of this Act shall be subject to a fine of at least 1.000,00 HRK or imprisonment not exceeding 90 days.

(3) A fine of HRK 5,000.00 or imprisonment for at least 15 days shall be imposed on a family member who is a repeat offender.

(4) Adult family member who commits domestic violence in the presence of children, minors or disabled persons shall be imposed a fine of at least HRK 6.000,00 or imprisonment for a term of at least 30 days.

(5) Adult family member who is a repeat domestic violence offender as described in paragraph 4 this Article shall be responsible for a fine of at least HRK 7000.00 or imprisonment for a term of at least 45 days.

(6) If the violence described in Paragraph 5 of this Article is committed to the detriment of children, minors or persons with disabilities, the perpetrator shall be punished by a fine of at least HRK 7000.00 or imprisonment for a term of at least 45 days.

(7) Adult family member who repeats violence in the family as described in paragraph 6 of this Article shall be responsible for a fine of at least HRK 15,000.00 or imprisonment for a term of at least 60 days.

Article 21

A fine of at least HRK 3,000.00 shall be imposed on individuals described under Article 8 of this Act who do not report to the police or the State Attorney's Office the acts of domestic violence described in Article 4 of this Act of which they became aware of through their work.

Responsibility for failure to act according to the protective measures

Article 22

(1) The perpetrator of domestic violence shall act in accordance with the applied protective measure.
(2) If the perpetrator does not follow the imposed protective measures a fine of at least HRK 3,000.00 shall be imposed or imprisonment of at least 10 days.

(3) Persons referred to in Article 8 of this Act who within the scope of their activities learn that the perpetrator of violence is not acting in accordance with the applied preventive, shall notify the authorities and submit a criminal misdemeanor court proposal.

**Article 23**

(1) The Minister responsible for Family Affairs will establish an expert committee to monitor and improve the work of the body and criminal proceedings and enforcement of sanctions related to protection from domestic violence. The Minister will also write the ordinances of his work.

(2) Members of the expert committee shall be appointed from among judges, prosecutors, lawyers, government officials of the ministry responsible for internal affairs specializing in domestic violence crimes, civil servants ministry in charge of legal affairs, ministry in charge of Health and Welfare and the Ministry in charge of the family.

(3) The expert Committee, within its mandate, has the authority to submit to the ministers in charge of legal affairs, internal affairs, social welfare, health and family suggestions and opinions concerning the application of this Act and other laws that protect victims of domestic violence.

**II. COLLECTION, PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF STATISTICAL DATA**

**Article 24**

(1) Ministry in charge of the family is authorized for the collection, processing and storage of statistical data from the area of jurisdiction of this Act.

(2) The Court, Municipal State Attorney’s Office, police and other bodies authorized to act under this Act shall keep a record of actions taken under this Act and have the obligation to submit to the ministry responsible for family semi-annual and annual reports on the number of initiated or completed cases or taken other measures taken under this Act.

(3) The Minister responsible for family affairs shall prescribe the regulations for the contents of records and reports referred to in paragraph 2 this Article and the method of collecting, processing and storage of statistical data.

(4) A responsible person of the authority under paragraph 2 this article, or other authorities responsible for implementing this Act, that compromises the delivery of statistical information to the ministry of family affairs shall be fined HRK 1,000.00 as prescribed by regulation under paragraph 3 this Article.

**IV. TRANSITIONAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS**
Article 25

(1) The Minister of health shall issue a regulation on the implementation of protective measures under Article 16 of this Act within 30 days from the date promulgation of this Act.

(2) The Minister responsible for Family Affairs will establish an expert committee under Article 23 this Act and make rules about its work within six months from the date of promulgation of this Act.

(3) Expert Committee established pursuant to the provisions of Article 22 Law on Protection from Domestic Violence (»Narodne Novine« no. 116/03) will execute the tasks that have been appointed until the appointment of a new composition in accordance with the provisions in paragraph 2 this article.

(4) The Minister in charge of the family will bring the Ordinance from Article 24 Paragraph 3 of this Act within six months from the date of promulgation of this Act.

Article 26

(1) Ministers responsible for social welfare and internal Affairs shall adopt implementing regulations under Article 12 Paragraph 3, Article 13 Paragraph 4, Article 14 paragraph 3 and Article 15 Paragraph 4 within six months from the date of promulgation of this Act.

(2) Until the implementing regulations referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, implementing regulations adopted on the basis of the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence shall remain in effect (»Narodne Novine«, no. 116/03.)

- Regulation on the manner and place of conducting psychosocial treatment of perpetrators of domestic violence (»Narodne Novine«, 05.29. And 78/06.) and

- Regulations on the conduct of the protective measures that the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence placed within the jurisdiction of the Police (»Narodne Novine«, 27/04.).

Article 27

Criminal proceedings instituted before the promulgation of this Act shall continue and finally complete according to the Act on Protection against Domestic Violence (»Narodne novine«, 116/03.).

Article 28

Upon entry into force of this Law, the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence is no longer valid (»Narodne novine«, 116/03.).

Article 29

This Law shall come into force on the eighth day following its publication in the »Narodne novine«
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INTRODUCTION

Taking into account official data on the current situation, trends and forms of violence in the Republic of Croatia, it is obvious that the victims of violence are predominantly female persons of various ages and family statuses, while the perpetrators are predominantly male, present or former marital or extramarital partners, fathers or sons of victims.

The aim of these Rules is to ensure the conditions for efficient and coherent functioning of the competent authorities for the purpose of improving the protection of victims in the family and helping the perpetrators to change their behaviour and system of values, in other words promoting a non-violent way of conflict resolution and a respect for gender equality.

These Rules of Procedure in Cases of Family Violence (hereinafter: Rules) are based on national laws and regulations and on the obligations prescribed by the National Strategy for Protection against Family Violence for the Period from the Year 2005 till the Year 2007, endorsed by the Government of the Republic of Croatia on 9 December 2004 (hereinafter: National Strategy). They contain:

- the obligations of competent bodies and other factors involved in identification and elimination of violence and in providing help and protection to the persons exposed to family violence;
- forms, means and areas of cooperation between competent bodies and other factors involved in identification and elimination of violence and in providing help and protection to persons exposed to family violence;
- other activities and obligations related to actions of competent bodies and other factors involved in identification and elimination of violence and in providing help and protection to persons exposed to family violence;
- final provisions regulating procedures in accordance with these Rules.
The notion (definition) of family violence and the persons entitled to protection are defined by the Act on Protection against Family Violence (Official Gazette 116/03) and the Penal Code of the Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette 110/97, 27/98, 129/00, 51/01, 111/03, 105/04 and 84/05), in particular in the Article 215.a.

The Act on Protection against Family Violence defines family violence as “every use of physical force or psychological pressure against the integrity of a person; every other behaviour of a family member which can cause or potentially cause physical or psychological pain; causing feelings of fear or being personally endangered or feeling of offended dignity; physical attack regardless of whether or not it results in physical injury, verbal assaults, insults, cursing, name-calling and other forms of severe disturbance, sexual harassment; spying and all other forms of disturbing; illegal isolation or restriction of the freedom of movement or communication with third persons; damage or destruction of property or attempts to do so.”

The Penal Code defines violent behaviour in the family as a situation in which “one member of the family puts another member of the family into a humiliating position by means of force, abuse or particularly impertinent behaviour.”

The main provisions of the Act on Protection Against Family Violence (Official Gazette 116/03) particularly stress the obligation of reporting family violence, which implies that medical personnel, providers of social welfare, psychologists, social workers, social pedagogues, and educational institutions’ employees have an obligation to report to the police or to the competent Municipal State Attorney’s Office on any acts of violence which they became familiar with in the line of their duties. Failure to act in accordance with these provisions is to be qualified as a misdemeanour.

Public administration bodies identified by these Rules are obliged to perform immediate measures to provide a system, organization and equipment, and a sufficient number of specialized professionals dealing
1. OBLIGATIONS OF COMPETENT BODIES:

A) POLICE

The aim of the Rules of Procedure for the police is to protect the victim from family violence, i.e. to work with the goal of elimination of family violence in the interest of the protection of the integrity of the family and family health, and prevention of intergenerational transfer of violence in the family. Furthermore, these Rules are in the function of implementing a proactive strategy of the prevention of: murders, suicides, causing severe physical injuries, physical and psychological harassment, sexual abuse, removal of children and minors from home, i.e. of the victim from the family; as well as in the function of elimination of juvenile delinquency, strengthening of legal protection of children and minors, elimination of narcotic drugs’ abuse and other addictions, and direct contribution to gender equality in the Republic of Croatia.

In cases of receipt of a notification (by whoever and by any means whatsoever) of violence or registering a request to help a person exposed to any form and modality of family violence, the responsible person is obliged to proceed as follows:

1. One must immediately and with no delay send, when possible, at least two police officers (preferably of both sexes) to the location of the reported event for the purpose of intervention, i.e. verification of the report or request for help (verification must be made even in cases the house or apartment is closed). Upon examining the situation, measures must be undertaken to immediately protect the victimized person and offer any necessary medical and other help, as well as to prevent the perpetrator from further aggressive behaviour;

2. One must gather evidence and all necessary information for the clarification and presentation of evidence for misdemeanour or
criminal offence classified as *Violent behaviour in the family* or other type of misdemeanour or criminal offence related to family violence which must be processed in the line of duty;

2.1. One must gather evidence and all information in such a way that the person reported or presumed to be the victim of violence is able to cooperate and provide all relevant information, necessary for the identification of perpetrated violence, in an interview conducted in a separate room, in an undisturbed manner and without fear, and in absence of the perpetrator. In this interview all information connected to the circumstances of violence must be taken into account, such as duration, continuity, form of violence, possible earlier aggressive behaviour, and a possible official record of earlier violence and police intervention, and the scope of the intervention. It is particularly necessary to take into account the exposure of children to violence, or their witnessing the scenes of family violence. An official note must be written with regard to this, containing detailed evidence provided by the victim.

2.2. The perpetrator of the violence must be informed about the measures that will be undertaken against him/her, with the aim of immediate cessation of aggressive behaviour, and providing support to the perpetrator in change of behaviour;

2.2.1. If the perpetrator of violence possesses a licensed weapon, it will be temporarily confiscated to prevent possible abuse. Also, proposal will be made for the appropriate procedure of weapon seizure and the withdrawal of firearm license.

2.2.2. If information is obtained about an unlicensed weapon, all measures will be undertaken to locate and confiscate it, and to file criminal charges.
3. One must bring the perpetrator of family violence to the police station and keep him/her in detention, and file a request for a misdemeanour procedure due to misdemeanour Violent behaviour in the family, or file a criminal charge for the offence Violent behaviour in the family. The perpetrator will be escorted to the police-court judge or investigating magistrate, in accordance with existing statutory regulations.

3.1. Depending on the circumstances and fulfilled conditions, the request for misdemeanour procedure must contain, along with the proposal for detention of the accused person until the ruling is passed, a request for the appropriate protective measures, i.e. measures of precaution;

3.2. Police officers escorting the accused person to the Misdemeanour Court, or to the investigating magistrate with the proposal for keeping this person in detention, i.e. custody, are obliged to wait for the judge’s ruling, and if the police-court judge does not order detention, or the investigating magistrate does not rule that the accused person is kept in custody, the police officers must immediately inform the victim accordingly;

3.3. If a child or a minor is victimized, or has witnessed family violence (which provides grounds for reasonable suspicion of the criminal offence Neglect and abuse of a child or a minor) or if there is reasonable suspicion for the criminal offence Violent behaviour in the family, police officers specialized in juvenile delinquency are appointed to the case, they take over the proceedings and coordinate police system teamwork focused on protection against family violence;

3.4. In the course of proceedings the police officers are obliged to inform the victim of violence in an appropriate and clear way of his/her legal rights, particularly with regard to protective measures and circumstances of their ruling and their implementation, and on measures and activities which
the police will undertake in further proceedings against the perpetrator of violence, which are of particular importance for the safety of the victim (e.g. about escorting of the perpetrator to the police station, ruling the measure of detention and the length of detention, escorting of the perpetrator to the police-court judge or the investigating magistrate with the proposal of the perpetrator’s detention, possible releasing of the perpetrator following the investigation of the police-court judge or the investigating magistrate, the importance of self-defensive behaviour and cooperative behaviour of the victim being to benefit of her own safety, the address-book of institutions and organizations that offer help, support and protection to victims of family violence, possibilities of finding shelter in a safe house for victims of family violence, or placement in a Home for Children and Adult Victims of Family Violence);

3.5. If the victim of violence asks for placement in a shelter or the Home for Children and Adult Victims of Family Violence, the competent social welfare centre will be asked to undertake immediate measures to place the victim in an appropriate shelter. In case the centre is not able to perform this transfer due to justifiable reasons, the police officers will transfer the victim to the shelter, always respecting secrecy and safety concerns of the shelter;

3.6. If urgent care must be provided to a victim of family violence, particularly a child or minor, or an interview must be conducted with a child or minor, an immediate presence and intervention of a social worker from a social welfare centre will be asked for, for the purpose of providing care and assuring the child’s well-being, bearing in mind that the child’s stay at the police premises should be as short as possible.

4. One must write and send a written notice to the social welfare centre about performed activities, with the aim of undertaking social and intervention measures and legal measures of the family protection;
5. One must enter the data about the offence, the perpetrator and the victims, as well as proposed and undertaken police protection measures in the Records of Offences of *Violent behaviour in the family*.

6. The work of the police system in the prevention of family violence is being coordinated, directed and monitored by police officers specialized for juvenile delinquency and criminal-law protection of children and minors. The purpose of this responsibility is to ensure a timely, legal and comprehensive action, full intersectoral cooperation, and the achievement of the conditions necessary for the protection, proper upbringing and integral development of the children and minors, the implementation of principles of gender equality, and lodging timely appeals against the decisions of Misdemeanour Courts;

7. In order to undertake actions in accordance with these Rules, operative officers on duty at a police station are obliged to inform the police officer specialized for juvenile delinquency of any report and performed intervention connected to family violence. By monitoring and directing the police actions this officer will ensure that the efficient measures are undertaken for the clarification of events, informing of the victim of legal rights and possibilities of protection from future violence, undertaking appropriate legal procedure related to family violence, and timely notification and involvement of other competent bodies, institutions, services, and NGOs;

8. In order to ensure that police actions are undertaken in accordance with point 7 of these Rules, and in order to ensure the approval of undertaken actions and established facts, and the approval of the proposals and demands intended for adequate sanctioning of the perpetrators of violence in the legal procedure, as well as ensuring efficient protection of the victim of family violence, it is mandatory that upon the examination of the case the police officer specialized for juvenile delinquency signs the *Request for Starting Misdemeanour Procedure* i.e. for filing criminal charges, which will be filed with
appropriate judicial authorities. This must be done before the signing of the request by the responsible official at the police station;

9. In case the violence is committed by a person treated for alcoholism or other addictions and/or by a person with mental disturbances, the social welfare centre will be immediately notified in order to undertake measures stipulated by law.

B) SOCIAL WELFARE CENTRES

The aim of the Rules of Procedure regarding the social welfare centres is the improvement of the family violence victims’ protection, prevention of new violence and development of measures for protection of rights and for the welfare of the persons exposed to family violence.

When an employee of the social welfare centre is informed, by whoever and in any way whatsoever (in writing, by phone, verbal report, from the media or in the course of work on another case) of a case of family violence or gets any information leading to reasonable suspicion of family violence, he/she is obliged to do the following:

1. Immediately upon receipt of such information, one must report the case to the police, disregarding whether or not it had already been reported by another body, and include in this report all the available evidence. In addition, the employee of the centre will write an official note about the reported incident, containing data about the victim, the perpetrator and the committed violence and open a file on the case immediately;

2. One must start other activities directed at helping the victim within the competence of the social welfare centre, paying particular attention to the following:

   2.1. The contact with the victim must be established as soon as possible;
2.2. The victim of violence or his/her legal representative or guardian must be informed about relevant legal rights, particularly the rights of the child to protection against any form of violence or neglect, about the competence and procedures of the social welfare centre regarding protection of citizens, and the measures that the social welfare centre intends to undertake in that particular case, which are of vital importance for the protection of safety of the victim or child, particularly information relating to placing of the victim and child in a shelter or home for victims of family violence, in cooperation with appropriate NGOs. If the victim of violence is a female, the plan of her safety protection will be worked out together with the victim, and she will be assisted in accessing free legal aid and free services of a lawyer from the Croatian Bar Association, as well as free medical aid. She will also be referred to an appropriate counselling centre. In contacting a victim of family violence the social welfare centre is obliged to act particularly sensitively regarding the problem of family violence, its causes and various forms, showing particular understanding towards the victim in all the actions undertaken by the centre;

2.3. In the cases where criminal or misdemeanour procedures due to family violence have been started, in every particular case the centre will carefully consider whether the rights and interests of the child are fully observed. If not, a special guardian will be nominated to represent the interests of the child in legal procedures;

2.4. The victim will be provided the opportunity to give, in a safe and supporting environment, all information relevant for identification of the violence committed against her/him and the children, particularly all facts related to the children witnessing the acts of violence or their exposure to violence in any way (in case of need for an urgent and comprehensive protection of the children, immediate measures will be undertaken on the basis of verbal order). In completing the report, particular
attention will be given to the circumstances related to duration, continuity and forms of committed violence, possible instances of earlier violence and earlier exposure of the victim and children to violence, as well as possible former interventions of the competent bodies regarding violence in that family and their scope. In the proceedings the social welfare centre shall pay particular attention to the protection of victims of violence in front of official bodies, bearing in mind the safety of the victim and ensuring separate court hearings for her/him and the perpetrator;

2.5. The employees of the social welfare centre will urgently, without delay, establish all evidence pertaining to the case, by means of investigation and other appropriate means. This includes interviews with the staff of educational institutions, family physician and all other persons who could provide valid evidence on the circumstances of committed violence;

2.6. The employees of the social welfare centre are obliged to write a note or a report or create other kind of written record about every action undertaken relating to a case of family violence;

3. Having gathered all relevant evidence, the social welfare centre undertakes action for the realization of the rights of victims of violence and the rights of children, as prescribed by the Act on Social Welfare, and the implementation of measures of legal protection of the family in accordance with the Family Act, particularly those relating to the protection of the rights and welfare of the child taking into consideration the best interest of the child.

3.1. For the sake of a child’s wellbeing protection, in cases of family violence committed by a parent who does not live with the child, the social welfare centre is obliged to forward, without delay, a proposal to the court to issue a verdict, ruling that the parent who does not live with the child is forbidden to meet the child and spend time with the child, in order to protect the health and other vital interests of the child,
i.e. the social welfare centre shall propose, without delay, to the court to issue a verdict, ruling that the relevant family member is forbidden to get close to the child on certain locations without authorization or at a certain distance, and to disturb the child. The social welfare centre will inform about it the non-abusive parent and also, in an appropriate and considerate way, the child;

4. In urgent cases, for the sake of the immediate protection of a family violence victim, the social welfare centre care shall pass a verbal decision on the care outside the victim’s family, and rule the effectuation of the decision without delay. The written decision must be issued by the centre within eight days’ period subsequent to the day of application for the care outside the victim’s family, or of the information of the emergency care provided to the user, which will be delivered to the centre by a corporate person indicated in the Articles 93 and 105 of the Act on Social Welfare. The decision will be forwarded as additional note to the police as well. Simultaneously, the social welfare centre will propose to the court the enacting of the measure resolving the status of a minor child and its immediate protection from further abuse;

5. In case a child was the victim of family violence either by being exposed to violence, or having witnessed scenes of violence, the social welfare centre will propose, without delay, to the court the enacting of the appropriate measure of family-legal protection. The social welfare centre can also simultaneously enact the appropriate measure within its competence, taking account of all circumstances of the case, and regularly (at least twice a month) and carefully monitor the implementation of these measures as well as achieved results, in which process the centre must provide appropriate report or an official note. In the evaluation of the results of the enacted measure, the opinion of the child about the conditions in which it lives will be particularly carefully taken into account, and the centre will ask for help of appropriate professional services and institutions. If necessary, in case enacted measure fails to achieve expected results, the centre
will propose to the court enacting of another measure, taking particular care about the specific circumstances and needs in the process of a new measure selection;

6. If requested by the General Attorney’s Office or the police, the social welfare centre must submit all documentation relevant for the clarification and presentation of evidence for the relevant criminal offence (for example, report by the social worker, monitoring report, opinion of the psychologist and other documents on implementation of relevant measures);

7. An employee of the social welfare centre is obliged to respond immediately to the call from the police for the purpose of providing immediate care to a child or minor, and for an interview in deciding on the measures connected to family violence;

8. While making decisions which concern the rights and interests of the child, the social welfare centre is particularly obliged to verify the existence of family violence.

C) HEALTH INSTITUTIONS

The application of the Rules to health institutions aims at offering comprehensive health care with the aim of preserving physical and mental health of the victim and recovery from possible injuries and psychological traumas.

In cases of reasonable suspicion that an injury or other characteristics of the health condition is a consequence of family violence, the health worker is obliged to talk to the relevant person in a very considerate manner and encourage it to provide as many data as possible about family violence and the circumstances in which the injury or the change of the health condition occurred.

If it is apparent that an act of family violence was perpetrated, the health worker is obliged to do the following:
1. One must report the case to the police in accordance with the Act on Protection against Family Violence;

2. One must identify the causes and means by which the injury was performed and conduct a complete medical check-up;

3. One must talk with the victim about the possibilities of resolving the problem, inform the female victim of other means of support provided by NGOs, as well as of her statutory rights, and refer her to further medical examinations if necessary. The health worker will also maintain permanent contact with the social service and the police;

4. In cases of physical injury performed by a member of the family, the physician in Emergency Care, or primary care physician is obliged to fill in the Report of Injury/Illness Form No. 030911 or No. 030055, in accordance with the Act on Protection against Family Violence, and mark the form with the number containing the date, month and year in which the injury was performed (marked section 4). The form must be entered into a separate protocol and the file of the patient;

5. Aforementioned form must be delivered to the police and local branch of the Croatian Health Insurance Office, according to place of residence of the insured person. The number is placed in the left corner of the health insurance card;

6. Upon request of the General Attorney’s Office or police, the medical institutions are obliged to submit all documentation relevant for the clarification of the case and presentation of evidence related to the criminal offence;

7. If the victim of family violence is a person with mental disturbances or has been treated for alcoholism or other addictions, it may be referred to treatment or compulsory hospitalization. The social welfare centre and the police must be notified of such action.

8. If the perpetrator of family violence is a person with mental disturbances or has been treated for alcoholism or other addictions, it may be
referred to treatment or compulsory hospitalization. The social welfare centre and the police must be notified of such action. Before discharge of such a person from the hospital the health workers must notify the victim.

**D) EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS**

The application of the Rules to educational institutions aims at raising awareness of the educational institutions’ employees about the family violence experienced by children and pupils and undertaking measures for identifying and reporting on such problems and helping the child.

Teachers and expert educational associates are obliged to undertake measures to protect the rights of the child/pupil and to report immediately on every infringement of those rights, particularly on all forms of physical or psychological violence, sexual abuse, neglect or negligent behaviour, maltreatment or exploitation. They are in particular obliged to do the following without delay:

1. If the child/pupil is injured in the extent which requires medical attention, or if it is assumed that such an intervention or check-up is necessary, one must immediately call the ambulance, or otherwise in the most expedient way escort or arrange that the child is escorted by a qualified professional to the physician. The accompanying person must wait for the physician’s instructions on further steps to be taken;

2. The head-master must be informed without delay. He/she must report the case to the police and the social welfare centre and inform them on all the facts and circumstances of the case and performed activities. On the request of the General Attorney’s Office or the police the head-master will deliver all documentation relevant for the clarification of the case and possible presentation of evidence concerning the criminal offence without delay;

3. In cases of particularly severe form, intensity or duration of the violence which caused a trauma, one must consult a professional
counselling service of the relevant educational institution, qualified professionals from the relevant social welfare centre and, if necessary, professionals in other institutions on the best way to provide support to the child – victim of family violence, within the competence of the educational institution;

4. A written record on all the performed activities, interviews, statements and personal observations must be compiled and it will be submitted to other competent bodies upon their request.

E) JUDICIAL BODIES

The application of Rules in the scope of work of judicial bodies aims to utilize in the most efficient way all legal options currently in force in the Republic of Croatia, with the purpose of protecting family members exposed to family violence and offer them legal protection, in accordance with the basic rights to personal integrity and life without violence.

Judicial bodies (courts and/or General Attorney’s Office) shall:

1. Act urgently in all matters related to family violence;

2. When passing the decisions from the field of the family-legal protection, for the sake of immediate discontinuation of exposure of the child to family violence, the courts will be acting without delay, and will take particular care of the protection of the child’s interests, in the process of which the opinion of the child will be obtained either directly from the child or through the competent centre for social care;

3. The court processing the misdemeanour or criminal case connected to the protection and interest of the child will inform the competent social welfare centre and the police on the start of the proceedings and the valid rulings passed in the misdemeanour or criminal proceedings;

4. In the course of the proceedings, the party who is a victim of family violence will be informed, upon request, on the relevant legal rights,
taking into account the occasional need to explain these rights to a legally ignorant victim, i.e. party;

5. The courts will, upon personal request of the party who is a victim of family violence or of the relevant legal representative or guardian, notify that person on the outcome of the proceedings and deliver the copy of the valid court ruling;

6. The courts will keep a record of the implemented protection measures as prescribed by the Act on Protection against Family Violence, and submit them to the Ministry in charge of justice affairs;

7. Organize the work of Misdemeanour Courts in such a way that they can conduct the proceedings during weekends and holidays;

8. In cases of family violence the judges of the Misdemeanour Courts and investigating magistrates will ensure the reception of the defendant or suspect for the purpose of ordering detention in misdemeanor proceedings or custody in criminal offences’ proceedings, and question the defendant or suspect and decide on further proceedings;

9. The courts will ensure protection of the victim upon arrival to court and inside the court premises, and enable the victim to give evidence separately from the perpetrator, as well as provide physical protection of the victim in cooperation with the police.

2. FORMS, MODES AND CONTENT OF COOPERATION

The implementation of measures of the National Strategy and of these Rules of Procedure in Cases of Family Violence implies a prompt establishment of cooperation of competent bodies and other factors (educational institutions, residential homes, social welfare centres, health institutions, police, judicial bodies, General Attorney’s Offices, local and regional self-administration units and NGOs) dealing with the identification and elimination of violence and with providing protection and help to the person exposed to any form of family violence.
The obligations of competent bodies and other factors participating in the identification and elimination of family violence and offering support and protection to persons exposed to any form of family violence, are the following:

1. In every competent Ministry which participates in the identification and elimination of violence and in offering help and protection to the persons exposed to family violence, nominated coordinators for gender equality are entrusted with monitoring of the adherence to these Rules. They shall demand a report on the implementation of the Rules twice a year, and report on it to the Ministry of Family, Veterans’ Affairs and Intergenerational Solidarity, which shall submit a comprehensive report to the Government of the Republic of Croatia;

2. Establishment of cooperation and information exchange with local and regional self-administration units, i.e. coordinators for gender equality in the public administration offices, in the commissions for gender equality in counties and NGOs dealing with programmes intended for the protection of the victims of violence and recognition of their rights. The purpose of this effort is sharing the experiences and establishing good practices;

3. In local and regional self-administration units regular meetings must be held with the presence of the representatives of competent bodies, i.e. coordinators for gender equality in the public administration offices, in the commissions for gender equality in counties and representatives of the NGOs dealing with programmes intended for the protection of the victims of violence and recognition of their rights concerning the problems of individual family violence cases, bearing in mind the realized achievements in coping with this problem;

4. Based on data collected from competent bodies and NGOs dealing with programmes intended for the protection of victims of violence and recognition of their rights, the coordinators for gender equality in public administration offices will produce reports on family violence and submit them to the Ministry in charge of family, Ministry in charge of justice affairs, the Commission for the Monitoring and Improvement of the Work of Bodies in Charge of Criminal and Misdemeanour
Procedure and Execution of Sanctions Related to Family Violence, the Ombudsperson for Gender Equality, the Ombudsperson for Children and the Office for Gender Equality of the Government of the Republic of Croatia, twice or three times a year (these reports must be treated as particularly confidential; the data should be expressed numerically, by sex and age, or in some other appropriate manner providing that the right to privacy is not jeopardized);

5. Establishment of cooperation with other factors which could be particularly helpful in a particular case, such as NGOs, religious communities, family counselling centres and experts in the field of family violence;

6. All competent bodies are obliged, in the course of their actions, to protect the interests of the child pursuant to the Convention on the Rights of the Child;

7. All competent bodies are obliged, in the course of their actions, to protect the interests of women exposed to family violence, pursuant to the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women and the Recommendations of the UN Committee in charge of monitoring the implementation of this Convention and other international regulations.

3. OTHER ACTIVITIES AND OBLIGATIONS

In accordance with the measures defined by the National Strategy on Protection against Family Violence it is necessary to work out the manners of raising public and professional awareness for the issues of family violence. It is necessary to develop a multi-disciplinary approach to victims of family violence and encourage them to report on all such incidents in a safe environment created by competent bodies and NGOs.

Appropriate action related to the issues of family violence demands the cooperation of all public administration bodies. Should it be left to one factor alone, be that the school, the police or the social welfare centre, this
effort would turn inefficient in the long run. Therefore, aforementioned cooperation is a precondition for a comprehensive and efficient protection of family members.

All public administration bodies are obliged:

1. When dealing with victims, in order to avoid secondary victimisation, to behave considerately, respecting the victims’ dignity. In their proceedings the competent bodies and institutions are obliged to ensure a gender-sensitive treatment.

1.1. When dealing with the children, the competent bodies and institutions are obliged to behave in accordance with the best interest of the child, with particular attention given to protecting all the rights and interests of the child, bearing in mind the child’s age and level of psychophysical development, its health and emotional state. For this purpose, it is necessary to consult and follow the recommendations of experts on the treatment of children – victims of family violence;

2. The perpetrator of the violence must be informed of the possibility of attending a psychosocial treatment programme, without any prejudication of the misdemeanour/criminal liability, with the aim of assisting the perpetrator in achieving the change of behaviour;

3. On personal request, the party – victim of family violence must be informed on the course and/or outcome of judicial proceedings;

4. The party – victim of family violence must be informed on all further actions;

5. To keep a unified record of ruled sanctions and applied measures, and submit these data to the Ministry competent for justice affairs.

RULES OF PROCEDURE IN CASES OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
4. FINAL PROVISIONS

1. Every public administration body involved in the identification and elimination of violence and providing help and protection to the persons exposed to family violence is obliged to act in accordance with the provisions of these Rules.

2. These Rules have been drafted on the basis of statutory regulations. In cases of amendments or additions to specific acts, every public administration body is obliged, within its scope of competence, to draw up a proposal for the amendment of the Rules within 30 days of the passing of amendments or additions to the act, and submit this proposal to the Ministry of Family, Veterans’ Affairs and Intergenerational Solidarity.

3. All institutions competent within the scope of these Rules are obliged to ensure 24-hour duty service, in the manner of establishing and organizing a back-up duty service of experts for family violence.

4. Upon entry into force of these Rules all relevant Ministries must inform the bodies and institutions within their scope of competence about the existence and purpose of these Rules and must ensure their availability. Furthermore, all necessary actions must be undertaken to provide their consistent implementation.

5. All persons of competent bodies responsible for the implementation of these Rules will verify with their signature that they are acquainted with the provisions thereof and will accept responsibility for their implementation.
APPENDIX C. RELEVANT EXCERPTS FROM LEGISLATION

Misdemeanor Law

Conditional Conviction

Article 44
(1) The conditional conviction is a misdemeanor legal sanction that, as a warning measure, consists of the prison penalty or minors’ prison penalty pronounced, and the deadline until which this penalty is not executed under the conditions as determined by this Act.
(2) The court can apply conditional conviction when they have appraised that, even without the execution of the penalty, they can expect the realization of the purpose of punishment, especially having in mind the relation of the misdemeanor perpetrator towards this misdemeanor or the damaged party and the compensation of damages caused by the misdemeanor.
(3) The conditional conviction prolongs the execution of the penalty pronounced, during a period that cannot be shorter than three months, nor longer than one year.

Obligations of a Conditionally Convicted Person

Article 45
(1) Along with the application of the conditional conviction, the court can determine one or more obligations to the misdemeanor perpetrator; namely:
   1. To compensate damages caused,
   2. To return the gain obtained through misdemeanor, or
   3. To fulfil other obligations foreseen by the law, that are appropriate to the type of misdemeanor.
(2) The deadline for the fulfilment of the obligations from Paragraph 1 of this Article is determined by the court within the set verification period.

Recall of the Conditional Conviction

Article 46
(1) The court can recall a conditional sentence and determine the execution of the punishment pronounced if the convict commits one or more misdemeanours during the verification period for which he/she was pronounced the same or more severe punishment that the one pronounced by the conditional sentence.
(2) When the court recall a conditional sentence and determine the execution of the punishment pronounced, in cases from Paragraph 1 of this Article, they shall proceed according to the provisions of this Act on weighing the punishment for accumulated misdemeanours, regarding punishments pronounced.
(3) When the court do not recall a conditional sentence for a new misdemeanor, they can pronounce punishment or apply a conditional sentence. If they apply the conditional sentence, previously pronounced and newly pronounced punishment shall be governed by the provisions of this Act on weighing the punishment for accumulated misdemeanours, but a new deadline shall be determined, during which the total punishment pronounced shall not be executed.
(4) The court shall recall a conditional sentence and determine the execution of the punishment pronounced, if the convict does not meet the obligations determined for the verification period, and that he/she could meet. In case the inability of meeting obligations is determined, the court can replace these obligations with others, or release the convict from obligations.
(5) Regardless of the reasons for recall, the conditional sentence cannot be recalled following the end of one year since the expiry of the verification period.

**Conditional Conviction with Protective Supervision**

*Article 47*

(1) In case conditions for applying the conditional sentence have been realized, but given the circumstances in which misdemeanour perpetrator lives, and given his/her personality, the court appraise that he/she needs help, protection and supervision, for the purposes of meeting obligations, and in order that he/she does not commit a new misdemeanour during the verification period, it can apply the conditional conviction with protective supervision.

(2) Protective supervision is performed by expert personnel of the state entity of authority for the execution of criminal legal sanctions.

(3) Protective supervision can last during the whole verification period, but can be removed by a court ruling earlier, if the requirements of the need for help, protection and supervision have ceased.

**Special Obligations in Protective Supervision**

*Article 48*

By applying the conditional sentence with protective supervision, along with the obligations from Article 45, Paragraph 1, of this Act, the court can determine one or more obligations to misdemeanour perpetrator during the verification period, namely:

1. Committing to medical treatment necessary for removing physical or mental hindrances that can instigate the committal of a new misdemeanour,
2. Committing to therapy for dependencies to alcohol and intoxicating drugs in a medical institution or therapeutic community,
3. Participation in the process of psycho-social therapy in specialized institutions, within the framework of state entities, for the purposes of removing violent behaviour,
4. Banning visits to certain locations, bars and shows, that can provide opportunities for and instigate the committal of a new misdemeanour.

**Recall of the Conditional Sentence with Protective Supervision**

*Article 49*

The provisions of this Act on the recall of the conditional sentence are fully applied in the recall of the conditional sentence with protective supervision, provided that special obligations connected to protective supervision must be handled as other obligations connected to the conditional sentence (Article 46, Paragraph 4, of this Act).

**Types of Protective Measures**

*Article 50*

(1) Protective measures proscribed by this Act and one or more of which the court can apply to the misdemeanour perpetrator are the following:

1. Mandatory psychiatric treatment,
2. Mandatory addiction therapy,
3. Ban of conducting a vocation, certain business activities, jobs or duties on a natural person,
4. Ban of conducting certain business activities or affairs on a legal entity,
5. Banishment of foreigners from the country,
6. Dispossession of objects,
7. Ban of driving a motor vehicle.

(2) Apart from the protective measures proscribed by this Act (Paragraph 1 of this Article), the law can also proscribe other types of protective measures, that must be aligned with the provisions of this Act, according to their duration and purpose. These protective measures are applied under equal conditions as proscribed for the application of the protective measures from Paragraph 1 of this Article.

(3) Protective measures proscribed by this Act and separate acts can, if this Act does not proscribe otherwise, be proscribed and applied in the duration which cannot be shorter than one month, nor longer than two years. The protective measure of object dispossession is applied permanently.

(4) Protective measures envisioned for natural persons are also applied to the responsible person in a legal entity, the craftsman or other person performing an independent business activity.

**Authorized plaintiff**

**Article 109**

(1) Authorized plaintiffs are the following:
1. State attorney,
2. State administration entity,
3. Legal entity with public authority,
4. Damaged party.

(2) In case two or more authorized plaintiffs have submitted proposals for indictment against the same defendant for the same misdemeanour before the main hearing was convened or the defendant was invited for interrogation, and one of the submitting parties is the state attorney, proceedings shall be conducted according to the request from the state attorney.

(3) If proposals for indictment against the same defendant and the same misdemeanour were submitted by the authorized plaintiffs of a state administration entity i.e. a legal entity with public authority and by the damaged party, within the deadline from Paragraph 2 of this Article, proceedings shall be conducted based on the indictment proposal by state administration entity i.e. legal entity with public authority.

4) If the same misdemeanour by the defendant damaged several persons, and but one of them, or all of them submitted the indictment proposal against this defendant within the deadline from Paragraph 1 of this Article, proceedings shall be merged, with all submitted indictment proposals, and single proceedings shall be conducted, and one verdict reached.

(5) If, during proceedings, the plaintiff on whose indictment proceedings are conducted cancels the indictment proposal, proceedings shall be continued based on already submitted indictment proposal by another authorized plaintiff, according to the rules in Paragraphs 2 through 4 of this Article. If in this case another authorized plaintiff had not, in the sense of Paragraphs 2 through 4 of this Article, submitted a proposal for indictment, the state attorney only is authorized to take the misdemeanour persecution over, or submit a new indictment proposal against the same defendant, for the same misdemeanour.

(6) If several authorized plaintiffs submitted indictment proposals, the court shall not proceed according to those indictment proposals according to which proceedings are not conducted, in accordance with this Article. They shall reject these indictment proposals by a ruling, following legal validity of the ruling on misdemeanour. Appeal is not allowed against this ruling.

(7) The plaintiff can cancel the indictment proposal until as yet legally invalid misdemeanour ruling has been reached.
(8) According to this Act, entities of the units of local and regional self-governing have the same authority, rights and obligations for misdemeanours of their jurisdiction. The provisions of this Act referring to entities of state administration are applied in a corresponding manner also to entities of the units of local and regional self-governing, regarding misdemeanours in their jurisdiction.

**State Attorney**  
**Article 110**

(1) The state attorney can submit the indictment proposal for all misdemeanours.  
(2) The municipal state attorney has actual authority over misdemeanour persecution before the misdemeanour court.  
(3) The local municipal state attorney of authority is determined according to provisions valid for the authority of the court in the area the state attorney was appointed for.  
(4) The Chief State Attorney of the Republic of Croatia acts before the High Misdemeanour Court of the Republic of Croatia.  
(5) The state attorney undertakes all actions in proceedings that he/she is legally authorized for, himself/herself or through persons who are legally empowered to represent him/her in misdemeanour proceedings.

**State Administration Entity**  
**Article 111**

(1) State administration entity authorized to directly conduct or supervise the execution of regulations that envision misdemeanours is authorized to submit proposals for indictment for that misdemeanour and those regulations. If the entity does not submit the indictment proposal, this can be done by a state administration entity of higher degree that supervises the execution of the same regulations on misdemeanour.  
(2) State administration entity as the submitter of the indictment proposal undertake all actions in proceedings they are authorized for by law through an empowered person.

**Legal Entity with Public Authority**  
**Article 112**

(1) Legal entities that have public authority are authorized for misdemeanour persecution of all those misdemeanours proscribed in the area of public authority they have.  
(2) Legal entity with public authority undertakes all actions it is legally authorized for during misdemeanour proceedings through the person it authorizes as its representative.

**Damaged Party as Plaintiff**  
**Article 113**

(1) Damaged party, that was harmed or whose certain material or personal rights were jeopardized through misdemeanour is authorized to submit the indictment proposal before the court.  
(2) Damaged party can be interrogated as a witness in proceedings.  
(3) The damaged party as a plaintiff undertakes all actions he/she is legally authorized for in proceedings himself/herself or through an authorized empowered person i.e. representative.  
(4) Indictment proposals for minor damaged parties or a person devoid of business abilities are submitted by their legal representative, who undertakes all actions in proceedings, and can also have an authorized empowered person.
(5) Senior minors as damaged parties (persons with sixteen years of age) can submit the indictment proposal themselves, and perform related actions in proceedings.

(6) In case the damaged party dies during the period allowed for submitting the indictment proposal or during proceedings conducted according to his/her indictment proposal, his/her spouse, extra-marital spouse, children, parents, brothers and sisters, foster parent and adoptee can submit the indictment proposal within a month following his/her death, or submit a statement that they continue proceedings.

**Purpose, Types and Principles for Applying Precaution Measures**

**Article 130**

(1) The court can, according to its official duty or upon a proposal from the plaintiff, order through a ruling with an explanation that one or several precaution measures be applied against the defendant during proceedings for misdemeanour proscribed by law, following the submittal of the indictment proposal, if this is necessary for ensuring the presence of the defendant in proceedings, preventing the defendant from committing new misdemeanours or preventing or aggravating establishing evidence in proceedings.

(2) Precaution measures are the following:
1. Banning leaving one's residence without court approval,
2. Banning visits to a certain location or area,
3. Banning coming near to a certain person and banning establishing or maintaining connections with a certain person,
4. Banning undertaking a certain business activity,
5. Temporary dispossession of travel and other documents for crossing the state borders, along with a ban,
6. Temporary dispossession of one's driving licence for driving a vehicle or licence for steering a vessel, flying an airplane or other means of transport.

(3) Precaution measures cannot limit the defendant’s right to own flat, and the right of undisturbed relations with flatmates, marital, extra-marital or ex-marital partner, and the children of each of them, parents, adoptee, foster parent and a person he/she has children with, with a same-sex partner that he/she lives together in a life community, and ex-same-sex partner he/she lived with in a life community, unless proceedings are conducted on account of misdemeanours connected to family violence.

(4) Precaution measures can be determined during the entire misdemeanour proceedings.

(5) Precaution measures can last as long as there is need for them, and until the legal validity of the misdemeanour ruling at the longest. The court shall verify, according to its official duty, every two months, counting from the day of the legal validity of the previous ruling on the precaution measure, whether precaution measures are still needed, and prolong them or cancel them, if no longer required, by a ruling. Precaution measures shall be cancelled even before the expiry of the two-month deadline if the need for them ceased or if there are no longer any legal conditions for their application.

(6) In case of probability of misdemeanour proscribed by law having been committed, the police and inspection entities of state administration can temporarily determine through a command one or more precaution measures from Paragraph 2 of this Article, and for eight days longest, towards a person for which there is reasonable doubt he/she is the perpetrator of the misdemeanour.

(7) If the police or inspection entities of state administration, in the case from Paragraph 6 of this Article, do not submit the indictment proposal within 8 days since the determination of the precaution measure, along with a proposal to the court to extend the application of the precaution measure, or if, following the submission of such a request, the court do not determine regarding the precaution measure within the deadline of further 3 days, the precaution measure being applied ceases.
No appeal is allowed against a ruling rejecting a proposal for determining i.e. extending precaution measures and a ruling cancelling the measure applied. The defendant has the right to appeal against the ruling determining or extending the precaution measure. The appeal does not prolong the execution of the ruling.

If, prior to or during the proceedings, a precaution measure was determined against the defendant that according to its contents and purpose corresponds to the protective measure applied to the defendant by the ruling on misdemeanour, the duration of the precaution measure is calculated into the time of duration of the protective measure applied.

Determining Precaution Measures

Article 131

(1) The location where the defendant must reside during the precaution measure being effective and the boundaries he/she must not leave are determined in the ruling determining the precaution measure of banning leaving the domicile without court approval. The measure of banning leaving the domicile can relate as well to leaving for abroad only.

(2) The location or area and the shortest distance the defendant can approach are determined in the ruling determining the precaution measure of visiting certain locations or areas.

(3) The shortest distance the defendant can approach to a certain person and persons establishing or maintaining direct or indirect connection with is determined in the ruling determining the precaution measure of banning approaching a certain person and banning establishing or maintaining connection with a certain person.

(4) The type and the content of a business activity is determined in more detail in the ruling that determines the precaution measure of banning undertaking a certain business activity.

(5) Personal data, the entity that issued the document, the number and the date of issue, and the ban to leave the Republic of Croatia shall be stated in the ruling that determines the precaution measure of temporary dispossession of travel and other documents for crossing the state border. If he/she has no other documents for determining his/her identity, the defendant can prove his identity by the written ruling on document dispossession.

(6) The data on the permit (personal data, the entity that issued the permit, the number, the date, the type of vehicle or other means of transport etc.) shall be stated in the ruling determining the precaution measure of temporary dispossession of driving licence for driving a motor vehicle, steering a vessel, flying an airplane or other means of transport.

Executing Precaution Measures

Article 132

(1) The ruling determining precaution measures is delivered to the defendant and to the entity executing the precaution measure.

(2) The precaution measures from Article 130, Paragraph 2, of this Act are executed by the police, except for the measure from Article 130, Paragraph 2, Item 4, that is executed by the state administration entity authorized for supervision this business activity.

(3) The court can request a verification of the execution of precaution measures at any time, and a report from the police or other entity executing the precaution measure. The entity executing the precaution measure shall urgently execute the verifications requested and immediately notify the court regarding them.

(4) The entity executing the precaution measure immediately notifies the court regarding the acts on the part of the defendant contrary to the ban or his/her failing to fulfil the commitment as determined by the precaution measure.
(5) Based on the report obtained, the court can fine the defendant who acts contrary to the precaution measure determined, or who does not fully or partially fulfils it, by the financial penalty of up to HRK 10,000.00. The financial penalty pronounced thus does not influence the misdemeanour legal sanction that shall possibly be pronounced for the misdemeanour committed. The defendant has the right to appeal against the ruling pronouncing the penalty.

(6) The court can, by a special ruling, ban the person other than the defendant the activities that disrupt precaution measures towards the defendant. If this person acts contrary to the ruling, he/she can be fined by a ruling with a financial penalty of up to HRK 10,000.00.

(7) The court can pronounce the financial penalty of up to HRK 20,000.00 for repeated breach of ordered precaution measures of ban of activities from Paragraph 6 of this Article.

**Arrest**

**Article 134**

(1) The police is authorized to arrest the person found committing misdemeanour proscribed by law, if there are reasons for detention from Article 135 of this Act.

(2) Following arrest, the police must:

1. Immediately notify the arrestee of the reasons for his/her arrest,
2. Upon arrestee’s request, notify his/her family of the arrest within 12 hours. Arrested minor’s parent or foster-parent shall be notified of the arrest independently of arrestee’s wishes,
3. Notify the authorized social care entity if measures regarding the care of arrestee’s child and other family members he/she cares of need to be undertaken, and – in proceedings connected to family violence – mandatorily immediately notify the same, for the purposes of possible care for family members damaged by this violence.

(3) The police shall bring the arrestee to the judge, along with an indictment proposal, or release him/her as soon as the necessity of depriving him/her of liberty ceases, and at the latest within 12 hours from the arrest. The police shall take personal and other necessary data from the arrestee. If the stated deadline for arrest is outside of court’s working hours or duty shifts, the arrestee shall be brought until the end of the time court operates in. If this is not possible due to arrest circumstances or other important reasons, the police shall bring the arrestee to the judge, along with a written explanation, at the start of next day’s working hours or duty shift. Arrest in no case can last longer than 24 hours.

(4) Following the arrested person being brought to him/her, according to Paragraph 3 of this Article, the judge must immediately question the arrested person regarding the statements in the indictment proposal and, upon a request from the police, or according to his/her official duty, determine by an explained ruling regarding his/her detention or release.

**Detention**

**Article 135**

(1) If an indictment proposal for misdemeanour proscribed by law was submitted against a certain person, and the misdemeanour refers to breaching public order, is connected to family violence, or is a misdemeanour that can be pronounced with a prison penalty or a financial penalty of over HRK 10,000, the court can, of its own accord or upon a proposal from the plaintiff, following the interrogation of the defendant and determining that there are no reasons for dismissing the indictment proposal from Article 161 of this Act, determine detention of this person if:

1. There are circumstances that point to the danger of him/her escaping (he/she is hiding etc.),
2. There is the danger that he/she shall destroy, hide, change or forge evidence or traces important for misdemeanour proceedings or that he/she shall disrupt misdemeanour proceedings by influencing witnesses or participants,
3. Special circumstances justify the fear of him/her repeating the same misdemeanour.

(2) Detention determined according to Paragraph 1 of this Article can last until there are reasons on account of which it was determined, but not longer than fifteen days, counting into this the time of arrest as well, and against a minor, it can last twenty-four hours, counting from the moment the court ordered detention.

(3) Following a legally as yet invalid verdict being reached, detention against the defendant can be extended or determined if a prison penalty or minors’ prison penalty have been pronounced, and special circumstances justify the fear that he/she shall commit the same misdemeanour.

(4) Detention according to Paragraph 3 of this Article can last fifteen days, but not longer than the penalty pronounced, and the defendant can, upon his/her request, be sent to undergo the penalty pronounced even before the legal validity of the verdict.

(5) If the defendant is in detention during the moment of the verdict becoming legally valid, he/she shall remain in detention until being sent to undergo the penalty, and until the expiry of the penalty pronounced at the longest.

(6) Detention according to Paragraphs 1 and 3 of this Article is determined or extended by a written and explained ruling that is immediately submitted to the defendant detained. The time of the submittal of the ruling is indicated in the file and the defendant confirms this by his/her signature.

(7) The defendant has the right to appeal against the ruling determining or extending detention within the deadline of 48 hours. The appeal does not prolong the execution of the ruling.

(8) The court proceeds exceptionally urgently in the case where detention is determined, and has the official duty to verify whether the reasons and the legal conditions for further duration of detention ceased, and in this case immediately cancels detention.

(9) When the court has determined detention against the defendant, it shall proceed in the manner as proscribed in Article 134, Paragraph 2, Items 2 and 3, of this Act.

(10) No appeal is allowed against the ruling rejecting the proposal for the determination of extension of detention and the ruling cancelling detention.

(11) The total duration of detention in misdemeanour proceedings cannot be longer than 15 days prior to an as yet legally invalid verdict being reached, along with further 15 days at most following the as yet legally invalid verdict being reached, according to Paragraph 3 of this Article, except in the case from Paragraph 12 of this Article and Article 136 of this Act.

(12) If the High Misdemeanour Court cancels the as yet legally invalid verdict and returns the case for re-trial, it shall verify the foundation for defendant’s detention from Paragraph 3 of this Article, and can extend detention for fifteen days at most. Such detention can be, unless the case includes the person from Article 136, Paragraph 1, of this Act, determined but once during the duration of proceedings, and its duration is not limited according to Paragraph 11 of this Article. In relation to the person from Article 136, paragraph 1, of this Act, such detention can last in the total of 30 days following the expiry of the deadline from Paragraph 11 of this Article maximum.

Special Police Measure for Immediate Prevention of Misdemeanour Perpetrator under the Influence of Intoxicating Drugs Committing Further Misdemeanours Article 137

(1) The police can determine the following measures by a command, for the purposes of immediate prevention of further misdemeanour committal, against the person under the influence of intoxicating drugs that was found committing misdemeanour, in case special circumstance point to him/her continuing to commit misdemeanours:
1. Placing in a special room until the intoxicating drug has ceased with its effects, but not for the duration longer than 12 hours,
2. Transferring a motor vehicle to a certain location until the intoxicating drug has ceased with its effects, but not longer than 12 hours. The police notify the person against whom this measure was determined and the vehicle owner regarding the location of vehicle transfer, in case this person is different from the driver, as soon as possible, and at the latest until the measure has ceased. Following the cessation of the measure taken, the driver or the owner can repossess the vehicle. If the police hold this does not endanger the realization of the purpose of the measure, the police can give the vehicle to the owner of a person empowered by him/her even before the expiry of the deadline the measure lasts until. The costs of the transfer and handling of the vehicle are borne by the driver.

(2) The Minister authorized for internal affairs shall proscribe the manner of executing the measure from Paragraph 1, Item 2, of this Article, in detail, through regulations.

(3) In case of unfounded or illegal application of the measure from Paragraph 1 of this Article, the person against whom the measure was undertaken has the right to damage compensation.

Criminal Code

**Suspended Sentence**

**Article 67**

1. A suspended sentence is a criminal sanction which, as a non-custodial measure, consists of the pronounced punishment and the term within which such a punishment shall not be executed if the convict does not commit another criminal offense and under other conditions prescribed by law.

2. The court may apply a suspended sentence when it establishes that even without the execution of the punishment the realization of the purpose of punishment can be expected, particularly taking into account the relationship of the perpetrator towards the injured person and the compensation for the damage caused by the criminal offense.

3. A suspended sentence may be applied to the perpetrator of a criminal offense for which the statute prescribes the imprisonment of up to five years and for criminal offenses for which the imprisonment of up to ten years is prescribed, if the provisions of mitigation of the punishment have been applied.

4. A suspended sentence may be applied to the perpetrator of a criminal offense as specified in paragraph 3 of this Article when the court, by determining the type and the range of the punishment, pronounces imprisonment not exceeding two years or a fine, either for a single offense or for concurrently adjudicated offenses.

5. A suspended sentence shall postpone the execution of the pronounced punishment for a period of time which cannot be shorter than one or longer than five years, and such time shall be assessed in full years only.

6. When under conditions of this Code, both imprisonment and a fine are pronounced, the court may decide to postpone only the execution of imprisonment.

**Obligations of the Person Under Suspended Sentence**

**Article 68**

1. Together with imposing a suspended sentence, the court may order the following obligations: that the perpetrator of a criminal offense shall compensate for the damage he caused, that he restitutes the gain
acquired by the offense, or that he fulfills other statutory obligations regarding the perpetration of the
offense.

2. The period for the fulfillment of an obligation referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article shall be determined
by the court within the assessed period of probation.

Revocation of Suspended Sentence

Article 69

1. The court shall revoke a suspended sentence and order the execution of the pronounced punishment if
the convicted person, within the period of probation, commits one or more criminal offenses for which the
court has imposed imprisonment of two years or a more serious punishment.

2. The court may revoke a suspended sentence and order the execution of the pronounced punishment if
the convicted person, within the period of probation, commits one or more criminal offenses for which the
court has imposed imprisonment of up to two years or a fine.

3. When, in the cases referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, the court revokes a suspended
sentence and orders the execution of the pronounced punishment, it shall act pursuant to the provisions
of this Code on the assessment of punishment for the concurrently adjudicated offenses.

4. When the court does not revoke a suspended sentence (paragraph 2), it may for the new criminal offense
impose a punishment or a suspended sentence. If it imposes a suspended sentence, both the previously
pronounced and the newly pronounced punishment shall be treated pursuant to the provisions of this
Code on the assessment of punishment for the concurrently adjudicated offenses, but a new term within
which such an aggregate punishment will be suspended shall be determined.

5. The court shall revoke a suspended sentence and order the execution of the pronounced punishment if
the convicted person, within the course of the probation period, does not fulfill the obligations imposed on
him in cases where he could have fulfilled them. In the case of the impossibility of fulfilling the obligations,
the court may replace such obligations with others, or relieve the convicted person of the obligations.

6. The court shall revoke a suspended sentence when, after its imposition, it finds that the person under a
suspended sentence has previously committed a criminal offense, if it deems that the conditions required
for the application of a non-custodial measure would not have existed had this criminal offense been
known. Both the pronounced punishment in the case of revocation of a suspended sentence and the
punishment for the previously committed criminal offense shall be treated pursuant to the provision of
paragraph 3 of this Article. If the court does not revoke a suspended sentence, it shall act pursuant to the
provision of paragraph 4 of this Article.

7. Regardless of the reasons for revocation, a suspended sentence may not be revoked after a period of
two years has elapsed.

A Suspended Sentence With Supervision

Article 70

1. When the conditions to impose a suspended sentence exist but the circumstances in which the
perpetrator lives and his personality suggest that he needs assistance, protection or supervision in order
to fulfill the obligation not to commit another criminal offense within the period of probation, the court may
impose a suspended sentence with supervision.

2. The supervision shall be performed by experts of a governmental body responsible for the execution of
criminal sanctions.
3. The supervision may last throughout the period of probation, but may also, by court order, be canceled sooner if the requirements for assistance, protection and supervision have ceased to exist.

Special Obligations Accompanying Supervision
Article 71
When pronouncing a suspended sentence with supervision, the court may, beside the obligations specified in Article 68 of this Code, order the perpetrator to fulfill one or more obligations during the probation period, such as:
a) to undertake vocational training for a certain profession which he chooses with the professional assistance of a probation officer;
b) to accept the employment which corresponds to his professional qualifications, skills and actual abilities to perform the working tasks suggested or offered to him by a probation officer;
c) to dispose of his income in accordance with the needs of persons he is bound to provide for under law and in accordance with advice offered by the probation officer;
d) to undergo medical treatment necessary to eliminate physical or mental disorders which may induce the perpetration of a new criminal offense;
e) to undergo alcohol and drug rehabilitation in a medical institutions or a therapy community,
f) participation in the process of psychosocial therapy in specialized institutions within the framework of competent state bodies in order to eliminate violent behavior,
g) to avoid visiting certain places, bars and events which could offer an opportunity and motive to commit another criminal offense;
h) to regularly keep in touch with the probation officer so as to be able to report on the circumstances which could induce the perpetration of another criminal offense.

Revocation of a Suspended Sentence With Supervision
Article 72
In the case of revocation of a suspended sentence with supervision, the provisions of this Code on the revocation of a suspended sentence shall apply, with the proviso that special obligations accompanying supervision shall be treated in the same way as any other obligations accompanying a suspended sentence (Article 69, paragraph 5).

Murder
Article 90
Whoever kills another person shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than five years.

Aggravated Murder
Article 91
Punishment by imprisonment for not less ten years or by long-term imprisonment shall be imposed on a person who:
1. murders a child or a minor;
2. murders a pregnant woman;
3. murders another and by doing so intentionally endangers the life of one or more persons;
4. murders another in a very cruel or treacherous way;
5. murders from greed;
6. murders another in order to commit or to cover up another criminal offense;
7. murders a judge, a lay judge, the State Attorney, a deputy of the State Attorney or an attorney in the execution of their duties;
8. murders an official person at the time when such a person acts in the execution of his duty of protecting the constitutional order, safeguarding persons or property, discovering criminal offenses, bringing in, arresting or preventing the escape of a perpetrator of a criminal offense, applying criminal sanctions and measures and keeping public order and peace.

**Manslaughter**

**Article 92**

Whoever kills another on the spur of the moment, after being brought without his fault into a state of strong irritation or fright by another person’s attack, maltreatment or serious insult, shall be punished by imprisonment for one to ten years.

**Bodily Injury**

**Article 98**

Whoever inflicts bodily injury on another or impairs a person’s health shall be punished by a fine or by imprisonment not exceeding three years.

**Aggravated Bodily Injury**

**Article 99**

1. Whoever inflicts a serious bodily injury on another or severely impairs a person’s health shall be punished by imprisonment for six months to five years.
2. If bodily injury is inflicted on a person, or if a person’s health is impaired so severely that the life of the injured person is endangered, or if an important part of the person’s body or an important organ of the person is permanently weakened to a significant degree or destroyed, or if permanent work disability is caused to the injured person, or if permanent and severe damage to his health or permanent disfigurement is caused, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for one to ten years.
3. If the injured person dies due to serious bodily injury, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for three to fifteen years.

**Impulsive Bodily Injury**

**Article 100**

1. Whoever inflicts serious bodily injury or another, or severely impairs a person’s health (Article 99, paragraph 1) on the spur of the moment, after being brought without his fault into a state of strong irritation or fright by another person’s attack, maltreatment or serious insult shall be punished for three months to three years.
2. Whoever inflicts particularly serious bodily injury on another, or very seriously impairs a person’s health (Article 99, paragraph 2) on the spur of the moment, after being brought without his fault into a state of strong irritation or fright by a person’s attack, maltreatment or serious insult, shall be punished by imprisonment for six months to five years.
3. If the criminal offense of bodily injury resulting in death (Article 99, paragraph 3) is committed on the spur of the moment, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for one to eight years.

**Negligent Bodily Injury**
Article 101
Whoever inflicts serious bodily injury referred to in Article 99, paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Code by negligence shall be punished by a fine or by imprisonment not exceeding three years.

Institution of Criminal Proceedings for Criminal Offenses of Bodily Injury

Article 102
Criminal proceedings for the criminal offense of bodily injury (Article 98) shall be instituted upon a private charge.

Coercion

Article 128
1. Whoever coerces another by force or serious threat to an action, omission or acquiescence, shall be punished by a fine or by imprisonment not exceeding six months.
2. Imprisonment for three months to five years shall be inflicted on a perpetrator who commits the criminal offense referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article as a member of a group or criminal organization.
3. Criminal proceedings for the criminal offense referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article shall be instituted by a private charge.

Threat

Article 129
1. Whoever seriously threatens another with some evil so as to frighten or disturb him shall be punished by a fine or by imprisonment not exceeding one year.
2. Whoever seriously threatens to kill or to inflict serious bodily injury on another, or to kidnap or deprive a person of his liberty, or inflict harm by setting fire, causing an explosion by using ionizing radiation or by other dangerous means, or to destroy a person’s social status or material existence, shall be punished by a fine or by imprisonment not exceeding three years.
3. If the criminal offense referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article is committed against an official or a responsible person in connection with his work or position, or against more persons, or if it has caused a major disturbance to citizens, or if the threatened person is thus put in a difficult position for a longer period of time, or if it is committed while the perpetrator is a member of a group or a criminal organization, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment from six months to five years.
4. Criminal proceedings for the criminal offense referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall be instituted by a private charge and for the criminal offense referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article following a motion.

Rape

Article 188
1. Whoever coerces another by force or by threat of immediate attack upon his life or limb, or the life or limb of a person close to him, to sexual intercourse or an equivalent sexual act shall be punished by imprisonment for one to ten years.
2. Whoever commits the criminal offense referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article in a particularly cruel or humiliating way, or if on the same occasion a number of perpetrators perform a number of acts of sexual intercourse or equivalent sexual acts against the same victim shall be punished by imprisonment for three to fifteen years.
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3. If, by the criminal offense referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, the death of the raped person is caused, or serious bodily injury is inflicted on the raped person or his health is severely impaired, or the (raped) female becomes impregnated, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for three to fifteen years.

4. If the criminal offense referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article is committed against a juvenile, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for three to fifteen years.

5. If the criminal offense referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article is committed against a juvenile, the perpetrator shall be punished for not less than five years.

6. If the criminal offense referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article causes the consequences referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than five years.

Sexual Intercourse by Duress

Article 190

Whoever forces another person to sexual intercourse or to an equivalent sexual act with a serious threat of serious harm shall be punished by imprisonment for three months to five years.

Neglect and Maltreatment of a Child or a Juvenile

Article 213

1. A parent, adopter, guardian or another person who severely neglects his duties in maintaining or educating a child or a juvenile shall be punished by imprisonment for three months to three years.

2. The same punishment as referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article shall be inflicted on a parent, adopter, guardian or another person who maltreats a child or a juvenile or forces him to work in a way that is unsuitable for his age or to work excessively or to beg or who induces him for personal gain to behave in a manner which is harmful to his development.

3. If, by the criminal offense referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, serious bodily injury to a child or a juvenile is inflicted, or his health is severely impaired, or a child or a juvenile engages in begging, prostitution, or other forms of asocial behavior or delinquency, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for one to five years.

Violent Conduct Within a Family

Article 215a

A family member who by his or her violent, abusive or particularly insolent conduct puts another member of the family into a humiliating position shall be punished by imprisonment for three months to three years.

Criminal Procedure Code

Article 98

1. When circumstances exist as referred to in Article 123 of this Act which constitute the ground for investigative detention, or the detention is already determined, the court and the State Attorney shall, if the same purpose may be achieved by any of the precautionary measures, issue a ruling with a statement of reasons to carry out one or more such precautionary measures. The defendant shall be warned that in the case of failure to carry out the ordered precautionary measure it may be replaced by investigative detention.

2. Precautionary measures are:
   1) prohibition to leave a residence;
2) prohibition to visit a certain place or territory;
3) obligation of the defendant to call periodically a certain person or authority;
4) prohibition to approach a certain person;
5) prohibition to establish or maintain contacts with a certain person;
6) prohibition to engage in a certain business activity;
7) temporary seizure of passport or other document which serves to cross the state border;
8) temporary seizure of a license to drive a motor vehicle.

3. Precautionary measures may not entail the restriction of a defendant's right to his own apartment, to unimpeded connections with members of his household, spouse or common-law spouse, parents, children, adopted child or adoptive parent, except where the proceedings are conducted on account of a criminal offence committed to the detriment of any of these persons. The prohibition of the pursuit of a business activity may also include a lawful professional activity if the proceedings have been instituted for the criminal offence committed within the activity in question.

4. Precautionary measures may not restrain the right of a defendant to unimpeded communication with his defence counsel.

5. Precautionary measures may be ordered before and during the criminal proceedings. Prior to the indictment, the precautionary measures shall be ordered, prolonged and vacated by the State Attorney by a decision. When the indictment is preferred until the judgment becomes final, the measures shall be ordered, prolonged and vacated by the court before which proceedings are conducted.

6. Precautionary measures may last as long as they are necessary and at the longest until the judgment becomes final. Duration of precautionary measures shall not be limited by duration terms of investigative detention. The State Attorney before the indictment, or the court conducting the proceedings shall examine every two months by virtue of the office whether the need for precautionary measures still exists and issue a ruling prolonging them or vacating them if they are not needed any more. The precautionary measures may be vacated before the expiry of two months if the need for them ceases to exist or if there are no longer legal conditions for their application.

7. The parties may file an appeal against the ruling ordering, prolonging or vacating a precautionary measure, which does not stay the execution of the ruling. A decision on the appeal until preferring the indictment shall be made by the investigating judge.

**Article 99**

1. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of the prohibition to leave a residence, the competent authority shall determine the place where the defendant must be as long as the precautionary measure is in effect as well as the borders beyond which he must not go.

2. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of the prohibition to visit a certain place or a territory, the competent authority shall determine the place or the territory and the distance the defendant is not allowed to cross to approach them.

3. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of the obligation of the defendant to call periodically a certain person or an authority, the competent authority shall appoint an officer whom the defendant must call, the terms for the calls and the method for keeping record of the calls the defendant made.

4. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of restraint order regarding a certain person, the competent authority shall determine the distance the defendant must not cross to approach a certain person.
5. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of prohibition to establish or maintain contacts with a certain person, the competent authority shall prohibit establishing or maintaining direct or indirect contact with a certain person.

6. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of prohibition of engaging in a certain business activity, the competent authority shall determine the type and the subject of the business activity in more detail.

7. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of temporary seizure of a passport or another document that serves to cross the state border, the competent authority shall state the personal data, the authority that issued the document, the number and the date of issue.

8. In the ruling ordering the precautionary measure of temporary seizure of a license to drive a motor vehicle, the competent authority shall state the particulars of the license (personal data, the authority that issued the license, the number, the date, the type of vehicle, etc.).

**Article 100**

1. The competent authority shall submit the ruling ordering a precautionary measure to the authority executing the precautionary measure as well.

2. The precautionary measure of prohibition to leave a residence, prohibition to visit a certain place or territory, prohibition to approach a certain person and prohibition to establish or maintain contacts with a certain person, temporary seizure of a passport or another document that serves to cross the state border and temporary seizure of a license to drive a motor vehicle, issued by the court or the State Attorney, shall be executed by the policy authority.

3. The order of a precautionary measure of the obligation of the defendant to call periodically a certain person or an authority shall be executed by the police or another state authority which the ruling determined as the authority that the defendant shall call.

4. The order of a precautionary measure of prohibition of engaging in a certain business activity shall be executed by the authority competent for monitoring the business activity.

5. The minister responsible for justice, with the prior approval of the minister responsible for interior affairs and the minister responsible for defence, shall bring regulations to regulate the manner for the execution of precautionary measures.

**Article 101**

1. The authority ordering a precautionary measure may order an examination of its execution and require a report from the police or any other authority executing the precautionary measure. The authority executing the precautionary measure shall urgently conduct the examinations ordered and forthwith inform the competent authority thereof.

2. The authority executing the precautionary measure shall forthwith inform the competent authority about any conduct of the defendant contrary to the prohibition or his failure to comply with the obligation imposed by means of the precautionary measure.

3. The investigating judge may by a special ruling prohibit a person other than the defendant to engage in activities interfering with the precautionary measures related to the defendant. If that person fails to comply with the ruling, he shall be fined with an amount not exceeding HRK 50,000.00.

**Article 106**

1. Any person may prevent the flight of a person who is in the act of committing a criminal offence subject to public prosecution.
2. A person is considered to be caught in the act of committing a criminal offence when he is noticed by somebody while committing a criminal offence or if he is immediately after the commission of the criminal offence caught under circumstances indicating that he is the one who has just committed a criminal offence.

3. A person whose flight was prevented shall be turned over to the police and may be detained until the arrival of the police.

Article 107

The police authority shall be entitled to arrest:

1. a person against whom the ruling for compulsory appearance or a ruling on pre-trail detention or investigative detention is being executed;

2. a person against whom there are grounds for suspicion of having committed a criminal offence subject to public prosecution, for which a sentence of imprisonment for three years or longer is prescribed, and if any of the grounds exist for ordering investigative detention as referred to in Article 123 of this Act;

3. a person who is caught in the act of committing an offence subject to public prosecution.

Grounds for Ordering Investigative Detention

Article 123

(1) Investigative detention may be ordered if there exists reasonable suspicion that a person committed an offence and if:

1) the person is on the run or there are special circumstances indicating a danger of flight (the person is in hiding, his identity cannot be established, etc.);

2) if there are special circumstances indicating that he will destroy, hide, alter or forge items of evidence or traces of importance to the criminal proceedings or that he shall impede the criminal proceedings by influencing witnesses, expert witnesses, coprincipals or accessories after the fact;

3) if there are special circumstances indicating a danger that he will repeat the offence, or complete the attempted one, or perpetrate a felony he threatens to commit, for which the law foresees imprisonment for a term of five years or more;

4) if investigative detention is deemed necessary for undisturbed conducting of the proceedings due to especially grave circumstances of the offence and a sentence of longterm imprisonment is prescribed for such an offence;

5) if the duly summoned defendant evades appearance at the trial;

(2) Investigative detention shall not be ordered pursuant to the provision referred to in paragraph 1, item 2 of this Article if the defendant pleads guilty.

(3) When pronouncing a judgment of imprisonment for a term of five years or more, investigative detention against the defendant shall always be ordered or prolonged.

(4) When a first instance court renders a judgment of imprisonment for a term not longer than five years, after pronouncement of the judgment investigative detention may not be ordered or prolonged in accordance with paragraph 1, item 4 of this Article.

(5) Investigative detention shall not, contrary to the fact that circumstances referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article exist, be prolonged if the maximum term of duration of detention has expired (Article 133).

Article 285

1. The following persons are exempted from the duty to testify:

   1) the defendant’s spouse or common-law spouse,
2) the defendant's linear relatives by blood, collateral relatives by blood to the third degree and relatives by affinity to the second degree,
3) the defendant's adopted child and the defendant's adoptive parent,
4) notaries public, tax consultants within the scope of a legally binding confidentiality obligation,
5) attorneys, physicians, dentists, psychologists and social workers regarding information disclosed to them by the defendant while performing their respective professions,
6) journalists and their editors in the media regarding sources of information and data coming to their knowledge in the performance of their profession and provided that their sources were used in the editorial process, except in criminal proceedings for offences against honour and reputation committed by the means of the media in a case prescribed by special law.

2. Persons referred to in paragraph 1 items 4 to 6 of this Article cannot refuse to give a statement if a legal ground exists exempting them from their duty to keep information confidential.

3. The authority conducting the proceedings is bound to remind the persons referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article that they are exempt from testifying before their examination or as soon as the court finds out about their relation to the defendant. The reminder and the answer shall be entered into the record.

4. A minor who due to his age and mental development is unable to understand the meaning of the right to exemption from testifying cannot testify as a witness; however the information obtained from him through experts, relatives or other persons who have been in contact with him may be used as evidence.

5. A person entitled to refuse to testify in respect of one of the defendants shall be exempted from the duty to testify in respect of other defendants as well if his testimony cannot be, by the nature of the matter, limited only to other defendants.

6. Persons referred to in paragraph 1 items 1 to 6 of this Article, except the defence counsel, cannot not refuse to testify with regard to criminal offences of criminal law protection of children and minors referred to in Article 117 of the Juvenile Court Act.
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Restraining Order
Article 73

(1) A restraining order prohibiting approaching the victim, another person or a group of persons, or a specific location as a security measure will be imposed on the perpetrator of a criminal act against sexual freedom or sexual assault or abuse of a child, or any other criminal violence or an act or assault on another person's freedom, or any unlawful possession, production or trade of drugs and substances that are banned from sport activities and competitions, whenever there is a possibility that the perpetrator will repeat one of these criminal acts against the same persons or in the same locations.

(2) Along with section 1 of this article, the court can impose a fine or imprisonment.

(3) The measure from section 1 of this article cannot be shorter than one year or longer than five years.

(4) The measure from section 1 of this article becomes valid with its pronouncement by the court. After the final judgment, time spent in a prison, facility or penitentiary will not count toward the duration of the measure.

(5) One year after the pronouncement of the measure by the court, based on section 1 of this article, the court can, upon the prisoner's petition, stop the implementation of the measure if it is determined that there is no longer a danger related to section 1 of this article. The perpetrator can repeat the petition, but no sooner than one year after the evaluation of the previous petition.
(6) The court will inform the competent authority for probation and police administration about possible changes in the duration of the measure.

Eviction from common household

Article 74

(1) The security measure of eviction from common household can be ordered by the court against a perpetrator of violence toward a member of the same household if there is a high risk that the perpetrator could re-offend.
(2) A court-ordered security measure of eviction from the household may be imposed with a fine or imprisonment for a period that cannot be shorter than three months nor longer than three years.
(3) A person who has been sentenced to eviction from the common household, based on section 1 of this article, is obliged to, in the presence of police officers and immediately after the security measure becomes valid, leave the place of residence, with the understanding that time spent in prison, a facility or penitentiary will not count toward the duration of the measure.
(4) After the duration of one year from the court order issuance, based on section 1 of this article, the court can, upon the prisoner’s petition, stop implementation of the measure if it is determined that there is no further danger related to section 1 of this article. The perpetrator can repeat the petition, but no sooner than six months after the evaluation of the previous petition.
(5) The court will inform the competent authority for probation and police administration about possible changes in the duration of the measure.

Protective Supervision after the Full Execution of Sentence

Article 76

(1) If the perpetrator has been sentenced to five or more years for an intentional criminal act or two or more years for an intentional criminal act with elements of violence, or any other criminal act from chapters 16 and 17 of this Law, and if the perpetrator served his sentence, protective supervision as a protective measure will be imposed and implemented, according to article 64 of this Law and special requirements under article 62, section 2, point 7-13, if probation was ordered.
(2) The period of probation is one year. The court may, during the probation period and prior to its expiration, upon a proposal from the probation officer, extend probation for one year if there is a danger that one of the criminal acts from section 1 of this article will be repeated.
(3) The court can abolish the protective measure of supervision if there is a reason to believe that the perpetrator will not repeat the criminal act.

Murder

Article 110

Whoever kills another shall be sentenced to at least five years in prison.

Aggravated Murder

Article 111

A sentence of at least ten years in prison or the sentence of long-term imprisonment will be imposed upon a person who:
1 Murders another in a cruel or vicious way.
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2 Murders a person who is especially vulnerable due to his or her age, a serious physical or mental impediment or a pregnancy.
3 Murders a family member who he or she has previously abused.
4 Murders another for personal gain, ruthless vengeance, hatred or other low motives.
5 Murders another for the purpose of committing or hiding another criminal act.
6 Murders an official serving in the line of duty.

Manslaughter
Article 112
(1) Whoever kills another without fault, brought on by assault, aggravated insults or abuse leading to a state of long-term suffering, strong irritation or fear, will be sentenced to one to ten years of imprisonment.
(2) A mother who kills her child based under the influence of a strong mental burden due to pregnancy or childbirth will be sentenced between six months to five years of imprisonment.
(3) Whoever kills another upon their specific and solemn request, out of sympathy with their difficult health condition, will be sentenced to up to three years of imprisonment.

Female Genital Mutilation
Article 116
(1) Whoever completely or partially removes or permanently changes the external female genitalia of another will be sentenced to imprisonment between six months to five years.
(2) Whoever encourages or helps a female person subject herself to the acts under section 1 of this article will be sentenced up to three years in prison.
(3) Whoever commits an act from sections 1 and 2 of this article out of hatred, toward a child or a family member, will be sentenced to between one and eight years of imprisonment.

Bodily Injury
Article 117
(1) Whoever physically injures another or endangers another person’s health will be sentenced up to one year in prison.
(2) Whoever commits an act from section 1 of this article out of hatred, or toward a family member, or toward a person who is especially vulnerable because of his or her age, physical or mental impediment or pregnancy, or toward an official serving in the line of duty, will be sentenced up to three years in prison.
(3) The criminal act from section 1 of this article will be prosecuted based on a private lawsuit.

Heavy Bodily Injury
Article 118
(1) Whoever physically injures another or endangers another person’s health in a severe way will be sentenced between six months to five years in prison.
(2) Whoever commits an act from section 1 of this article out of hatred, or toward a family member, or toward a person who is especially vulnerable because of his or her age, physical or mental impediment or pregnancy, or toward an official serving in a line of duty, will be sentenced to between one and eight years in prison.

Especially Heavy Bodily Injury
Article 119
(1) If the criminal act from article 116, section 1 and 2 and from article 118, section 1 of this law, endangered the injured person’s life or has resulted in the destruction or permanent injury of any of his vital body parts or organs, or in a permanent impediment that causes a diminished ability to work, or permanently and severely affected his or her health, or resulted in permanent disfigurement of any kind, or a permanent inability to reproduce, the perpetrator will be sentenced to imprisonment between one to ten years’ imprisonment.

(2) Whoever commits an act from section 1 of this article out of hatred, or toward a family member, or toward a person who is especially vulnerable because of his or her age, physical or mental impediment or pregnancy, or toward an official serving in a line of duty, will be sentenced to imprisonment between one and ten years.

(3) Whoever deliberately causes any of the harm under section 1 of this article will be sentenced to imprisonment between three and twelve years.

Heavy Bodily Injury with a Death Outcome
Article 120

If the criminal acts committed under articles 116, 118 and 119 from this Criminal Code results in the death of the injured person, the perpetrator will be sentenced to imprisonment between three and fifteen years.

Heavy Bodily Injury Caused by Negligence
Article 121

(1) Whoever commits a criminal act under article 118 out of negligence will be sentenced to imprisonment up to one year.

(2) Whoever commits a criminal act under article 119 out of negligence will be sentenced to imprisonment up to three year.

Criminal Acts against Personal Freedom

Coercion
Article 138

(1) Whoever by force or serious threat coerces another to an action, omission or acquiescence will be sentenced to up to three years of imprisonment.

(2) A criminal act from section 1 of this article will be prosecuted through a private lawsuit unless it is committed out of hatred, toward a child or a family member.

Threat
Article 139

(1) Whoever threatens another with harm in order to intimidate (frighten) or upset will be sentenced to up to one year of imprisonment.

(2) Whoever seriously threatens to kill another or one close to him or her, or threatens serious bodily injury, kidnapping or deprivation of freedom, or causes harm by fire, explosion, ionized radiation, a weapon, dangerous tools or any other dangerous means, or destroying social status or material assets, will be sentenced to up to three years of imprisonment.

(3) If the criminal act from sections 1 and 2 of this article has been committed toward a person of authority, or against a journalist on duty, or if it is directed toward a larger group of people, or if it caused a major disturbance of the larger population, or if the threats have put the threatened person in a difficult position for a longer duration, the perpetrator will be sentenced to imprisonment between six months and five years.
(4) The criminal act under section 1 of this article is prosecuted through a private lawsuit, and the criminal act from section 2 of this article is prosecuted upon suggestion, unless the act from section 1 or 2 has been committed out of hatred, toward a child, a person with a disability or a family member.

Criminal Acts against Sexual Freedom

Serious Criminal Acts against Sexual Freedom

Article 154

(1) A sentence of imprisonment between one and ten years will be imposed on a person who commits the criminal acts from article 152 section 1 of this Law:

1. toward a family member.
2. toward a victim who is especially vulnerable because of her/his age, illness, addiction, pregnancy, disability, difficult physical or mental impediment.
3. in a particularly cruel or humiliating way.
4. out of hatred.
5. together with one or more perpetrators who engage in multiple instances of sexual intercourse or equivalent sexual acts against the victim.
6. by using weapons or dangerous tools.
7. in such a way that causes serious bodily injury to the victim or results in pregnancy.

(2) Whoever commits the criminal act under article 153, section 1 of this Law will be sentenced to between three and fifteen years’ imprisonment.

(3) If the criminal act from articles 152, section 1 or 153, section 1 of this law resulted in the death of the person raped, the perpetrator will be sentenced to a minimum of five years’ imprisonment.

Sexual Abuse of a Child Who Has Reached 15 Years of Age

Article 159

(1) A person entrusted with the upbringing, learning, guarding, spiritual guidance or care of a child who has reached 15 years of age and engages in sexual intercourse or an equivalent sexual act, or induces that child to commit sexual intercourse or an equivalent sexual act with another person or with herself/himself will be sentenced to between six months and five years’ imprisonment.

(2) The sentence from section 1 of this article will be imposed on a blood relative or by adoption of a child in a direct line, a stepfather or stepmother who, with a child who has reached 15 years of age, engages in sexual intercourse or an equivalent sexual act, or induces that child to engage in sexual intercourse or an equivalent sexual act with another person or with herself/himself.

Serious Criminal Acts of Sexual Abuse and Exploitation of a Child

Article 166

(1) If a criminal act under article 158, section 1, article 162 sections 1 and 2, article 163 sections 1 and 2, article 164, section 1 resulted in heavy bodily injury of the child, or it has compromised the child’s physical or emotional development, or resulted in the child’s pregnancy, or there were multiple perpetrators, or the criminal act was committed toward an especially vulnerable child, or was committed by a family member or by a person who lives with the child in a common household, or it was committed in an especially cruel or humiliating way, the perpetrator will be sentenced to between three and fifteen years’ imprisonment.
(2) If a criminal act under article 158, section 5, article 162 section 3, article 163 section 3, and article 164 section 2 resulted in a heavy bodily injury of the child, or it has compromised the child’s physical or emotional development, or resulted in the child’s pregnancy, or there were multiple perpetrators, or the criminal act was committed toward an especially vulnerable child, or was committed by a family member or by a person who lives with the child in common household or it was committed in a especially cruel or humiliating way, the perpetrator will be sentenced to at least five years’ imprisonment.

(3) If the criminal act from article 158, article 162, article 163 and article 164 resulted in death of the child, the perpetrator will be sentenced to at least ten years up to long-term imprisonment.

Taking of a Child
Article 174

(1) Whoever takes away a child from his or her parents, adoptive parents, guardians, or an institution to which the child was entrusted, unlawfully holds the child or prevents the child from living with the person or institution to whom the child was entrusted, will be sentenced to between six months and five years of imprisonment.

(2) If the criminal act from section 1 of this article is committed by a parent or a guardian, the perpetrator will be sentenced to up to three years’ imprisonment.

(3) Whoever commits the criminal act from section 1 of this article with a goal to permanently keep the child, or as a result of criminal act from section 1 of this article the child has been removed from the territory of the Republic of Croatia, or endangered the child’s health, upbringing, or education or in another way severely compromised the child’s welfare, will be sentenced to between one and ten years’ imprisonment.

(4) A parent or adoptive parent who commits the criminal act from section 1 of this article with the goal to permanently keep the child, or in a way that the child leaves the territory of the Republic of Croatia, will be sentenced to between six months and five years’ imprisonment.

(5) If the criminal act from sections 1, 2, 3, 4, caused the death of a child, the perpetrator will be sentenced to between three and fifteen years’ imprisonment.

(6) For an attempt to commit the criminal act from section 2 of this article, the perpetrator will be punished.

(7) A perpetrator who returns the child before the start of criminal proceedings can be pardoned from the punishment.

Change of Family Status
Article 175

(1) Whoever by forging, replacement, giving false information or in any other way changes the family status of a child will be sentenced to up to three years’ imprisonment.

(2) Whoever commits an act under section 1 of this article through negligence will be sentenced up to one year in prison.

(3) For an attempted criminal act under section 1 of this article, the perpetrator will be punished.

Abandoning a Child
Article 176

Whoever leaves his/her child with the goal of permanent abandonment will be sentenced to up to three years’ imprisonment.

Neglect and Abuse of Child’s Rights
Article 177
(1) A parent, adoptive parent, guardian or other person who harshly neglects the responsibilities of raising, caring for a child and his or her education will be sentenced to up to three years’ imprisonment.

(2) Whoever coerces a child to excessive labor, or labor not appropriate for a child of that age, begging, or leads the child to other behavior that is harmful for the child’s development, or in another way harshly abuses the child’s rights will be sentenced to between six months and five years’ imprisonment.

(3) If, based on the criminal act under section 1 and 2 of this article, a child starts to beg, engage in prostitution, or engages in socially unacceptable behavior, or the act causes heavy bodily injury of a child, the perpetrator will be sentenced to between one and eight years’ imprisonment.

(4) If, by a criminal act under sections 1 and 2 of this article, death of a child was caused, the perpetrator will be sentenced to between three and fifteen years’ imprisonment.

Prosecutor’s Law

Article 62

1. When deciding on criminal charges regarding a criminal offence with elements of domestic violence among relatives and other related persons which carries a fine or maximum sentence of five years in prison, the State Attorney can drop charges if s/he believes that instituting proceedings would not be efficient due to the nature of a criminal offence, circumstances under which it has been committed, personal characteristics of the perpetrator and injured person, and nature of their relation.

2. In view of determining these circumstances, the State Attorney can call the party pressing charges, the victim and the suspect to attend a hearing. At the hearing, the State Attorney can try reaching conciliation assisted by expert associates of the State Attorney’s Office and advisors of the Social Welfare Centre. Attempt to conciliation can be entrusted to municipal court or social welfare institution before issuing an indictment, with a warning regarding nondisclosure of confidential information the institution has collected. In a warrant regarding entrusting, State Attorney states the deadline within which conciliation must be performed, i.e. within which the institution must be informed about the result of conciliation.

Execution of Prison Sentence Act

The content and the types of benefits

Article 128

(1) Benefits are a set of encouraging measures aimed at trusting inmates, easing prison discipline, reduction of detrimental effects of custody, at maintenance and promotion of relations with family, other persons and public services, as well as at encouraging individual participation in implementation of execution program, at strengthening of responsibility and self-confidence and at preparing inmates for life in compliance with legal order and for fulfillment of civic duties.

(2) Benefits can be regular or exceptional.

(3) Regular benefits shall comprise the following: 1. easing conditions within prison or jail,
2. reducing restrictions for movement within prison or jail,
3. more frequent contacts with the world outside of the prison or jail,
4. transfer to prison or jail with more lenient conditions of the execution of sentence in compliance with Article 153 of this Law.

(4) Exceptional benefits shall be extra leaves from prison or jail.
Article 129

(1) Benefits easing conditions within prison or jail shall be the following:
1. use of private television set,
2. individual preparation of food and beverages,
3. arrangement of living environment with personal things,
4. more frequent receiving packages and an enhanced permissible weight of packages,
5. free use of certain amount of money deposited within prison or jail,
6. awards consisting of money or things.
(2) Benefits reducing restrictions of movement within prison or jail shall be the following:
1. unlocking of the room where inmate is accommodated,
2. extended stay in common premises (reading room, library, common room, classrooms, gymnasium, sport
courts, dining room, and other spaces and premises envisaged for free time activities),
3. extended stay in open air.
(3) Benefits enabling more frequent contacts with the world outside of prisons and jails shall be the following:
1. more frequent and longer visits of family members and third persons, either supervised or not supervised,
within prison or jail,
2. private telephone conversations,
3. stay with a spouse or a common law spouse in a separate room without supervision,
4. annual leave or part of annual leave in medium security or low security wards of prisons or jails, or outside
prisons or jails,
5. leave from high security prison or jail under supervision for purpose of visiting family or pursuing private
business up to four hours plus time necessary for travel,
6. going out to local community with visitors in length between two and twenty-four hours,
7. going out to local community without visitors in length between two and eight hours.
8. going out to visit family members or other persons at free time, not more then two times in a month in total
duration of four days (96 hours), and in month of Eastern, Christmas and Statehood Day - in duration of up to six
days (144 hours),
9. transfer to a ward with more lenient conditions of serving sentence within the same prison or jail,
(4) Decision on approval and denial of benefits shall be entered to the personal file.
(5) An arrest warrant shall be issued if an inmate does not return from benefit of leave without justified reason
within 24 hours following the time of scheduled return.

Conditions for approval of benefits of leave

Article 131

(1) Benefit of leave from high security prison or jail may be granted to an inmate after he or she served one third
of the final sentence not exceeding ten years of prison.
(2) Benefit of leave from high security prison or jail may be granted to an inmate after he or she served one half of
the final sentence of ten years or more.
(3) When deciding on whether to grant a benefit of leave or not, opinion of appropriate state authorities and other
persons may be asked for.
(4) Opinion mentioned in Paragraph 3 of this Article shall be asked for if the inmate concerned was sentenced for
or has a criminal record of serious crimes from Article 181, Point 1 and 2 of the Law on Criminal Procedure.
(5) Before granting a benefit of leave to an inmate serving sentence of ten years of prison or more, in addition to
an opinion mentioned in Paragraphs 3 and 4 of this Article, an opinion of the Ministry of Justice shall be asked for.
(6) Benefit of leave can not be exercised outside territory of the Republic of Croatia.

Deciding on benefits
Article 132

(1) Warden shall decide whether to grant a benefit, on basis of assessment of execution program, by enacting a decision.
(2) When deciding whether to grant a benefit warden shall have principle of individual the execution of sentence in mind.
(3) Warden decides whether it is necessary to provide for supervision or compensation of costs and whether inmate has to register with police in place where he or she plans to exercise the benefit, as well as whether the inmate fulfilled his or her obligations determined by execution program.
(4) Reporting to police administration in place where the benefit is planned to be exercised shall be compulsory for inmates specified in Article 131, Paragraph 4 of this Law.
(5) More detailed regulations concerning benefits of inmates shall be enacted by the Minister of Justice.

Family Law

Article 3
The provisions of this Law concerning the consequence of an extramarital union are applied to the life union of an unmarried woman and an unmarried man who do not live in some other extramarital union, which lasts for at least three years or even shorter if a joint child is born in it.
Provisions of this Law regulating the effects of cohabitation shall be applied to a relationship between an unmarried woman and unmarried man which lasts at least three years or less, under the condition that a child has been born during the period of cohabitation.

3. Mediation before divorce
Article 44
The mediation procedure is carried out when a divorce procedure is started with a suit or with a consensual application, and the spouses have minor joint or adopted children or children of whom they have parental care after their majority.
Divorce mediation will be started when:
1) divorce action has been initiated by a divorce complaint,
2) divorce action has been initiated by a request for divorce in which both parties have agreed to all of the terms of the divorce, under the condition that spouses have their own minor or adopted children or children in parent care which extends after they have reached majority.

Article 45
(1) The mediation procedure is not carried out if one or both spouses have been pronounced legally incompetent, unless the court determines that they are capable of understanding the significance of marriage and the obligations that derive from it.
(2) The mediation procedure is not carried out if the whereabouts of one or both of the spouses have been unknown for a period of at least six months.
(3) The mediation procedure is not carried out if one or both of the spouses lives abroad.
(4) Exceptionally to Paragraph 3 of this Article, the mediation procedure will be carried out if the spouses have minor joint or adopted children or children over whom they exercise parental care even after their majority if the court considers that there are no major difficulties in the way of the spouses taking part in the mediation procedure.

Article 46
(1) When the court receives a suit or a consensual application as defined in Article 44 of this Law, at the first hearing it will ask the spouses at once to state to which welfare centre, marriage counselling office or person authorised to give expert assistance (a mediator) they wish to turn for the sake of obviating their marital dissensions or for the sake of an agreement about settling the legal effects of the divorce.
(2) The court will ask the parties if there is any agreement about with which parent the children will live, about their meetings and association with the other parent, or about the accommodation of the child during the divorce proceedings.
(3) If the spouses have not agreed on whom they will carry out the mediation proceedings with, the court will make an ex officio decision concerning the choice of mediator.
(4) In cases as defined in Paragraphs 1 and 3 of this Article the court will without delay make a decision about before whom the mediation procedure will be carried out and deliver it to the mediator. No separate appeal is permitted against a decision as defined in Paragraph 3 of this Article.
(5) Spouses are bound to initiate the mediation procedure within 15 days of the making of a decision as defined in Paragraph 4 of this Article.

Article 47
(1) The institution or individual that carries out the mediation will call the spouses, according to the rules for personal delivery, to attend the procedure in person without an attorney.
(2) If the plaintiff or if both the spouses who have submitted a consensual application do not heed the call to mediation and do not justify their failure to attend, the mediator will at once inform the court about this in writing.
(3) If the spouses give up the mediation procedure, the mediator will at once inform the court about this in writing.
(4) In a case as defined in Paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article, the court will deem the suit or the consensual application to have been withdrawn.

Article 48
(1) A mediator will question the parties about the causes that have led to the breakdown of their marital relations and endeavour to obviate the causes and to reconcile the spouses.
(2) The mediator is bound to supply a professional and expert opinion to the spouses according to the rules concerning personal delivery in a period of fifteen days of the conclusion of the mediation procedure.

Article 50
(1) An establishment or individual that has carried out the mediation procedure will also supply a professional opinion to the welfare centre if the spouses have a minor child or adopted child or child over whom they exercise parental care even after majority.
(2) A professional opinion is delivered to the welfare centre that has not carried out the procedure according to the registered residence of the parent with whom the children live.
(3) If the children live apart from both parents the professional opinion is delivered to the welfare centre in the area in which lies the seat of the body that determined on the placement of the child. If the child has been placed
without any decision from a competent body the professional opinion will be delivered to the welfare centre of the child’s temporary whereabouts.

(4) A welfare centre is bound to consider at once the professional opinion and to take the necessary measures for the protection of the child’s well-being.

**Article 51**

If the spouses do not deliver the professional opinion to the court in a period of a year from the delivery [reception] of the decision of the court as defined in Article 46 of this Law, it will be deemed that the suit or the consensual application for divorce has been withdrawn.

**Article 114**

(1) In a non-litigation procedure the court will deprive a parent who abuses or grossly violates parental responsibility, duties and rights of the right to parental care.

(2) A parent is deemed to abuse or grossly violate parental responsibility, duties and rights if he or she:

1. exerts physical or mental violence on the child, including exposing it to violence among the adult members of the family
2. takes sexual advantage of the child,
3. exploits the child by forcing it to work too hard or to do work that is not appropriate to its age,
4. allows the child to consume alcohol, drugs or other narcotic substances,
5. encourages the child to socially unacceptable behaviour
6. has abandoned the child
7. does not care for a child with which he or she does not live for more than three months,
8. in a period of one year does not create the conditions for life together with the child with which he or she does not live without having any particularly good reason for this,
9. does not care for the basic necessities of life of a child with which he or she lives or does not adhere to the measure that have been previously imposed by a competent body for the sake of the protection of the rights and well-being of the child
10. in some other way grossly abuses the rights of the child.

(3) The proceeding for deprivation of the right to exercise parental care must be instituted by a welfare centre as soon as it learns of the circumstances as defined in Paragraph 2 of this Article, and it can also be initiated by the other parent, the child or the court ex officio.

(4) The right to exercise parental care will be restored in a decision of the court when the reasons because of which the right was taken away have ceased.

(5) The non-litigation proceeding as defined in Paragraph 4 of this Article can be initiated by a parent who has had the right taken away from him or her or the welfare centre.

(6) In the event that a proceeding for the deprivation of the right to exercise parental care is instituted with respect to both or the only parent the welfare centre will appoint the child a guardian ad litem.

(7) The provisions concerning guardianship for special cases will be applied in an appropriate way to the guardian ad litem as defined in Paragraph 6 of this Article.

(8) A decision with legal effect on depriving or restoring the right to the exercise of parental care will be supplied to the competent registrar for the sake of entry into the register of births and parents, to the ministry competent for justice affairs for the sake of keeping a register concerning persons deprived of the right to exercise parental care, and if the child has some right to real estate the decision will be delivered to the land register department of the municipal court for the sake of an annotation being made.
(9) After the majority of the child data about the deprivation of the right to exercise parental care are not shown in documents from the register of births.

**Article 115**

The court will impose on a parent that has not protected the child from the parent that abused parental responsibility, duties and rights, for the sake of the good of the child, measures as defined in Articles 111 and 114 of this Law, taking account of the circumstances of the case.
APPENDIX D. COMMENTARY ON THE LAW ON PROTECTION FROM DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

The authors have reviewed the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence enacted October 30, 2009 (the “Law”). The government of Croatia is to be commended for undertaking the difficult, but important process of enacting legislation to protect its citizens from domestic violence. In doing so, Croatia took a vital step towards fulfilling its obligations under the international conventions and treaties it has ratified, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). These obligations include guaranteeing an individual’s right to be free from violence and a state’s responsibility to protect individuals not only from violations of their rights by government entities, but also against acts of violence committed by private actors.

The following specific comments on the law are offered, which are based upon information found in the U.N. Handbook for Legislation on Violence against Women, UNIFEM Virtual Knowledge Centre to End Violence against Women and Girls, the Stop Violence against Women website, and other sources.

Because the Law uses the term “protective measure,” which is also commonly known as an order for protection, these comments will retain that language.

Review of the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence

Many positive aspects of the Law were noted. The Law envisions an order for protection, referred to as a “protective measure,” and also establishes a process for emergency orders for protection, including provisions against contacting the victim, against harassing or stalking the victim, and requiring the removal of the perpetrator from the home. The Law requires social service and health institutions to provide for the victim’s needs, and requires courts to order police to accompany the victim to the home to retrieve personal effects. The Law clearly classifies both domestic violence and the violation of orders of protection as separate criminal offenses, and states that protective measures may be applied without the application of criminal penalties. That the Law explicitly includes violence between persons of the same sex is also a positive aspect of the Law. In addition, the Law establishes an administrative framework for implementing its provisions and monitoring its effects.

The authors recommend that the government of Croatia continue to revise and strengthen the Law. The Law should be amended to include “intimate partners” who are not necessarily married or living together within the scope of persons covered by its provisions. Domestic violence often involves people in such relationships.
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The Law should also be amended to separate the legal process for obtaining protective measures from the legal process for holding perpetrators criminally accountable. In jurisdictions where domestic violence laws have been in place for twenty to thirty years, domestic violence laws have evolved to include three primary components:

- Civil law provisions that promote the safety of domestic violence victims (orders for protection, hotlines, shelters, and other victim services);
- Criminal law provisions that provide for prosecution of perpetrators of domestic violence (laws that prohibit assault of an intimate partner, terrorist threats, criminal sexual conduct, interference with an emergency call, and other criminal laws); and
- An infrastructure to promote prevention of domestic violence (government offices to coordinate and award funding to the private sector).

Each of these components – Protection, Prosecution, and Prevention – is important for a government to undertake when addressing domestic violence. However, governments must sometimes prioritize one component over another when resources are scarce. When that is the case, it is vital that resources are directed to protecting domestic violence victims. Without such protection, victims are often unable to cooperate in the prosecution of the perpetrators of domestic violence. In addition, any prevention efforts must address the immediate need for the safety and security of domestic violence victims.

The Law should also include training and protocols for police who respond to incidents of domestic violence, including:

- A requirement that police give victims notice of their rights and legal remedies, referrals for economic, legal and social support services, and transportation to a shelter or healthcare provider on the victim’s request;
- A protocol for collecting evidence and accurately documenting domestic violence incidents;
- A risk assessment protocol for evaluating the level of risk to victims;
- A protocol for determining the primary aggressor in an incident of domestic violence;
- A requirement that police escort victims to retrieve their personal effects without a court order; and
- A requirement that, once a determination is made that a domestic violence offense has occurred, the perpetrator must be arrested and detained immediately.

The Law should also be amended to strengthen the criminal penalties against perpetrators of domestic violence. Currently, the Law characterizes domestic violence as a misdemeanor offense. In cases involving serious injuries to the victim or repeated violations, felony level penalties may be appropriate. The Law should ensure that stronger penalties are imposed for each successive incident of domestic violence and for each successive violation of an order for protection. The Law should include clear language requiring police and prosecutors to pursue domestic violence cases, including those involving low-level injuries.

Although the Law includes a process for victims to obtain emergency orders for protective measures, it does not clearly allow victims to seek and obtain such measures *ex parte*. The Law should allow emergency protective measures to be awarded without notice to perpetrators, and should require court authorities to be available 24 hours a day, seven days of the week, so that a victim’s application for such measures can be decided immediately. The Law includes many other important protections for victims of domestic violence, however, these protections should be strengthened. The Law should authorize protective orders to address financial support for victims and their children, temporary custody arrangements, and the use and possession of property.
Finally, the government of Croatia should allocate financial resources dedicated to the provision of victim services, including social services, shelters, legal aid, health care and other services. Funds should also be allocated to train police, prosecutors, judges and court administration regarding appropriate handling of domestic violence cases. Funding should be allocated for regular and independent monitoring of the Law’s effectiveness.

**Review of Model Legislation**

In the process of revising and strengthening the Law, it is recommended that the drafters revisit the following important models for legislation on domestic violence:

- The U.N. Handbook for Legislation on Violence against Women (2010);\(^{1010}\)
- Family Violence: A Model State Code (1994);\(^{1012}\)
- Sample National Domestic Violence Laws on the StopVAW website;\(^{1013}\) and
- The Minnesota Domestic Abuse Act.\(^{1014}\)

Domestic violence laws also impact police, prosecutors, and courts. Police, prosecutors, and judges should review internal policies and procedures on crime victim assistance, arrest, detention, and release of those suspected of violating criminal laws; and standards for the admission of evidence in administrative, civil, and criminal proceedings to ensure that they are consistent with, and support the remedies for domestic violence victims in the Law.

**I. GENERAL PROVISIONS**

**Article 1.**

The Law should be broad enough to address violence between intimate partners who are not members of the same family. Currently, the Law defines “family” as: woman and man in marriage, their common children and children of each of them; woman and man in common-law marriage, children of each of them and their common children; blood relatives in a direct line without limitation; blood relatives in the lateral lineage ended with the third degree; relatives by marriage ended with second degree in both marriage and common-law marriage; people who have common children; guardian and ward; and foster parents, users of accommodation in foster families and their family members while such relations exist. References to “family members” should be omitted to avoid an overly narrow interpretation of its application. The Law uses the phrases “domestic violence” and “family violence” interchangeably throughout. This has the potential to confuse readers, and could lead to claims from perpetrators

---


who do not have clear familial ties with their victims that the Law does not apply to them. Replacing “family violence” with “domestic violence” wherever it appears would strengthen the Law and eliminate confusion.

**Article 2.**

Protective measures should be available through a separate legal process from the criminal process that impose fines, imprisonment, and other accountability measures against perpetrators. The provisions of civil law should apply to proceedings for protective measures, while the provisions of criminal law should apply to accountability measures against perpetrators. Both processes should be available and can proceed simultaneously in domestic violence cases.

Civil protective orders have several advantages over criminal proceedings. Criminal cases can be complex and protracted over months or years. Ideally, a civil proceeding for a protective measure is a quick and efficient process. The standard of proof required for a criminal conviction should be higher (beyond a reasonable doubt) than that required for issuance of a protective measure (preponderance of the evidence). If only criminal penalties are sought, sometimes the victim will have no legal protection from abuse during the proceeding unless the perpetrator is imprisoned during that time. Protective measures are also more flexible than criminal penalties and can be tailored to the needs of the victim. Finally, civil proceedings, such as the protective measures described here, offer victims the opportunity to participate in the proceeding and to choose her remedy; criminal proceedings may proceed without the victim’s participation.

**Article 3.**

The word “family,” when used to define the relationships covered by the Law is too narrow, and can be interpreted to exclude victims of violence in other significant relationships whom the Law should also protect. “Intimate Partners” would cover such relationships.

Article 3 should be extended to include, in addition to the relationships listed, “persons involved in a significant romantic or sexual relationship who do not necessarily reside in the same household,” and “persons who reside together or have resided together who are not necessarily married by law or common law.” This extension would better protect more victims of domestic violence. Many situations of domestic violence involve people in such relationships.

**Article 4.**

The Law should focus the definition of “domestic violence” on physical harm, bodily injury, or assault; the infliction of fear of imminent physical harm, bodily injury, or assault; terroristic threats; and criminal sexual misconduct, including sexual assault within a marriage.

Language in the Law that defines domestic violence as “economic violence” or “psychological violence,” including “distress or injury to dignity, verbal violence, verbal assaults, insults, cursing, name calling, or otherwise crude verbal harassment” is vague, and opens the Law to potential abuse by offenders. The inclusion of psychological and economic violence in the definition of domestic violence in some cases has had the unintended consequence of creating opportunities for perpetrators to counter-claim psychological or economic abuse against their victims.
For example, an angry or disgruntled violent abuser may seek protective measures against his wife for using property owned by him. Police officers may arrest the victim for arguing with a violent perpetrator for perceived verbal insults. Or a perpetrator may claim that physical violence is an appropriate response to an act he sees as economically disadvantageous to himself. Countries that include such provisions in their definitions of domestic violence have seen increases in arrests of battered women. If a victim is arrested, there is little likelihood that she will report further incidents of violence. Also, claims of psychological and economic violence may be very difficult to prove in legal proceedings.

Instead, the Law should redefine psychological and economic violence to ensure that this includes only those acts that threaten the victim with physical harm or cause fear of such harm. Legislation should state that psychological or economic violence is not a defense to charges of physical domestic violence. Also, trainings on identifying the predominant aggressor for police, judges, and other actors who implement the law are essential to implementing the law in a manner that respects the principles of gender equality.

Article 6

(1) The requirement that social services and health institutions and other authorities must care for the needs of victims is a positive aspect of the law. Without more, however, this requirement may not be met in practice. The Law should also include a provision stating that the government should ensure that adequate and consistent funding will be provided to guarantee effective implementation of the Law. Funding provisions should include all, or a combination of the following:

- Create a general obligation on the government to provide an adequate budget for implementation;
- Request allocations of funding for specific implementation activities;
- Allocate funds for use by civil society organizations to assist in implementation of the Law;
- Provide incentives for private funding related to implementation of the Law; and
- Remove restrictive provisions in laws that may negatively impact funding for implementation.

(2) The Law should require police to notify victims of their rights. The statement of rights should inform them of their legal remedies (such as obtaining an order for protective measures) and provide them with information about social services, health institutions, legal services and other organizations available to assist them. The Law should provide that such services are not conditional on cooperation with authorities.

It is also important to include language in the Law that obligates law enforcement officers to assess the risk to victims at the scene of a domestic assault. Provisions requiring officials to conduct risk assessments in domestic violence cases also should be included in the Criminal Code. Research has documented a number of indicators of increased risk. For example, the Law should require that police interview the victim and the alleged perpetrator separately at the scene of the reported assault. The police report should include a notation regarding whether a weapon was used. The report should document any evidence of strangulation (the impeding of normal breathing or circulation of blood). It should document the presence of children and any report of the victim or others that there has been a history of assaults by the alleged perpetrator or threats to kill the victim or her children by the alleged perpetrator. This information is an indication that there is an increased risk of more serious harm to the victim, and the legal authorities, at every level, should consider this risk in their response. These risk

assessment tools can be used by criminal justice system officials to better protect victims. All officials should be aware of these high risk cases and take particular precautions. However, risk assessment should never be a substitute for arrest where an assault has occurred. Police should always be able to arrest and detain offenders under the criminal law if they determine a domestic violence offense has occurred.

In addition, the Law should more clearly state the specific duties of police officers upon receiving a report of domestic violence. The efforts of officials exercising preventive control are best focused on enforcement and ensuring the safety of the victim. The Model Code on Family and Domestic Violence outlines the duties of law enforcement officers, including, but not limited to:

- Taking action necessary to provide for the safety of the victim or of any household member;
- Confiscating any weapon involved in the alleged domestic abuse;
- If the victim so requests, transporting or obtaining transportation for the victim and any child to a shelter or place of safety;
- Assisting the victim in removing essential personal effects; and
- Assisting the victim and any child in obtaining medical treatment, including obtaining transportation to a medical facility.

The Law should also clearly mandate law enforcement to document all domestic violence calls in written reports. The Law should ensure that if police determine that a domestic violence offense has occurred, law enforcement must arrest and detain the offender. If a police officer receives complaints of domestic violence from two or more opposing persons, the Law should direct the officer to evaluate each complaint separately to determine who the primary aggressor was, and arrest only that person. Police should avoid making dual arrests at the scene of an assault.

(3) and (4) The Law should ensure that juvenile children who witness domestic violence are not necessarily categorized as abused or neglected children. Such a categorization could result in battered women and their children being further harmed by the removal of the children from their mother’s care. This will deter victims from reporting assaults. The Law should make clear that victims and their children are entitled to apply for, and receive, protective measures.

Article 8

Article 8 should be amended to require mandatory registration of domestic violence incidents only when the victim is a juvenile child, the victim’s life is at risk, or the victim suffers from a mental impairment. Mandatory registration requirements may place victims in danger of retaliation, and victims who fear retaliatory violence against themselves or their children, or who for any other reason do not want to report the violence, may forego necessary medical care. Concealing the cause of the injuries may also impede proper treatment. Victims who do not want the police to intervene may conceal the real cause of their injuries. Perpetrators of domestic violence may also prevent victims from seeking medical care, knowing that the doctor would be required to report suspicions of abuse. Victims may have been told by their abusers that they would lose custody of their children if the abuse is reported. Mandatory registration requirements also undermine patient autonomy and confidentiality.
by denying victims the ability to make their own decisions about the safest and most appropriate courses of action. These requirements also conflict with patient privacy rights. At a minimum, mandatory registration requirements must be crafted with caution in order to respect the integrity and privacy of victims.\footnote{See OSCE, Response to Domestic Violence and Co-ordinated Victim Protect in the Federation of Boznia and Herzegovenia Republika Srpska, Section 4.1, page 10, available at http://www.stopvaw.org/uploads/implementation_of_the_lop_in_fbih_and_rs_final_for_distribution_eng.pdf (visited Aug. 30, 2011); see also "Documentation and Reporting, StopVAW, The Advocates for Human Rights, http://stopvaw.org/Documentation_and_Reporting.html (visited Aug. 30, 2011).}

\section*{Article 9}

See Comments on Article 6, Section 2. The requirement that courts must order police escort for victims retrieving their belongings is a positive aspect of the Law. A court order should not be necessary, however. Instead, the Law should require police officers to notify victims of their right to police escort, and to accompany them to retrieve their belongings when requested. A court order should be required only if the police fail to carry out this duty.

\section*{II. CRIMINAL SANCTIONS}

\subsection*{Article 10 – Purpose and Kinds of Criminal Sanctions for Protection from Domestic Violence}

(1) Accountability for perpetrators and safety for victims and the public should be the primary purpose of criminal sanctions. See also Comments on Article 1. References in the Law to “families and family members” are too restrictive because they exclude violence among intimate partners outside of marriage or family relationships.

(2) See Comments on Article 2. Protective measures should be available through a separate civil process and should not be categorized as criminal sanctions.

\subsection*{Article 11 – Protective Measures}

(1) See Comments on Article 1. References in the Law to “violence in the family” and “family members” are too restrictive because they exclude violence among intimate partners outside of marriage or family relationships.

The victim’s conduct should never be directed or limited by a protective measure. The Law should clarify that orders for protective measures apply only to the perpetrators, and not the victims. The Law should also provide that courts have the authority or order protective measures based solely on the affidavit or testimony of the victim. Evidence in addition to the statement or testimony of the victim should not be required in any proceeding. The victim’s ability to access the courts for civil protective measures must not depend upon her cooperation in criminal proceedings.

The Law should also clarify that protective orders may be lifted or modified only upon a finding of clear and convincing evidence that there is no longer any danger to the victim.

(2) See Comments on Article 20. Defining the crime of domestic violence as a misdemeanor understates its seriousness in many cases. Felony charges should be imposed in cases involving serious injuries or repeat offenses.
Article 11(2) summarizes the Protective Measures described in Articles 12-18. Specific comments on these Articles are included separately below. Article 11(2) describes some of the important elements that should be included in a domestic violence law. Additional elements, however, should be included in the Law. The court should have authority to provide other relief to ensure the victim’s safety and security, including, but not limited to an order providing for:

- Temporary financial support for the victim and the children of the victim and perpetrator;
- Temporary custody of the children or temporary parenting time to the non-violent parent, which gives primary consideration to the safety of the victim and children—decisions about custody and parenting time should never delay the issuance of protective measures;
- Temporary use and possession of property, including the residence or dwelling, and restraining one or both parties from transferring or disposing of any property rights; and
- Possession and use of an automobile and other essential personal effects.

The inclusion of these additional measures is important to allow the victim to maintain independence from the perpetrator and to stay safe. Providing the victim with temporary support, use of property and custody of the children are important means of facilitating her independence and safety. In addition, at least one study has concluded that protective orders increase a victim’s quality of life, and when these measures are enforced, the victim’s increased safety and sense of well-being result in less cost to society as a whole.1020 These forms of relief can provide victims with a measure of protection while allowing them time to determine how to stay safe over the long term without immediately having to file for divorce or seek criminal sanctions.

**Article 12 – Protective Measure of Mandatory Psychosocial Treatment**

In some cases, perpetrator’s intervention programs may be appropriate where economically feasible and where the programs adhere to recognized standards.1021 But the primary purpose of preventive measures is the safety of the victim, not re-education of the offender. Victim safety is promoted by ordering the perpetrator not to contact or harass the victim, to be removed from the home, not to possess firearms, and other orders as necessary to ensure the safety of the victim. The Law should make clear that mandatory psychosocial treatment does not replace these other protective measures.

To the extent that the Law provides for mandatory psychosocial treatment for perpetrators, it should state that any expenses related to the perpetrator’s participation in such treatment shall not be borne by the victim or her children, but rather, will be paid for by the perpetrator. The Law should prioritize the use of any government funds for victim services over treatment services for perpetrators when economic resources are scarce.

When psychosocial treatment is ordered, the Law should provide mechanisms to ensure the perpetrator’s compliance with the treatment by requiring treatment providers to notify police or the court of non-attendance.

**Article 13 – Protective Measures Prohibit Approaching the Victim of Domestic Violence**


(1) Courts should not be required to find “a danger of recurrence” to issue an order against approaching the victim (a “no contact order”). A victim may credibly fear the perpetrator who has abused her even if she can produce no evidence that he will do so again. Requiring proof of potential recurrence too narrowly limits the application of this protective measure. The phrase “if there is a danger of a recurrence” should be deleted.

The Law should prohibit perpetrators from violating no contact orders indirectly through third parties. The Law should expand this protective measure to include, where appropriate, a prohibition against approaching the victim’s children and the children’s schools.

Article 14 – Protective Measure Prohibiting Stalking and Harassment of a Person Exposed to Violence

(1) See Comments on Article 1. The phrase “family violence” should be replaced with “domestic violence. See also Comments on Article 13. The phrase “if there is a danger of recurrence” should be deleted. Courts should be able to issue an order against spying and harassment (a “harassment order”) to protect the victim even if the violence was not committed by spying or harassment.

The Law should also prohibit perpetrators from violating harassment orders indirectly through third parties.

Article 15 – Protective Measures of Removal from the Apartment, House, or Other Living Space

(1) See Comments on Article 1. The phrase “family member” should be replaced with “victim.” See also Comments on Article 13. The victim should not be required to prove “a danger that without enforcement of these measures the violence could happen again.”

Article 16 – Protective measure of mandatory treatment for addiction

See Comments to Article 12.

Article 17 – Protective measures of confiscation of objects

The Law should make clear that Article 17 does not undermine the authority of police to confiscate objects used for the perpetration of domestic violence in any case where the objects might be evidence in a criminal case against the perpetrator. The Law should also authorize police to confiscate firearms and other weapons to protect the victim, even if the perpetrator did not use them previously in connection with the violence.

Adding the following language to Article 17 is recommended:

“A person who is subject to a protective order or a court order that restrains such person from harassing, stalking, or threatening an intimate partner of such person or a child or family member of the intimate partner, or that restrains such persons from engaging in conduct that would place an intimate partner in reasonable fear of bodily injury to the partner, child or family member, is forbidden to possess or purchase any firearm during the term of the court order. Said person’s firearms shall be surrendered immediately to the police. The police shall notify the victim upon the return of the firearms to the person at the end of the term of the court order.”
Article 18 – Application of Protective Measures

(1) The drafters are commended for authorizing protective measures independent of criminal penalties. In addition, protective measures should be available through an entirely independent civil proceeding from the criminal case against the perpetrator. See Comments to Article 2.

(2) This Article might be interpreted as conflicting with Article 19(2), in that it appears to allow protective measures at the request of the prosecutor or on the authority of the court (ex officio) without consent of the victim. To avoid confusion, this Article should clarify that the protective measures described in Article 11, Paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 are not available at the request of the prosecutor or on the court’s authority without the victim’s informed consent. It is very important for an adult victim of domestic violence to make her own decision to leave a relationship because she is in the best position to assess the potential danger. The victim’s wishes should be the final factor in determining who may apply for protective measures because victims are most often the best judges of the dangers presented to them by violent offenders. These dangers have been shown to increase when a victim seeks help from authorities, including when she applies for protective measures. A different standard should apply to criminal prosecution of the perpetrators, where the discretion of the public prosecutor takes precedence.

This Article should also clarify that adult guardians, family or household members can apply for protective measures on behalf of victims who are minors.

Article 19

(1) The drafters are commended for authorizing emergency interim orders for protective measures without a hearing or other legal proceedings. To protect the victim, the Law should also make clear that a victim may apply for and receive the protective measures described in Article 11, Paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 ex parte (without prior notice to the perpetrator) on an emergency interim basis. The Law should state that the victim’s statement alone is sufficient evidence to grant an emergency interim order, and no other evidence is necessary.

(2) The drafters are commended for requiring the victim’s consent to the protective measures described in Article 18, Paragraphs 2, 3, and 4.

(3) The drafters are commended for requiring the court to rule on the victim’s application for protective measures “immediately, without delay,” and for shortening the period in which the court must decide from 48 to 24 hours. The Law would better protect the victim’s safety, however, if it required a court authority to be available to issue emergency orders for protective measures 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and to make the decision immediately upon application. Allowing even a 24-hour delay puts the victim at risk when her life is in immediate danger.

(4) The Law should permit a period longer than 8 days for the applicant to move for permanent protective measures. Experience has shown that if the proceedings are expedited too quickly, the victim may withdraw if she feels that they are out of her control. For example, in Spain, the law provided that court hearings in domestic violence cases should come before a judge within 15 days. Ideally, the ex parte urgent measures should be left in place until the defendant requests a hearing, during which a decision on long-term protective measures may be made.
See Comments to Article 2. The victim’s motion for permanent protective measures should take place in a civil court hearing and should be separate from the prosecutor’s accusatory complaint against the perpetrator. This Article illustrates one reason why proceedings for protective measures and proceedings for criminal penalties should be separate. To protect the victim’s safety, the victim’s need for protective measures should be addressed as quickly as possible. In contrast, the prosecutor’s decision to file criminal charges (and if so, which charges to apply and the allegations to assert in the charging documents) should carefully deliberated. The criminal charging process should not be driven by the need for immediate protective measures.

(5) The drafters are commended for requiring courts to notify applicants that a failure to move for permanent protective measures within the deadline will result in the abrogation of any interim protective measures. Consider using the word “notify” instead of the more accusatory word “warn.”

**Article 20 – Provisions**

(1) See Comments to Article 1. Replace the phrase “family violence” with “domestic violence.”

The drafters are commended for increasing the maximum sentence of imprisonment for domestic violence from 60 days to 90 days in the new Law, however, continuing to treat domestic violence as a misdemeanor, and limiting the potential prison sentence for this offense to just 90 days, significantly understates its seriousness. The Law should be amended to establish felony-level sentences in cases involving serious injury or threat of serious injury to the victim, permanent disfigurement, or death, and in such other cases where the court finds circumstances warrant the imposition of a felony-level sentence. The Law should ensure that crimes involving domestic violence are not treated less seriously than other crimes. The Law should also clarify that police and prosecutors are obligated to pursue all cases of domestic violence, including assaults resulting in low-level injuries such as bruises, cuts, scrapes, and burns.

The Law should also establish higher minimum penalties for repeat offenders, with increasing penalties mandated for each subsequent offense. For example, three or more convictions for assaults involving low-level injury could become a felony with more severe sanctions. The 15, 30, 45 and 60-day minimums imposed under the statute for repeat offenses and offenses affecting children and disabled persons are not sufficient to deter perpetrators. In addition, these low sentencing provisions for repeat offenses are not commensurate with the criminality of the conduct.

**Article 21**

See Comments to Article 8. Registration requirements should not be applied if the victim is a competent adult and is not in immediate danger.

**Article 22 – Responsibility for Failure to Act According to Protective Measures**

The drafters are commended for making it clear that violating an order for protective measures is a criminal offense that will subject the perpetrator to criminal penalties. The drafters are also commended for making it clear that such penalties may be imposed only against the perpetrator, and not the victim, of domestic violence.
In addition, the Law should make clear that, when the violation of an order for protective measures constitutes a separate criminal offense, this provision does not supersede any other criminal law that applies. For example, if the order for protective measures prohibits the perpetrator from future acts of violence and the perpetrator then assaults the victim, he should be subject to criminal penalties both for the assault and for violating the protection order.

The Law should also provide that, if the perpetrator repeatedly violates an order for protective measures, the criminal penalties will become more severe with each successive violation.

**Articles 23-26**

Articles 23-26 follow the best practice of naming an agency or agencies that are responsible for implementing the Law and clearly describing the responsibilities of the agency or agencies, including the issuance of implementing regulations and rules, the appointment of an expert committee to monitor and improve its application and enforcement, and the collection of statistical data regarding domestic violence cases. The drafters are commended for including these provisions in the Law.

In addition, the Law should require the court administration system that handles cases of domestic violence to maintain a staff that will provide assistance to domestic violence victims.1022

The Law should also include provisions that require agency collaboration and communication in addressing domestic violence. NGO advocates who directly serve domestic violence victims should have leadership roles in such collaborative efforts. When policy, judicial officials, NGOs that provide direct service to victims of domestic violence, and medical providers coordinate their efforts to protect victims and hold perpetrators accountable, these efforts are more successful. Coordination helps to ensure that the system works faster and better for victims; that victims are protected and receive the services they need; and that perpetrators are held accountable and cease their abusive behavior.

---
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